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Abstract
Characterized by syndactyly and a pair of large incisors on the lower jaw,
diprotodontids, which include some of the iconic animals of Australia, are metatherians that
occupy a range of ecological niches from small-brained nectar feeding species (Tarsipes) and
large-brained grazing and browsing species (macropods). This diversity provides an
opportunity to examine the cerebral cortex and study how the basic cortical plan has been
modified in an adaptive radiation.
This thesis focuses on variation in cortical structure across diprotodontid marsupials
and aims to elucidate the archetypal features of the mammalian cortex and those
transformations that are of evolutionary importance. The study analysed these features both
qualitatively, quantitatively and also compared MRI and DTI derived connectome
reconstructions in representatives of the major families of diprotodontids with a
representative eutherian (the laboratory mouse).
For qualitative analysis, cortical parcellations were made based on cytoarchitectonic
features. Cortical maps were generated in 17 of the diprotodontid species. The maps were
translated to tangential maps for 4 species. The relative positions and internal organization
are similar in all the groups among the diprotodontids irrespective of the brain size. The
phalangerids showed a convergent evolution with the eutherians with a barrel-like formation
in the mystacial region of the somatosensory cortex homologous to barrels in the rodents.
This feature was absent in the vombatiformes.
In the quantitative chapter, tangential maps, Image J (Fiji) and linear regression
analysis quantified the cortical structures and established scaling relationships of the
isocortex, hippocampal formation and olfactory structures with the brain size. In this chapter,
the study made use of fifty placental species from the online neuroscience library to compare
the diprotodontid findings with eutherians. The findings suggest that there are significant
differences between diprotodontids and eutherians in their gyrification index and expansion
of allocortical structures with brain enlargement. Anatomical (T1, T2) imaging was initially
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used to map out cortical and subcortical structures (isocortical fields, caudate head, putamen,
nucleus accumbens; MD, VP, DLG, MG, VA/VL, LD, pulvinar and anterior thalamic nuclei)
and determine subcortical seed regions for the DTI. Cortical affiliations with subcortical seed
regions were used to map and confirm putative functional regions (somatosensory, visual,
auditory, limbic) within the cerebral cortex based on subcortical connections and decide how
this has changed in response to lifestyle and habitat. In order to visualize the commissural
connections, the anterior commissure, corpus callosum (in the mouse) and the hemisphere
were seeded separately. Connectomes revealed major structural features of the cortex: shape
of the major pathways, common principles of wiring, connectivity patterns of the primary
cortices and their multimodal integration, components of the limbic system, corticostriatal
and thalamocortical connections, pathways for commissural connections, fasciculus aberrans
a charecteristic feature of the diprotodontids, and segregation and topography of fibres.
Overall findings suggest that a number of features of the cerebral cortex are retained in all the
species examined and have been conserved throughout mammalian evolution and likely
represent key aspects of neocortical organization. The differnces observed may be solutions
to environmental challenges. For example, a different scaling relationship of hippocampal
volume against brain volume has been found amongst the diprotodontids and eutherians.
Very small-brained diprotodontids have quite small hippocampal formation volume for their
brain size, but the hippocampal formation size increases more steeply with brain size amongst
diprotodontids compared to eutherians. The role of the hippocampus in spatial cognition is of
direct significance to home range and in species where social behaviour plays an important
role, the involvement of the hippocampus in social information processing is also of
ecological significance.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
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This chapter (literature review) gives an insight into:
•

Classification of mammals.

•

Classification of marsupials.

•

Distinctive features of the marsupials in general.

•

Brain development in the marsupials and cortical development as it pertains to evolutionary
differences.

•

Types and external features of the marsupial brains.

•

Cellular structure of the cerebral cortex.

•

Cortical areal types.

•

Thalamus, nuclei and their cortical interactions.

•

Structural and connectional studies of the marsupial cortex.

•

Overall aims and research plan for this study: Structures and connections of the cerebral
cortex in the diprotodontids.

1.1 Classification of mammals:
Mammals were classified based on the anatomy of their reproductive tracts into
Monodelphia, Didelphia and Ornithodelphia by De Blainville in 1816 (Tyndale-Biscoe,
2008). The reproductive system of the marsupial is made up of two vaginae, two uteri and
two oviducts and were classified under Didelphia. Monodelphia are placental mammals, in
which different parts of the reproductive system are single except the oviduct which is paired.
Those mammals that possessed a reproductive system characteristic of birds and reptiles,
with a single opening that discharged products from the gonads, the bladder and the gut as
visualised in the echidna and platypus, were grouped under Ornithodelphia (Tyndale-Biscoe,
2008), which are now identified as the Monotremata. Since the development of the placenta
is greater and is used as an organ of exchange during their prolonged pregnancy,
Monodelphia are also referred to as Placentalia.
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Huxley (1880) classified the mammals based on their supposed evolutionary stages on their
way to becoming the true mammals (human beings): Prototheria or monotremes, Metatheria
and Eutheria or placentals came into existence (Tyndale-Biscoe, 2008).
Metatheria in modern palaentology includes both marsupials and their extinct relatives
(Asiadelphia and Deltatheroidea) and Eutheria includes Placentalia and stem taxa closer to
placentals than to marsupials (Rose, 2006).
However, De Blainville’s terminology were not exclusive, and Huxley’s terminologies
presumed an unsubstantiated evolutionary sequence. The reasons were: a - for the discharge
of genital and the excretory products, the marsupials and the monotremes share a single
opening called the cloaca, b - all the female marsupials did not possess a well-developed
pouch, during lactation and the echidna, a monotreme, developed a pouch and during
intrauterine development, c - during intrauterine development, all the marsupials have a
placenta and it has a complex structure with an intimate connection with the uterus in some of
the species (Tyndale-Biscoe, 2008).
Marsupials belong to the infraclass Marsupialia and the existing marsupials are found
in Australia and America (Tyndale-Biscoe, 2008). The marsupial neonates are relatively
underdeveloped due to their birth in a very early phase of ontogeny. They reside in the
maternal pouch longer than they reside in the uterus (Tyndale-Biscoe, 2008). Nearly 70% of
the 334 existing species live in islands close to Australia, Tasmania and New Guinea. In
America, one is in North America, thirteen in Central America and the majority (around
hundred) live in South America (Tyndale- Biscoe, 2008).
Some of the popular marsupials include South American opossums, and diverse
Australian marsupials such as kangaroos, Tasmanian devils, wallabies, possums, koalas,
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wombats and the thylacine which is extinct. The less popular species include the quolls,
quokka, potoroo, bilby, bandicoots, bettong and the numbat (Tyndale-Biscoe, 2008).
The fact that marsupials and eutherians arose concurrently 180 MYA has been revealed
by gene sequencing studies (Murphy et al., 2004), and fossil evidence suggests that North
American marsupials became extinct during migration from Asia to North America, and later
to Australia during the Miocene (Luo et al., 2001; Luo et al., 2003).

1.2 Classification of marsupials:
Marsupials are classified mainly into Dasyuromorphia, Notoryctemorphia,
Peramelemorphia, Diprotodontia, Paucituberculata, Didelphimorphia and Microbiotheria.
The carnivorous Sparassodontia, rodent-like Groeberidans, Argyrolagidians from South
America, and the Yalkaparidontia of Australia are extinct orders of marsupials. The
Diprotodontia are the most diverse marsupial order, and the order includes 10 living families
and over 115 living species (Ashwell, 2010).
The diprotodontids are characterised by the presence of syndactyly or fusion of the 2nd
and the third digits on their limbs and a pair of incisors on their lower jaw. Diprotodontidae
(family) consists of quadrupeds that date from the late Miocene to Pleistocene, that range
from medium to large size. They can measure up to 2 m in height and 3 m in length (Long et
al., 2002).

1.3 Distinctive features of marsupials in general:
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Several morphological features, reproductive functions and lifestyle of the marsupials
are shared with other mammals regardless of their phylogeny. It is the pouch and
reproduction that sets them apart from other mammals (Tyndale–Biscoe, 2008).

1.3.1 The marsupium or pouch
This a morphological feature of the marsupials that can vary between species from
minimal sized pouch and a pouch that is closed (Nowak and Walker, 1999).

1.3.2 Sex determination
There is no influence of the developing testes on sex determination, since the
secondary reproductive structures like the scrotum in the males, mammary glands and the
pouch in the females develop much earlier than the gonads differentiate into their respective
organs: ovary or testis. Differentiation of the gonads seem to be exclusively influenced by
the constitution of the sex chromosomes (Tyndale-Biscoe, 2008).

1.3.3 Reproductive tract anatomy
It is the different route preferred by the ureters that sets the marsupials apart from the
other mammals. In the marsupials the ureters take a route inside and above the genital ducts,
whereas in the placental mammals the ureters pass outside and below the genital ducts. The
option for a different route by the ureters that pass in between the two oviducts in the
marsupials has its consequences on the female reproductive tracts, wherein, the two oviducts
develop into individual Fallopian tubes, uterus, cervix and vagina thus characterising the
marsupial reproductive system with two vaginae that connect to a pseudovagina bilaterally
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and functions as a birth canal in female marsupials and creates a double glans penis in the
male marsupials (Nowak and Walker, 1999).

1.3.4 Birth at small body size
As a consequence of the distinct reproductive anatomy of the female marsupials, the
neonates of marsupials are born at a very primitive phase of ontogeny and can weigh less
than 4 mg in nonmacropods to an 830 mg non macropod (Tyndale-Biscoe, 2008) and can
measure just 0.003% of the maternal weight. A primate or rodent newborn can weigh up to
5% of the maternal weight. Their small size suggests a very short residence in the uterus and
the records say that they can vary between 8 to 42 days, (Moeller, 1990). The neonates
reflect a developmental immaturity and appear hairless, with underdeveloped eyes and ears
and limbs that have not developed beyond stump-like structures with obvious nondevelopment of the bones within these limbs. The stump-like limbs have fairly developed
forelimbs in relation to the other parts of the limb, assisted by some developed parts of the
somatosensory and olfactory systems, which help the neonates follow cues to the feeding
sites in the pouch (Moeller, 1990; Nowak and Walker, 1999).

1.3.5 Marsupial dentition and skull morphology
With regards to development of the teeth, there are no differences between metatherian
and the eutherian. There are more upper than the lower incisors and with maturity, third
premolars are replaced (Rose, 2006). On the upper molars, the paracones and the metacones
are the same size. On the lower molars, the hypoconulids and the enotconids are closer to
each other than the hyoconids and the hypoconulids (Archer and Kirsch, 2006).
There are large openings in the palate, an inflected angular process in the dentary and the
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the auditory bulla is made from the alisphenoid bone (Rose, 2006).

1.3.6 Metabolic rate
Marsupials are known to set their body temperature below that normally seen for
placental mammals. They maintain a relatively constant level of 35.5oC, approximately
2.5oC below that for most placentals (Hume, 1999; Tyndale-Biscoe, 2008).

1.3.7 Lifestyle
Except for three species of marsupials, all the others are nocturnal or crepuscular. The
presence of colour vision has been proved by studies on the honey possum (Tarsipes
rostratus) and fat tailed dunnart (Sminthopsis crassicaudata). Photoreceptors that are
spectrally distinct have been detected in them and these are not observed among the
placentals (Arrese et al., 2002).

1.3.8 Brain structure
The most notable feature of gross brain organization is the difference in the
interhemispheric communication. Marsupials and the monotremes are noted for the absence
of a corpus callosum with a wider anterior commissure (Owen, 1837), which is equivalent to
the corpus callosum in function (Nelson and Lende, 1965; Putnam et al., 1968). Studies on
the Virginia opossum have demonstrated that the latencies and waveforms of
interhemispheric response are similar to placental mammals (Nelson and Lende, 1965;
Putnam et al., 1968) and any transections of the anterior commissure would abolish
communication between the two hemispheres (Nelson and Lende, 1965). It has also been
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identified that the axons of the commissural neurons from various cortical areas are
topographically arranged with some overlap. Fibres from the rostral areas of the cortex
occupy an anterior, from the caudal areas of the cortex occupy a posterior, from the dorsal
areas of the cortex occupy the dorsal and from the ventral areas of the cortex occupy the
ventral positions of the anterior commissure as they cross the midline to the contralateral
hemisphere (Ashwell et al., 1996a; Suárez et al., 2018)

1.4 Brain development in the marsupials:
Marsupial neonates are born at a very early phase of ontogeny, thus differing from the
eutherians in the ratio of time spent in gestation vs lactation. The time spent in gestation
compared to lactation is much less in marsupials than in placental mammals, thus completing
much of their growth within the mother’s pouch and making itself accessible to, for up to 250
days (Tyndale-Biscoe, 2008). A major implication is observed on the timetabling of the
neural development due to the small size and the immaturity of the marsupial neonates.
Studies on the tammar (Macropus eugenii) have revealed that the brain is the first to
differentiate with the highest rate of growth in the first 120 days after birth. The fastest
growth is seen in the olfactory bulbs which slows at 120 days while the slowest growth is
seen in the brainstem and does not change until 180 days. This difference in the rate of
growth is seen in the different parts of the brain (Renfree et al., 1982). Only some portions of
the somatosensory system, the olfactory system and the forelimbs are developed at birth
(Tyndale-Biscoe, 2008). External morphological changes reflect changes in the internal
structures of the brain. At birth, the cerebral hemispheres and the cerebellum are very small
with no neural connections, to or from the brain stem. Only the olfactory lobes and the
brainstem are partially differentiated. Among the cranial nerves 1, 5 and 7, and possibly 8
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have made connections with the brain. Thus, only those structures of the nervous system that
controls the young to travel to the pouch and fix to a feeding site have differentiated.
Development of the eye, ear, whiskers and the cerebral cortex takes place within the first 100
postnatal days. The remaining cranial nerves establish connections with the brain and the
other systems that relay links respective parts of the brain during this period. All these
developments take place before birth in the placental mammals. Thus, the easy accessibility
to the neonates of the marsupials in the pouches and major part of the development of the
central nervous system during their stay in the pouches has attracted several researchers for
various studies on the central nervous system (Tyndale-Biscoe, 2008).

1.4.1 Cortical development in marsupials as it pertains to evolutionary differences
The lateral ventricles are lined by a layer of proliferative neuroepithelial cells or the
ventricular germinal zone (VGZ) during the early phase, and a second proliferative region,
the subventricular zone (SVZ) external to VGZ in the later phase of the mammalian brain
development (Aboitiz and Montiel, 2007).
In the mammalian brain, cell proliferation mainly occurs in VGZ and SVZ and a very
small number of scattered divisions outside the germinal zone. Studies that compare the
development of the mammalian brain suggests that the development of a six-layered cortex
and tangential expansion of the cortical sheet within mammalian cortex coincides with the
appearance of SVZ. Cortical neurons that accumulate in the supragranular layers (I to III) of
the mature cortex, is a result of the neurogenesis within the cortical subventricular zone.
Thus, the SVZ contributes to tangential expansion of the cortical sheet and gyrus formation
and also an increased cell diversity in evolutionary terms (Aboitiz and Montiel, 2007). The
number of neurons aligned in a cortical column appears to be constant within the mammalian
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brain. Studies do suggest that, differences exist between the germinal zones in mammalian
species (Cheung et al., 2007; Montiel et al., 2011).
During corticogenesis, the preplate is the first layer to form external to the VGZ. This
layer is located between the pia mater and the VGZ. Cajal-Retzius cells, the first group of
differentiated neurons, constitute the preplate. The plate also comprises of the precursors of
the subplate. With the appearance of the cortical plate, the preplate divides into a marginal
zone with the Cajal-Retzius cells above the cortical plate and a subplate below the 5 cellular
cortical layers (Aboitiz and Montiel, 2007).
While the neurons in the cortical plate mature and are yet to reach their target regions
within the cortical plate, they are already linking with the cortical neurons of the subplate
(Cheung et al., 2007).
In the marsupials, the subplate is very thin in comparison to the more obvious one in
the rodents, and its larger in mammals like the pig with bigger brains, and in the non-human
primates and humans, it is highly developed (Cheung et al., 2007; Montiel et al., 2011). A
zone, intermediate to VGZ or SVZ and the cortical plate, is traversed by the neurons to reach
their target regions. Hence, this zone has a transient appearance while corticogenesis takes
place and eventually forms the white matter. Eventually, the mature six-layered cortex is a
combination of the marginal and the cortical plate zone and the marginal layer differentiates
to form layer 1 of the cortex (Montiel et al., 2011).

1.5 Types and external features of marsupial brains:

Haight and Murray (1981) classified the brains of Australian marsupials into 4 types
that have been later modified (Ashwell, 2010). The first type of brain is seen in
polyprotodonts like the Dasyuromorphia and Peramelemorphia. These brains appear
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trapezoid in profile dorsally with large olfactory bulbs and linear laterally. The foldings in
the cerebellar cortex varies, being extensive in the dasyurids and minimal in the bandicoots.
The second type are features of the non-macropodid diprotodonts (e.g., possums and gliders).
These brains appear ovoid in profile dorsally which could be attributed to an enlarged
parietofrontal cortex and bigger volumetric proportion of the isocortex. The olfactory bulbs
are smaller in size with correspondingly smaller olfactory cortical areas in comparison with
the type 1 brains. The third type are brains of the macropodids (kangaroos and wallabies).
These brains are triangular in outline dorsally and look trapezoid in the potoroos because of a
frontal pole that is blunter. A significant flexion is seen in the lateral view due to elevation of
the rostral parts of the skull. The type four brains are brains with exaggeration of the
olfactory structures, a forebrain with no dorsoventral flexion and a cerebellum that is poorly
differentiated and these brains belonged to notoryctids (Haight and Murray, 1981; Ashwell,
2010).
The distinctive histological features of marsupial brains include: i) end arteries that are
segregated into arteriovenous loops, ii) commissural structures of the forebrain that are
distinct from other mammals in that they lack a corpus callosum and may highlight a
fasciculus aberrans in diprotodontids and iii) compared to the placentals, the development of
the nuclei and the nerves in the brainstem are different in the diprotodontids. For example,
the facial nerve courses dorsal to the trigeminal sensory column unlike a ventral course in the
placental brains (see review in Ashwell, 2010).

1.5.1 Gross features of the marsupial cerebral cortex
External morphology of the marsupial brains vary in terms of size, shape, cortical
folding and encephalization. Virginia opossum (Didelphis virginiana) is a marsupial with a
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very small lissencephalic brain, wherein a very small portion forms the neocortex and in the
larger gyrencephalic brains a larger portion of the brain forms the neocortex, like in the
common wombat (Vombatus ursinus) and the western grey kangaroo (Macropus fuliginosus).
Irrespective of the brain size, some animals like the long-tailed planigale (Planigale ingrami)
have a small brain compared to the body size thus defining a low encephalization quotient
(Iwaniuk et al., 2001). Whereas, in the striped possum, the encephalization quotient is high
that can even challenge the encephalisation quotient in some of the primates (Nelson and
Stephan, 1982; Iwaniuk et al., 2001).
Analysis of the cranial endocasts of the mammals that were available from the
Cretaceous, revealed features of the brain that have developed independently among the
therians after their divergence in the early Cretaceous period.
Since the cranial endocasts from the Cretaceous period were lissencephalic and showed an
exposed superior colliculus, it is possible that gyrencephaly and the caudal expansion of the
cerebral cortex to cover the superior colliculi are features that have been acquired
independently in the placental and the marsupial lineages. Cranial endocasts from the
Miocene identified presence of distinct brain shapes and internal organization of the brain of
the phalangerid and macropod marsupials as early as the Miocene. The cerebral flexions, in
the type 3 macropod brain were attributed to the adaptations in their dentition and masticatory
apparatus to their feeding habits (Ashwell, 2010).

1.6 Cellular structure of the marsupial cerebral cortex:
The dorsal cortex of the marsupials is six-layered and in general appears like that of
other mammals. Phylogenetically, the cortex is subdivided into two parts: allocortex or
supposedly old cortex, and the isocortex or supposedly neocortex, although, this terminology
12

may not accurately reflect the sequence of evolutionary changes. Between iso- and allocortex
is a transitional cortex, the periallocortex (Cheung et al., 2009). The key features of each of
the 6 layers are described below.
i) Molecular or plexiform layer (Lamina 1)
This consists of horizontal nerve fibres dispersed with occasional horizontal cells of
Cajal. The horizontal fibres are derived from the apical dendrites of pyramidal cells, axons of
stellate and Martinotti cells and the neurites of horizontal cells of Cajal. In addition, lamina 1
receives some direct afferent projection fibres from the thalamus and other subcortical
structures.
ii) Outer granular layer (Lamina 2)
This lamina is packed with numerous stellate or granule cells and is provided with a
smaller number of small pyramidal neurons. Lamina 2 is traversed by afferent and efferent
projection fibres.
iii) Outer pyramidal layer (Lamina 3)
The pyramidal cells are the predominant occupants of this lamina, although stellate
neurons are not uncommon. Small pyramidal cells lie in the superficial zone of lamina 3, and
medium-sized pyramidal neurons lie on a deeper plane.
iv) Inner granular layer (Lamina 4)
This layer contains densely packed stellate neurons, and medium-sized pyramidal cells
are dispersed in an irregular manner. The tangential fibres of the outer band of Baillarger
traverse the inner zone of this layer. These axons are derived from association and some
projection fibres.
v) Inner pyramidal or ganglionic layer (Lamina 5)
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Medium and large pyramidal neurons dominate this lamina. Large neurons (also called
the giant pyramidal cells of Betz) lie in the deeper zone of lamina 5 in the precentral gyrus.
Tangential fibres of the inner band of Baillarger traverse lamina 5 close to the outer zone.
vi) Polymorphous or pleomorphic layer (Lamina 6)
The deepest lamina of neocortex contains multipolar neurons, which are probably
modified pyramidal neurons. In addition, the bodies of the cells of Martinotti are usually
situated in this lamina with their axons projecting vertically upwards to ramify in the
molecular layer. The lamina is traversed by corticopetal and corticofugal projection fibres;
hence the neurons of this lamina are disposed longitudinally.

1.6.1 Relationship of cortical laminae to incoming and outgoing fibres
Most of the afferent fibres from the specific nuclei of thalamus make synapses in
laminae 1 to 4, whereas afferent projections from the nonspecific thalamic nuclei and from
ascending reticular system terminate in all laminae of the cortex. It has been suggested that
laminae 2 and 4 are concerned with sensorial modalities, laminae 3 and 5 are meant for
somatomotor or visceromotor activities, and laminae 1and 6 are engaged in integration or
association of sensorimotor behaviour (Jones, 2012).
Feed forward fibres are projections from one cortical area to the other and they
originate mainly from lamina 3, few from lamina 2 and terminate mainly in lamina 4 (but
also in 1, 6 and others) of the cortical area that receives them and the reciprocal or the
feedback fibres originate in lamina 1 of the cortex, which receives the feed-forward
projection.
Corticostriate fibres, corticospinal fibres, and corticobulbar fibres all originate mainly
from lamina 5 of the cortex. Corticothalamic projections arise from lamina 6.
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Thalamocortical projections and feed forward fibres from the other cortical areas terminate
mainly in lamina 4, some reach laminae 1 and 6, while a few reach the remaining laminae
(Jones, 2012).

1.6.2 Cortical columns
In addition to horizontal lamination, the cells of the cortex are arranged in vertical
columns interspersed with radial fibres. The vertical columns are the functional units of the
cortex, since within the columns, the pyramidal cells, stellate cells and other intracortical
neurons communicate with one another by short synaptic loops so that the inputs by specific
afferents are amplified and eventually many pyramidal cells are excited together resulting in
a larger output. Moreover, the axon collaterals of pyramidal cells excite some interneurons of
the column and the latter discharge repeated excitatory impulses to the aforesaid pyramidal
cells of that column, even after the withdrawal of specific afferent signal. Simultaneously,
the axon collaterals of pyramidal cells inhibit some other interneurons of the column and
through the latter the output (pyramidal) cells of the surrounding columns are inhibited. In
this manner, neural sharpening is achieved by activation of a group of excited neurons in an
inhibitory surround (Jones, 2012).

1.7 Cortical areal types:
In general, the cytoarchitectonic features of the cerebral cortex categorise the brain into
distinct histological areas. The cortex displays considerable variation from region to region,
both in terms of thickness and the prominence of the various laminae. Despite regional
variations, the largest part of the adult human isocortex is characterized by its six-layered
structure visible in cell-body stained (e.g., Nissl-stained) sections. In contrast to the six15

layered architecture of the isocortex, the allocortex shows a regionally variable laminar
pattern reaching from a hardly subdivisible single cell band to an architectonical organization
with more than ten layers (e.g., entorhinal area; Zilles and Amunts, 2014).
This principal cytoarchitectonical subdivision into isocortex and allocortex is paralleled
by Brodmann’s (1909) developmental classification of a homogenetic and heterogenetic
cortex. The homogenetic cortex develops a six-layered structure during the fetal stages and,
which is preserved in the adult isocortex with the exceptions of the primary visual cortex and
the agranular motor cortex. Therefore, the homogenetic cortex resembles the
architectonically defined isocortex. The heterogenetic cortex such as the olfactory system
and the hippocampus never passes through a developmental stage with six layers, nor does it
show the six- layered architecture of the isocortex during adult stages. Thus, the
heterogenetic cortex resembles the architectonically defined allocortex (Zilles and Amunts,
2014).
Allocortex is further divided into archicortex and paleocortex. Structures that
categorise under archicortex are components of the hippocampus (cornu Ammonis, dentate
gyrus, subiculum) and retrosplenial, presubiculum, parasubiculum and entorhinal cortex
(Zilles and Amunts, 2014).
Proisocortex is that part of the isocortex that forms a transition zone to the allocortex
(Vogt and Vogt, 1956; Sanides, 1962). That area which adjoins an allocortical area is termed
as the periallocortex (Filimonoff, 1947). Proisocortex and the periallocortex together
comprise mesocortex (Rose, 1927). The periallocortex is subdivided into peripaleocortex
(claustral region) and periarchicortex (entorhinal, presubicular, retrosplenia and parts of the
cingulate gyrus) (Filimonoff, 1947).
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The neocortex evolves from a three layered, tangentially organised ancestral cortex into
a six-layered, radially organised structure (Aboitiz and Montiel, 2007). The six-layered
neocortex contains five fundamental types - agranular, granular, frontal, parietal and polar.
Agranular and granular cortices are heterotypical, since certain laminae are not discernible.
Other types are homotypical because all laminae preserve their identity, although somewhat
in the agranular type, pyramidal neurons of various sizes are predominant in most layers of
the cortex, although scattered stellate neurons are also discernible. Agranular cortex is a
feature of the motor and pre-motor areas (Broadman areas 4, 6, 8 and 44) and some parts of
the limbic system. It is the efferent projection fibres of the pyramidal cells that execute the
basic motor functions (Swenson, 2006). The granular type or koniocortex is characterised by
closely packed stellate neurons in most laminae with displacement of the medium and large
pyramidal cells, leaving only a few scattered populations of small pyramidal neurons.
Granular cortex is seen in primary sensory cortex e.g., the postcentral gyrus of human brain areas 3, 1, 2; striate cortex - area 17; anterior transverse temporal gyrus - area 41, 42; and in
some parts of the parahippocampal gyrus. Despite the densely packed stellate neurons, the
granular cortex is the thinnest of the five fundamental types. Granular cortex receives
specific afferent projection fibres and is concerned with the conscious integration of sensory
function. In addition, small pyramidal cells of granular cortex give rise to efferent projection
fibres (Swenson, 2006). The frontal type shows an abundance of small and medium
pyramidal neurons, and fewer stellate neurons. This type is seen in the human prefrontal
cortex and in some parts of the human parietal and temporal lobes (Swenson, 2006).
In the parietal type, stellate neurons are more prevalent than pyramidal cells, which are
mostly of small size. This type of cortex is found in most human parietal and temporal lobes.
Polar cortex is found at the frontal and occipital poles of human cortex. Except for the
granular cortex, it is the thinnest of the five types (Swenson, 2006).
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1.8 The thalamus and corticothalamic interactions:
The thalamus, an ovoid subcortical structure and the largest derivative of the
diencephalon, is a primary relay centre of all the sensory pathways except olfaction although
indirect connections are established between the thalamus and the olfactory structures
through olfactory signals (see review in Jones, 2012). The thalamus is therefore a site where
sensory inputs can be modulated, but it is also a site of relay for cerebellar and basal ganglia
inputs to the cerebral cortex. These last are feedback loop pathways, since the cerebellum
and basal ganglia respond to outputs from the cerebral cortex. Limbic pathways also make
input to the dorsal thalamus (Jones, 2012).
The dorsal thalamic nuclei establish a reciprocal connection with specific cortical
areas. Signals that are transmitted through the thalamus are modulated by inhibitory
interneurons (GABAergic and peptidergic) within the thalamic nuclei. The serotonin and
norepinephrine systems also have terminations in thalamic nuclei. These terminations into
the thalamic nuclei enhance the modulation and filtering capabilities of the thalamus.
A “Y” shaped internal medullary lamina organises the thalamic nuclei that occupies anterior,
lateral and medial subdivisions of the thalamus. The anterior with the anterior nucleus,
medial division with medial dorsal nucleus and smaller midline nuclei, and lateral part of the
thalamus with a ventral and dorsal tier each of which contain subnuclei. VP (ventral
posterior), VL (ventral lateral) and VA (ventral anterior) nuclei comprise the ventral tier of
the lateral group, wherein the VP is further grouped into VPL (ventral posterolateral) and
VPM (ventral posteromedial) nuclei. LD (lateral dorsal), LP (lateral posterior) and the
pulvinar combine to form the ventral tier. Internal medullary lamina lodges central median
and the parafascicular portions of the intralaminar nuclei. The medial and the lateral
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geniculate bodies, which together form the metathalamus, lie beneath the pulvinar end of the
thalamus (Jones, 2012).

1.8.1 Types of thalamic nuclei
The thalamic nuclei have been categorised into the relay, association and the
nonspecific nuclei. Relay nuclei receive very well-defined inputs and project this signal to
functionally distinct areas of the cerebral cortex. These include the nuclei that relay primary
sensations (VPL, VPM, MG, LG) and also the nuclei involved in feedback of cerebellar
signals (VL) and basal ganglia output (part of the VL and the VA). The association nuclei
have reciprocal connections with the cerebral cortex in the association areas where they
appear to regulate activity. The nonspecific nuclei include many of the intralaminar and
midline thalamic nuclei that project quite broadly through the cerebral cortex and may be
involved in general functions such as alerting to sensory input (Jones, 2012).

1.9 Structural and connectional studies of the marsupial cortex:
In an effort to understand mammalian brain evolution and their relationship to each
other, a number of studies, both individual and comparison studies have been done on the
marsupial cerebral cortex. These studies have included, not only its external morphology like
the endocast studies to note the shape, size, encephalization quotient and the gyrencephalic
index, it has also included neuroanatomical, neurophysiological and connectional studies
using tracers and the most recent advances like the MRI and DTI to look into the
cytoarchitecture, cellular composition, internal organization, connectomal patterns, crossconnections to the contralateral hemispheres and structures related to them. Some of the
studies have compared the findings of the marsupial brains with the other mammals,
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especially its sister therian the eutherian, to note evolutionary changes within the brain after
their divergence from the eutherians. This review will list some of the studies done by
various researchers on the marsupial brains both living and extinct.
Since endocranial volumes are ideal measures of brain size, Haight and Nelson have
studied the encephalization index and the features of a brain that low encephalization index
could bring about. The study was done on the koala brain and it was noted that the
encephalisation quotient was low, with a lissencephalic brain that occupied only 60% of the
cranial volume. It was noted, that, in an effort to fill the cranial cavity, the ventricular system
within the cortex enlarged. Allometrical analysis of the cortical structures revealed that there
is a reduction of some of the forebrain motor centres and their connecting pathways (Haight
and Nelson, 1987). Microanatomical studies revealed a reduced parietofrontal cortex when
compared to marsupials which seemed to have much more cortex devoted to motor and
somesthetic functions (Abbie, 1940; Adey and Kerr, 1954; Haight and Weller, 1973).
Scaling rules for the cells of the marsupial cortex revealed that the rules that dictate the
size of the cells and their number within brain regions have diverged from these eutherians.
They share the same rules with the non-primates, wherein, for a specific mass of the brain,
the mass of the cerebral cortex scales with the number of neurons and the cerebellum has
more neurons than in the cerebellum of the non-primates. The remaining portion of the brain
is composed of fewer number of neurons than in the eutherian brain of the same weight
(Herculano-Houzel, 2011; Dos Santos et al, 2017).
The 6 layered cortex of the marsupials and other placental mammals are very similar,
but the number of cortical neurons per unit column of the somatosensory cortex in the gray
short -tailed opossums and tammar wallabies in comparison with the mouse is only half the
number of cells that occupy a cortical column in the eutheria. This was true for both the
supragranular and the infragranular layers although the population of the glial cells were the
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same in all the mammals (Cheung et al., 2009). These findings reinforce the great variation
in the structure of cortical areas between various mammalian species (Herculano-Houzel.,
2008). Mitotic spindle orientation and cell division pattern of the cortical neurons within
VGZ of the opossums and the wallabies were conserved, but a layer of dividing cells within
SVZ occurs later in these marsupials compared to the rodents thus questioning the existence
of neurogenic intermediate progenitors in the SVZ zone in the marsupial cortex (Cheung et
al., 2009).
With evolution of the mammalian cortex, the area of the neocortex increases as the
brain gets larger, which is a result of an increase in the neural population (Molnár, 2011).
Larger brains which own larger cortical sheet have enough area to be allocated to more
sensory and motor areas and multi modal fields to integrate inputs from sensory areas
(Anomal et al., 2011). Karlen and Krubitzer review the findings of various studies on the
marsupial brains that aim to identify various cortical areas, proportion of the cortex allocated
for a particular area, any overlap in the areas and their association with specific thalamic
nuclei through various neuroanatomical, neurophysiological and tracer studies to identify the
connectivity pattern of the cortical areas. Their review article puts forth findings of various
studies: The agranular cortex or the motor cortex flanks the orbital sulcus in Trichosurus
vulpecula and Macropus rufogriseus, and the field shows a topographic arrangement of the
body representations, wherein the medial aspect of the field is allocated to the hindlimbs
followed by the forelimb and the face more laterally (Abbie, 1940). This region has been
detected in both monotremes (Lende, 1964) and eutherians (Penfield and Boldrey, 1937) and
has been paralleled to Brodmann’s M1or the primary motor area. What was noted on evoked
body movements was that this region did not have a representation for the lower body in
some of the Peramelemorphia and Dasyuromorphia orders, but had a representation for the
whole body except the tail, in the diprotodontids. Rowe (1990) explains that the proportion of
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cortex allocated to a certain body part is based on the density of innervation at the target
region and is also a reflection of the behavioural specialization of individual species (Rowe,
1990). Various studies have identified two somatosensory areas, S1 followed by a
caudolateral S2 in Didelphis albiventris (Magalhaes-Castro and Saraiva, 1971) and many
other marsupials (Karlen and Krubitzer, 2007).
Rowe (1990) and Karlen and Krubitzer, (2007), in their chapter and review highlight
Lende’s hypothesis on the overlap of motor and sensory areas which serves to identify a
primitive or advanced state of development of the cortex in evolution. Diprotodontids are
considered more advanced among the marsupials due to a partial overlap between the motor
and the somatosensory cortex.
Other primary sensory cortical areas like the visual and the auditory have been
identified in the marsupial cortex. Neurophysiological studies on Trichosurus vulpecula,
have revealed an auditory area in the posterolateral aspect of the cortex which is tonotopically
organised (Gates and Aitkin, 1982).
A number of studies using tracers or electrophysiological methods have identified
thalamocortical connections in order to demonstrate specific thalamic nuclei and the cortical
regions they serve. For example, studies on the possum reveal connections between the
temporal area and the medial geniculate body of the thalamus (Rockel et al., 1972). Studies
on the tammar wallaby have revealed visuotopically organised areas at the caudal pole of the
cortex (Vidyasagar et al., 1992) and, unlike the visual cortex, multiple areas have been
identified in the cortex of the Australian possum (Benevento and Ebner, 1971a).
The size of the anterior commissure and the topographic organization of the axons
within the anterior commissure has been studied and compared extensively (Ashwell, 1996;
Suárez et al., 2018).
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Reciprocal topographic projections between the cortex and the striatum have been
identified. It has also been noted that specific regions of the striatum have been associated
with specific functions: the ventral striatum with reward; the caudate nucleus with cognition;
and the putamen with motor control (Haber, 2016). Studies have shown, that the
corticostriatal connections are more complex, and interactions between functional territories
are extensive.

1.10 Research plan
The diprotodontid marsupials are a highly successful group of mammals that includes
many iconic Australian animals. This group of marsupials underwent an adaptive radiation in
the Miocene that allowed them to occupy a strikingly diverse range of niches from arboreal
folivores and frugivores (possums, tree kangaroos, the koala), through nectar and pollenfeeders (honey possum and feathertail glider), terrestrial grazers (kangaroos), fungi-eaters
(bettongs), to burrowing root and tuber-eaters (wombats). Modes of locomotion and habitat
types in the group are just as diverse as their food sources, reflecting the enormous success of
the diprotodontid lineage. Some diprotodontids (e.g., phalangerids) also show convergent
evolution with some eutherians (e.g., rodents) in the area of trigeminal pathway
specialization, with a barrel-field like region of the primary somatosensory cortex (Weller
1972, 1993). Other diprotodontids have been shown to have specialization of cortical fields
representing other body parts (e.g., the behaviourally important digit 4 of the manus of
Dactylopsila trivirgata; Huffman et al., 1999).
The diversity of diprotodontids provides an excellent opportunity to study how a basic
marsupial cortical plan has been modified for the needs of mammals living in different
habitats. Despite this, studies of the cyto- and chemoarchitecture of diprotodontid cerebral
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cortex have been confined to only a few species that have been bred in captivity (e.g., tammar
wallaby Macropus eugenii, see review in Ashwell 2010). Very little is known about the
connections of the cerebral cortex with deeper brain structures (basal ganglia and thalamus)
in this group of mammals. Furthermore, ethical and conservation constraints prevent
conventional tracing studies of the brains of many rare and evolutionarily significant
diprotodontid species.
Recent advances in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), including diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) have allowed brain mapping and the analysis of cortical connections to be
undertaken in the brains of rare mammals preserved in museum collections (short-beaked
echidna, Cherupalli et al., 2017; bilby, Gurovich et al., 2018), even those that have become
extinct (e.g., the thylacine, Berns and Ashwell, 2017). These techniques allow the
topography of corticostriate and thalamocortical connections to be mapped out even in single
specimens of rare species, so that comparisons of functional cortical topography can be made
across many different species with no impact on wild populations.
The overall aim of the proposed studies is to:
•

To describe the cytoarchitecture of cortical areas and generate cortical maps in
representatives of all the major families of diprotodontids (Phascolarctidae,
Vombatidae, Petauridae, Tarsipedidae, Phalangeridae, Macropodidae), and establish
how the appearances of these changes with brain size and between species. The
findings will be detailed in the qualitative chapter (Chapter 2).

•

To measure the size of identified isocortical areas in a range of diprotodontid
marsupials and correlate this with social structure, behaviour and ecology.

•

To measure the size of identified allocortical areas (hippocampal formation - dentate
gyrus and cornu Ammonis, piriform cortex, entorhinal cortex) in a range of
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diprotodontid marsupials and correlate this with social structure, behavior and
ecology
•

To correlate cortical topography as seen in T1 and T2 scans and DTI of the brains of
representative macropods and non-macropods with cytoarchitecture as seen with
Nelson collection.

•

To use seed-tracing in MRI to map corticostriatopallidal connections (dorsal and
ventral striatum, with separate mapping for caudate head and putamen) in
representative macropods and non-macropods and compare with published findings
for eutherian and monotreme mammals.

•

To use seed-tracing, in MRI to map corticothalamic associations in representative
macropods and non-macropods and then compare the DTI derived reconstructions of
the connectomes with the connectomes of a laboratory mouse (eutheria) and also
compare with published findings for eutherian and monotreme mammals. This will
allow determination of putative functional areas within the cerebral cortex based on
subcortical connections and decide how this has changed in response to lifestyle and
habitat.

It is hypothesized that the cerebral cortex is more specialized among the macropods
compared to other groups in the diprotodontids, increased encephalization in some
diprotodontids (macropods, petaurids such as Leadbeater’s possum) is associated with a
positive allometry of some of the association areas and thalamocortical connections will
reflect somatosensory specialization related to lifestyle and habitat.
The studies will be undertaken using formalin preserved brains from the Australian Museum
in Sydney or collected at autopsy from Taronga Zoo, along with sectioned material of over 90
marsupial species collected by J Nelson and stored at the CSIRO Wildlife Biology Unit in the
ACT. Specimens will be scanned at the Biological Resources and Imaging Unit at UNSW.
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Anatomical (T1, T2) imaging will be initially used to map out cortical and subcortical
structures (isocortical fields, caudate head, putamen, nucleus accumbens; MD, VP, DLG,
MG, VA/VL, LD, pulvinar and anterior thalamic nuclei) and determine subcortical seed
regions for the DTI. Cortical affiliations with subcortical seed regions will be used to map
and confirm putative functional regions (somatosensory, visual, auditory, prefrontal, limbic)
and these will be compared between species.
The study will be categorised into the following chapters.
•

Qualitative analysis of cortical areas in diprotodontid marsupials

•

Quantitative analysis of cortical areas in diprotodontid marsupials

•

Magnetic Resonance Imaging of macropod marsupial brain (quokka)

•

Magnetic Resonance Imaging of non-macropod diprotodontid marsupial brain (koala)

•

Comparison of diprotodontid brain (macropod and non-macropod) with the eutherian
brain (laboratory mouse).

•

Conclusion
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CHAPTER 2
Qualitative Analysis of Cytoarchitectural
Features of Diprotodontid Cerebral Cortex
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2.1 Introduction
The largest and the most diverse of the marsupial orders, the diprotodontia comprise
nearly 131 species and included among them are some of the iconic animals of Australia
(Nowak, 2005).
•

Suborders include - Vombatiformes and Phalangerida.

•

Super families of Vombatiformes - Vombatoidea (wombats) and Phascolarctoidea
(koala)

•

Super families of Phalangerida – a, Macropodoidea (kangaroos and wallabies), b Tarsipedoidea (honey possum and feather-tail possums), c - Phalangeroidea
(brushtails and cuscuses), d - Petauroidea (gliders, striped possums, and ringtails), and
e - Burramyoidea (pygmy possums) (Archer and Kirsch, 2006).
One can see from the above classification that the phalangerids are much more diverse

than the vombatiformes. It was in the Miocene that the diprotodontids went through an
adaptive radiation and have occupied extremely diverse range of niches. Thus, we find
diprotodontids highly diverse, not only in their feeding habits: a - arboreal folivores and
fungivores (possum, tree kangaroos, the koala), b - nectar and pollen feeders (honey possum
and feathertail gliders), c - terrestrial grazers (kangaroos) fungi-eaters (bettongs) and d burrowing root and tuber eaters (wombats), but such diversity is seen in the niches they
occupy and their modes of locomotion too. Each of these adaptations have led to an
evolutionary increase in the complexity or relative size of the brain, involving a shift of
function from non-cortical parts of the brain to the cortex. Encephalization index between
some of the diprotodontid members and eutherians of the same body weight have been found
to be similar, for example, the encephalization index of the honey possums and gliders are the
same as that of the prosimians (Ashwell, 2008).
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The pattern and degree of convolutions of the cerebral cortex seems to be related to
their body size rather than to any other systemic differences. Gyrencephalic brains, with a
higher proportion of the brain allocated to the neocortex, has been noted in the Tasmanian
wombat (Vombatus ursinus) and the western grey kangaroo (Macropus fuliginosus). Thus, in
terms of external morphology, the diprotodontid brains can vary extensively in size, shape,
gyrencephalization and encephalization (Rowe, 1990).
Apart from the rhinal sulcus, the most consistent sulcal landmark in the diprotodontid
cortex is sulcus a (Ziehen, 1897). Sulcus a, also called the orbital sulcus by Elliot Smith
(1902), is present in all the marsupials except smaller Dasyuridae. Other sulci apart from the
a sulcus appear in the larger marsupials like Macropus. Although the cortical foldings are
consistent in several marsupials (Johnson, 1977), there are studies that have reported unusual
variability in the sulcal depths from animal to animal (Haight and Neylon, 1978).
In the trigeminal pathway specialization, diprotodontids like the phalangerids have
shown a convergent evolution with eutherians like the rodents, which manifest in the form of
a barrel field-like region of the primary somatosensory cortex of the brush-tailed possum
Trichosurus vulpecula, or barrel-like subdivisions in the Virginia opossum, tammar wallaby
(Macropus eugenii), and striped possum (Woolsey et al., 1975; Waite et al., 1991; Weller,
1993; Beck et al., 1996; Waite et al., 1998; Elston and Manger, 1999). Other diprotodontids
have been shown to have specialization of the somatosensory cortical fields representing
other body parts (e.g., the behaviourally important digit 4 of the manus of Dactylopsila
trivirgata; Huffman et al., 1999; Karlen and Krubitzer, 2007).
It’s the variations in the brain size, behavioural repertoires and ecology of the
diprotodontids that makes these species excellent models to study the cortical plan and its
modifications that have taken place in order to meet the needs of these mammals (TyndaleBiscoe, 2008). Extensive physiological, chemoarchitectural and cytoarchitectural studies
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have been done on the cerebral cortex of several species of American and some Australian
marsupials, but studies of the diprotodontid cerebral cortex have been confined to only a few
species, e.g. the honey possum (Tarsipes rostratus; Arresse et al., 2002), brush-tailed possum
(Trichosurus vulpecula; Adey and Kerr, 1954; Elston and Manger, 1999) and the tammar
wallaby (Lende, 1963; Ashwell et al., 2005; Karlen and Krubitzer, 2007).
In the current study, the purpose was to identify and analyse the common cortical
cytoarchitectural features across representatives of all the major families of diprotodontids
(Phascolarctidae, Vombatidae, Petauridae, Tarsipedidae, Phalangeridae, Macropodidae), to
determine whether there are size-related differences in cytoarchitecture and what aspects of
cortical cytoarchitecture vary with the cortical size. It was hypothesized that there are sizeinvariant features of cortical cytoarchitecture that remain the same regardless of whether the
species has a tiny lissencephalic brain (e.g., Tarsipes rostratus) or a large gyrencephalic brain
(e.g., Macropus rufus). The goal was also to determine if there are species-specific features
of the cortical cellular structure (e.g., in highly specialized groups like the macropods or
koala) that differ from the generalised diprotodontid cortical plan.
The analysis took advantage of the collection of sections of the brains of 58
diprotodontid species in the Nelson collection that is held at the Australian National Wildlife
Collection, CSIRO, Canberra. The slides of the collection are predominantly Nissl-stained,
so the analysis was confined to features that can be identified in those preparations. The
strength of this collection for the analysis is that it allowed comparisons across
representatives of all diprotodontid groups in preparations that had been processed with
almost identical methods. Comparative cytoarchitectural analyses may reveal the common
features of the diprotodontid cortex and the transformations that have taken place during their
evolution to occupy different niches. It is interesting to note a correlation of behavioural or
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ecological adaptations with the anatomical and functional specializations of the brain in
individual species.
The cellular structure of the somatosensory, motor, visual, auditory, temporal
association, piriform, entorhinal, orbital, cingulate, insular, ecto- and perirhinal, and
retrosplenial cortex were examined. This cytoarchitecture was analysed at the laminar level
using standard descriptive terms, e.g., homotypical, heterotypical, agranular and dysgranular,
applied to eutherian cortex (Zilles and Amunts, 2014). Topographic maps of the flattened
cortical sheet were also prepared to compare the tangential position of the various cortical
regions in species ranging from the tiny Tarsipes rostratus to large macropods like Macropus
fuliginosus (Figs. 2.17, 2.18, 2.19 and 2.20).

2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Specimens
This study is mainly based on 58 brains from the Nelson Collection held at the
Australian National Wildlife Collection (ANWC) CSIRO, ACT, Australia and Macropus
fuliginosus (western grey kangaroo) Neuroscience Library online. That collection includes
brains of 101 species of marsupial (including 58 species of diprotodontids), which had been
collected by Emeritus Professor John Nelson of Monash University. The brains have been
embedded in paraffin or Cedukol and serially sectioned mainly at 30 µm, although some
specimens were sectioned at 10, 20, 40 or 50 µm. The sections had been stained usually with
thionin (but sometimes Gallyas or cresyl violet), before being cover-slipped and stored in
slide boxes. These specimens are available for analysis on request to Dr Leo Joseph of the
ANWC. Sectioned brains of 58 diprotodontid species were analysed for this study and are
listed in Table 2.1. These included 5 species of Phalangeridae, 6 species of Burramyidae, 12
species of Petauridae, 4 species of Potoridae, 27 species of Macropodidae, 1 species of
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Phascolarctidae, 2 species of Vombatidae and 1 species of Tarsipedidae. In addition, images
of two macropods (Macropus eugenii, Macropus fuliginosus) were available from previous
publications (Ashwell et al., 2005) or the Neuroscience Library
(neurosciencelibrary.org/Specimens/diprotodontia/index.html), respectively.

2.2.2 Photography
The sections have either been photographed at 40x magnification with an Olympus
BHS2 microscope equipped with a Q-Imaging camera and linked by USB port to a MacBook
Pro (see Table 2.1) running QCapture Suite Plus or scanned at high resolution (1200 dpi)
with an Epson flatbed scanner (Epson Perfection V370 Photo). For those species where the
cortex was photographed with the Olympus microscope, photomontages were created of the
iso-, periallo-, and allocortex by stitching smaller images together with Adobe Photoshop
CS5.1. These photomontages with appropriate scales were used for quantitative and
semiquantitative analysis.

2.2.3 Analysis of cortical cytoarchitecture
Cortical regions were delineated on montaged photomicrographs and cytoarchitectural
features identified for 17 diprotodontid species. For example, cortical areas have been
delineated based on their cytoarchitectonic features in Cercartetus nanus in Fig. 2.3. Fifteen
of them are from the Nelson Collection CSIRO (species are indicated in bold letters in Table
2.1), Macropus eugenii is from the Ashwell collection, and Macropus fuliginosus is available
online at neurosciencelibrary.org
(neurosciencelibrary.org/Specimens/diprotodontia/index.html). These cytoarchitectural
features were checked in sections through the cerebral cortices of the remaining species.
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2.2.4 Preparation of tangential cortical maps
Using the montaged photographs, boundaries between cortical regions were determined
based on the cytoarchitectural criteria adapted from previous publications (e.g., Ashwell,
2005; Ashwell, 2010). Tangential maps were then constructed from these images by tracing
the distance around the boundary between layers 1 and 2 in two directions: 1) from the
medial iso-/archicortical boundary, i.e. where cingulate cortex (Cg) abuts the subiculum,
extending laterally and ventrally towards the piriform or entorhinal cortex; or 2) by
proceeding in the opposite direction from the Cg/archicortex boundary and passing through
the subiculum, cornu Ammonis, dentate gyrus and the associated transitional areas such as
the pre- and parasubiculum (Figs. 2.17, 2.18, 2.19 and 2.20).
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Table 2.1 Nelson collection
Animal
Ratio of sections
number
retained
PHALANGERIDAE

µm

# OF SECTIONS

STAIN

¼

30

1324

Th

75

1/5

30

1340

Th

Phalanger gymnotis

584

¼

30

1276

Th

0325

Phalanger maculatus

589

1/5

30

1410

Th

0331

Phalanger vestitus

582

1/3

30

1133

Th

Species Number

Species Name

0311

Trichosurus arnhemensis

276

0313

Trichosurus caninus

0321

BURRAMYIDAE
0335

98

½

30

424

Th

0337

Cercartetus concinnus
Cercartetus lepidus

97

½

30

378

Th

0339

Cercartetus nanus

197

½

30

460

Th

0345

Burramys parvus

123

½

30

598

Th

ACROBATIDAE
0341

Distoechurus pennatus

590

1/2

30

520

Th

0343

Acrobates pygmaeus

489

1/2

30

404

Th

PETAURIDAE
0347

Gymnobelideus leadbeateri

109

1/3

30

807

Th

0349

Petaurus australis

226

1/3

30

870

Th

56

1/3

30

819

Th

143

1/4

30

1180

Th

0353
0357

Petaurus norfolcensis
Pseudocheirus archeri

34

0359

Pseudocheirus canescens

553

1/3

30

842

Th

0362

Pseudochirulus cinereus

451

1/3 1/1

30

765

Th

581

1/4

30

1060

Th

0365

Pseudocheirus cupreus

0367

Pseudocheirus dahli

202

1/4

30

1024

Th

0369

Pseudocheirus forbesi

577

1/3

30

781

Th

0371

Pseudocheirus herbertensis

152

1/4

30

848

?

141

1/5

30

1030

Th

187

1/4

30

1096

Th

454

1/5

30

1050

Th

0373
0377

Hemibelidus lemuroides
Pseudocheirus peregrinus

POTORIDAE
0391

Hypsiprymnodon moschatus

0395

Potorus tridactylus

198

1/5

30

1193

Th

0397

Bettongia gaimardi

95

1/5

30

1154

Th

0405

Aepyprymnus rufescens

294

1/6

30

1236

Th

127

1/5

30

1590

Th

173

1/5

30

1450

Th

MACROPODIDAE
0413
0415

Thylogale stigmatica
Thylogale thetis

0417

Petrogale brachyotis

162

1/8

30

1584

Th

0420

Petrogale herberti

439

1/7

30

1582

Th

283

1/6

30

1403

Th

291

1/7

30

1470

Th

0421
0422

Petrogale godmani
Petrogale inornata

35

0423
0424

Petrogale penicillata
Petrogale lateralis

79

1/5

30

1425

Th

461

1/5

30

1415

Th

0425

Petrogale purpureicollis

280

1/7

30

1575

Th

0431

Petrogale concinna

206

1/4

40

852

Th

0435

Lagorchestes conspicillatus

130

1/7

30

1449

Th

137

1/5

30

1735

Th

0445

Macropus agilis

0447

Macropus antilopinus

158

1/8

40

1819

Th

0449

Macropus bernardus

277

1/7

30

1610

Th

441

1/7

30

1561

Th

0451

Macropus dorsalis

0461

Macropus irma

42

1/6

30/40

1393

Th

0463

Macropus parma

111

1/6

30

1673

Th

440

1/7

30

1659

Th

0465

Macropus parryi

0469

Macropus rufogriseus

256

1/7

30

1601

Th, Ga

0471

Macropus rufus

169

1/9

30

1908

Th

355

1/10

30

2049

Th

157

1/5

30

1845

Th

0473
0479

Wallabia bicolor
Onychogalea unguifera

0475

Onychogalea fraenata

135

1/6

30

1260

Th

0485

Dendrolagus goodfellow

585

1/7

30

1512

Th

446

1/5

40

1200

Th

0489

Dendrolagus lumholtzi

36

0499

Dorcopsis luctuosa

561

1/6

30

1326

Th

1/5

30

2100

Th

195

1/6

40/80

1298

Th

1/6

40

1424

Th

½

30

390

Th

PHASCOLARCTIDAE
Phascolarctos cinereus

354
VOMBATIDAE

0507

Vombatus ursinus

0511

Lasiorhinus latifrons

315

0513

Tarsipes rostratus (spencerae)

487

TARSIPEDIDAE
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Sulci of the Diprotodontid Cerebral Cortex
It is generally accepted that the purpose of cortical folding is to increase the total area
of the cerebral cortex to maximise information processing power (Zilles and Amunts, 2014).
In terms of gross morphology, the brains of the Australian marsupials can be divided into
three basic types (Haight and Murray, 1981).
All of the diprotodontid marsupials, exclusive of the macropodids, possess type 2
brains, and their external morphology and isocortical fissurization have much in common
over a very large range of brain size (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). Looking more closely at the brains
of the diprotodontid marsupials under study, exclusive of the macropodids, all of them
possess brains which belong to type 2. When viewed from above, these brains exhibit a more
ovoid shape, which is due to the lateral expansion of the parietofrontal cortex. The
dorsoventral flexion gives a more rounded profile to the type 2 brains when viewed from
above. In the type 3 brains, characteristic of the macropods, the dorsal profile appears
triangular when visualised from above and they display an exaggerated flexion in its lateral
profile which is caused by elevation of the rostral parts of the skull (Fig. 2.1).
There is a strong relationship between the sulcal pattern and the physiologically
defined representation of the peripheral body regions in the somatic area of the sensory
neocortex, for a variety of eutherian mammals, specifically those belonging to the family
Procyonidae has been established through various studies (Welker and Seidenstein, 1959;
Welker and Campos, 1963). Some studies on metatherian mammals have reported such a
correlation. For example, wombats (Johnson et al., 1973) and possums (Haight and Weller,
1973). Various researchers have adopted various systems of nomenclature to name the sulci
in the marsupial cortex. One of the earliest systems was based on the Greek letters which
was adopted and advocated by Ziehen (1897), Johnson (1977) and Renfree et al (1982).
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Subsequent systems have been applied by Mayner (1985, 1989). These systems are
compared in Table 2.2. The rhinal fissure (rf) was a constant in all the marsupial brains
irrespective of the gyrencephalic index. This fissure separates separates the isocortical
regions (dorsally and medially) from piriform and entorhinal cortex (ventrally and laterally)
at the rostral and caudal ends of the hemisphere, respectively (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). Another
constant sulcus in the isocortex is the alpha α/α’ (orbital) sulcus observed at the rostral end of
the hemisphere (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). This sulcus is a feature of the didelphids, dasyurids and
diprotodont members of the marsupials which invariably have large bodies, but it is not a
feature visualised in the cortex of the marsupial mole. Equally important is the β sulcus,
which marks the caudal boundary of somatosensory cortex, and the µ sulcus, which marks
the rostro-lateral border of the primary visual cortex. The δ sulcus at the caudolateral border
of the primary auditory cortex is a constant feature of the large brains.
Alternative systems of nomenclature have been adopted to name these sulci and
additional sulci have been illustrated using Roman alphabets (Johnson, 1977; Haight and
Neylon, 1978b). These include the interbrachial (ib), jugular (J) and labial (L) sulci. The
labial or pseudosylvian sulcus (pss) is the same. Mayner (1985) adopted two Roman letter
system, to name the sulci which were based on position of the sulci in different lobes of the
brain of the tammar wallaby (these abbreviations are used in the current work). The frontal
sulcus (fr) of her system corresponds to sulcus a, the parietal sulcus (pa) largely corresponds
to sulci β and ϵ, the preparietal sulcus (pp) corresponds to the labial (L), and the temporal
sulcus (te) corresponds to sulcus δ.
Six different regions covering the medial, dorsal and lateral surface of the cortex of the
diprotodontid brains under study were examined. These regions are frontal, parietal,
temporal, occipital, insular and cingulate. The following sulci and their characters were
noted (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2).
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2.3.1.1 Frontal region
The prefrontal sulcus (pf) and the frontal sulcus (fr) are consistent on the lateral surface
of the frontal lobe. The prefrontal sulcus presents as a shallow depression and varies in its
rostrocaudal extent, but not far enough to reach the rostral edge of the frontal region of the
isocortex. However, as it traverses caudally, it reaches the vicinity of, or joins the rostral
edge of the frontal sulcus. While the prefrontal sulcus courses perpendicular to the coronal
plane, the frontal sulcus courses parallel to the same plane. The frontal sulcus varies both in
its dorsocaudal extent as well as the depth. It does not extend further than the level of the
prefrontal sulcus dorsally and is limited by the rhinal fissure ventrally. The frontal sulcus
extends enough to separate the frontal from the parietal region. The medial frontal sulcus
(mf), on the medial wall of the frontal region separates the medial region of the frontal area
from the medial parietal area. It extends ventrocaudally to join with the medial parietal
sulcus, or it appears to form a V shape at this ventral region, with a short sulcus running
parallel to it, which appears to be a part of the medial parietal sulcus that has failed to join the
rest of the sulcus.

2.3.1.2 Parietal region
The preparietal sulcus is situated between the frontal and the parietal sulcus. In the
brains studied, this sulcus is constant in its placement, but varies in depth. It is a slight
indentation in the brain of the koala, a shallow sulcus in the brush-tailed rock wallaby, and a
deep sulcus in Dendrolagus goodfellowi. The sulcus extends ventrally, reaching the rf. The
dorsal extent varies from reaching half-way as in the brush-tailed rock wallaby and koala, or
nearly up to the dorsal region of the parietal sulcus as in Dendrolagus goodfellowi. The
preparietal sulcus, on the dorsal aspect of the parietal region, does not seem to delineate two
cytoarchitectonically different regions, whereas, on the lateroventral aspect, it serves the
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function of delineating two cytoarchitectonically distinct regions the insular region from the
ventral parietal region. In the ventral region, the preparietal sulcus courses parallel to the
parietal sulcus. The dorsal part of the sulcus courses rostrally towards the frontal sulcus, but
never reaches or joins it.
An additional sulcus is seen between the preparietal and parietal sulcus in Dendrolagus
goodfellowi and Phascolarctos cinereus, coursing parallel to pp and pa in the ventral region
and continuing parallel to the pa even in the dorsal region.
In all macropods and Vombatiformes, the parietal sulcus extends to the rf ventrally, and
courses dorsally in a loop. Dorsally, the pa joins with the cingulate sulcus in Petrogale
penicillata. It exhibits a great variation in its depth and shape, significantly deep in the
Dendrolagus goodfellowi, mildly deep in the Petrogale penicillata and shallow in
Phascolarctos cinereus. In all these species, there is a split in the mid-lateral region of the
sulcus and this split may be continuous with the upper portion as seen in Petrogale
penicillata. In the dorsal region, the parietal sulcus separates two different cytoarchitectonic
regions, namely, the parietal and the dorsal temporal regions.
The medial parietal sulcus (mp) on the medial wall not only separates the parietal
region from the cingulate region but reaches over the medial border of the hemisphere
occasionally.

2.3.1.3 Temporal region
The temporal sulcus on the ventral surface of the temporal lobe is consistent in its
presence but varies in depth. It varies from a shallow dimple in Phascolarctos cinereus to a
deep sulcus in Petrogale penicillata and a very deep and lengthy sulcus in Dendrolagus
goodfellowi. In Dendrolagus goodfellowi, it courses parallel to the ventral region of the
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parietal sulcus and delineates two cytoarchitectonically distinct regions, the dorsal and the
ventral temporal regions.

2.3.1.4 Occipital region
A deep sulcus on the medial wall of the occipital lobe - the calcarine sulcus, delineates
cytoarchitectonically distinct cingulate and the medial occipital region. An indentation on the
lateral surface of the occipital lobe courses across the occipital lobe from the cingulate sulcus,
meeting with the mid region of the parietal sulcus.

2.3.1.5 Cingulate region
The cingulate sulcus (cg) is in the vicinity of the parietal region in Petrogale
penicillata. In Dendrolagus goodfellowi and Phascolarctos cinereus, this sulcus is poorly
demarcated. This sulcus serves the purpose of delineating the dorsal cingulate region from
both the posterior parietal and occipital regions, both of which are cytoarchitectonically
distinct.
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Table 2.2 Comparison of sulcal and fissure nomenclature
Lobe
Frontal

Ziehen (1897)
(Macropus
bennetti)

Johnson (1977)
(Macropus sp.)

Johnson (1980)
(Macropus eugenii)

Renfree et al. (1982)
(Macropus eugenii)

Mayner (1989)
(Macropus eugenii)

a

Orbital

a

frontal (fr)

h

Prorean

h

prefrontal (pf)

y (Sylvian)

A

pseudosylvian

t

Parietal

Elliot Smith (1902)
(Macropus parryi)

Rostral

b, e, x

Suprasylvian

b, e, x

l

Paramarginal

l

(labial/L)

pseudosylvian

preparietal (pp)

h

medial frontal (mf)

b, e

parietal (pa)
cingulate (cg)
medial parietal (mp)

Temporal
Occipital

d, c

D

d

d

temporal (te)

l

calcarine (ca)
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Fig. 2.1 External morphology of the cerebral cortex of brush-tailed wallaby (Petrogale
penicillata) from the Taronga zoo. a, dorsal view with sulci illustrated; b, lateral view with
sulci illustrated; c, ventral view with sulci illustrated. Scale bar indicates 10 mm. Sulci have
been indicated by Greek letters. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the
structures identified.
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Fig. 2.2 External morphology of the cerebral cortex of the common ringtail possum
(Pseudocheirus peregrinus) from the Taronga zoo. a, dorsal view with sulci illustrated; b,
lateral view with sulci illustrated; c, ventral view with sulci illustrated. Scale bar indicates 10
mm. Sulci have been indicated by Greek letters. Please see list of abbreviations for the full
names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 2.3 Photomicrographs of Nissl-stained coronal sections of the cortex of Cercartetus
nanus. a, through the most rostral part of the cortex; b, through the cortex at the level of the
most rostral part of the caudatoputamen; c, through the cortex at the level of the rostral
thalamus; d, through the cortex at the level of the caudal thalamus; e, through the level of the
most caudal level of the cortex. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the
structures identified.
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Fig. 2.4 Photomicrographs of Nissl-stained coronal sections of the cortex of Vombatus
ursinus with illustrated sulci related to the somatosensory cortex. a, through the cortex at the
level of the most rostral part of the internal capsule; b, through the cortex at the level of the
most rostral part of the caudatoputamen; c, through the cortex at the level of the rostral
thalamus; d, through the cortex at a level rostral to the mid-thalamus. Please see list of
abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 2.5 Photomicrographs of Nissl-stained coronal sections of the cortex of Onychogalea
fraenata with illustrated sulci of the somatosensory cortex. a, b and c, successive coronal
sections through the rostral part of the cortex; d, coronal section of the cortex at the level of
the rostral thalamus. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures
identified.
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2.3.2 Somatosensory Cortex
In the present study, animals representing different species of diprotodontids, Tarsipes
rostratus, Burramys parvus, Phascolarctos cinereus and Onychogalea fraenata showed a
somatosensory cortex that occupied 47%, 38%, 40% and 42% of the rostro-caudal extent
(please see below) of the cerebral hemisphere (cortical area), extending mediolaterally from
the motor cortex to the insular cortex. In all diprotodontid species S1 is bounded rostrally by
the frontal association cortex (FrA) and caudally by the primary visual area (V1).
The somatosensory region in most species studied is limited both rostrally and caudally
by a subtle sulcus. In coronal sections that pass through the cortex at the level of the most
rostral pole of the caudatoputamen, the somatosensory region of Vombatus ursinus,
Onychogalea fraenata and Macropus fuliginosus, is limited rostrally by a deep sulcus - the
prefrontal (pf) sulcus and limited laterally by the insular cortex at the rhinal fissure (rf) (Figs.
2.3, 2.4 and 2.5). In the successive sections, the region shows an indentation, zeta sulcus
(z ), followed by pa (b) sulcus. A preparietal (pp, L) sulcus and a parietal sulcus (pa, b) also
indent the caudal aspect of the region (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5). In the cortex of Vombatus ursinus,
the somatosensory region is transected by a pp(L) sulcus between the S1 and the S2 region
(Fig. 2.4). The presumptive S2 occupies the depths of the pp(L) sulcus and extends
ventrolaterally towards the insular cortex (Fig. 2.4b). In Macropus fuliginosus, the primary
somatosensory cortex is limited rostrally by the pa (e) sulcus. The presumptive S2 occupies
the depths of the pp (L) sulcus and is limited dorsally by the pa (β) sulcus.
In all the species examined, the cytoarchitecture of the primary somatosensory cortex
(S1), is homotypical and there was a clear transition from the poorly granular motor cortex
(M) to the somatosensory area (Fig. 2.6). S1 is readily identified by a prominent layer 4,
which contains densely packed small cells, thus marking the area as granular in nature
(although the layer 5 is not completely absent). There was also a contrast between the
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mystacial region of S1 and the trunk region of S1 in some species, in that layer 4 is always
slightly thicker in the mystacial as compared to the trunk representation in those species for
which the mystacial field is behaviourally important. For example, in Tarsipes rostratus, the
thickness of the layer 4 in the region serving the mystacial region is 20% of the isocortical
thickness, whereas in the trunk region layer 4 is 19% of the isocortical thickness. In the
cortex of Burramys parvus, layer 4 in the mystacial region is 23% of the isocortical thickness
compared to 21% of isocortical thickness in the region serving the trunk. In Onychogalea
fraenata, layer 4 in the mystacial region is 34% of the isocortical thickness compared to 21%
of the isocortical thickness serving the region of the trunk. By contrast, in the cortex of
Phascolarctos cinereus, layer 4 measures only 16% of the isocortical thickness in the
mystacial region, compared to 17% of the isocortical thickness in the region of the trunk
representation and in Vombatus ursinus layer 4 measures 21% of the isocortical thickness in
both the trunk and the mystacial regions. The koala is the only species among the
diprotodontids with uniform thickness of S1 in both the trunk and the mystacial region (Fig.
2.6c). Aggregations of neurons, with loosely packed cells surrounding a densely packed
centre were found in the layer 4 of the mystacial S1 cortex of Acrobates pygmaeus,
Onychogalea fraenata, Burramys parvus, Petrogale brachyotis, Cercartetus nanus,
Pseudochirulus cinereus, Hemibelidius lemuroides and Macropus fuliginosus. Thus, the
mystacial region of the Phalangerida has shown cortical modification either in the form of a
slight increase in thickness or in the form of cellular aggregations (Fig. 2.6), as against no
significant thickening or any other cortical modifications of the S1 mystacial region in the
suborder Vombatiformes of the diprotodontids (layer 4 measures 21% of the isocortical
thickness throughout S1).
A presumptive S2, caudolateral to S1, has been shown to have a smaller representation
of the contralateral body surface identified on the basis of electrophysiology (Adey and Kerr,
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1954; Coleman et al., 1999; Elston and Manger, 1999, Catania et al., 2000; Frost et al., 2000).
Cytoarchitectonically, in all the species examined, there is a reduction in the thickness of
layer 4 relative to S1 and an increase in the thickness of layers 3 and 5 as compared to the
layers in S1. In Tarsipes rostratus, layer 4 measured 17%, in Burramys parvus 13%, in
Onychogalea fraenata 21%, in Phascolarctos cinereus, 9% and in Vombatus ursinus 13% of
the total isocortical thickness. Thus, in all the species examined, the S2 region displays a
reduction in the thickness of layer 4 compared to S1 (Figs. 2.6a to 2.6d).
It was interesting to note the lamination pattern of the other layers too in the
somatosensory region. The architectonic patterns were compared with that of the rat in the
chemoarchitectonic atlas of the rat brain (Paxinos et al., 2009). Although layer organisation
of 1, 2, 3 and 4 seem to be similar among the therians, layer 5 and 6 show differences
between the diprotodontids and the eutherian (mouse). Layer 6 did not appear two layered in
the diprotodontids, like that in the eutherians (rat). In the rat cytoarchitectural landscape,
layer 6a is diffuse and thick and 6b being one tenth of the thickness of 6a. In the rats, a dense
line of cells applies directly to the corpus callosum, and no such lining was seen in the
diprotodontids close to the external capsule. Layer 5 in the rats is two layered, one being the
layer which is dense with large cells and the other with smaller and fewer cells. Such a
division of layer 5 was absent in the diprotodontids.
Differences in the layer pattern were noted among the species within the diprotodontids
too. In the Burramys parvus, layer 6 has a dense homogenous distribution of cells with a cell
poor line septum that separates this layer from layer 5 and is not seen in the other species of
the group. In Phascolarctos cinereus, layer 6 is parvocellular and more diffuse when
compared to the other species in the group.
It is also interesting to note that, on comparison of the cytoarchitecture among the
species, all the layers in general have fewer cells in Phascolarctos cinereus giving a picture
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of fewer accumulation of cortical neurons within its cortex. It would be interesting to
correlate the connectome pattern of the non-macropod (Phascolarctos cinereus) with the
cytoarchitectural landscape. In the Phascolarctos cinereus, layer 5 is made up of large cells
and a lot of white matter. Layer 6 has smaller cells but is denser and in some ways gives a
picture opposite to what is seen in the placentals making way for one to wonder whether it is
the absence of the corpus callosum that differentiates the cytoarchitectonic picture among the
two therians.
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Fig. 2.6 Coronal sections of the cerebral hemisphere of a, Tarsipes rostratus; b, Burramys
parvus; c, Phascolarctos cinereus; d, Onychogalea fraenata showing the cytoarchitecture of
S1 and S2, with no barrels seen in the mystacial region of the Phascolarctos cinereus. Please
see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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2.3.3 Motor Cortex
On examination of all the species available for the present study, the motor area was
found to occupy the rostral end and the dorsal circumference of the isocortex bounded
medially by the cingulate cortex (Cg) and laterally by the somatosensory cortex (S1), caudal
to the frontal region (FrA) and rostral to S1 (Fig. 2.3). The presumptive motor area was
characterised by the presence of an expanded layer 5 made up of large pyramidal neurons,
which are densely populated in the superficial zone and relatively cell-sparse in the lower
zone (Fig. 2.7). Layer 4 is present, but poorly developed and thin, with a scattering of
densely packed small neuronal somata. A wider and predominant layer 5 is what makes the
region motor in nature. In the species examined, the thickness of layer 4 was either half or
less than half of the thickness of layer 5. Layer 5 and 4 form about 27% and 8%,
respectively, of the thickness of M in Tarsipes rostratus. In Burramys parvus, layers 5 and 4
form 24% and 9% of the motor cortex thickness and in Petaurus australis, 31% and 10%,
respectively. By contrast, in Phascolarctos cinereus, the layer 4 is nearly half the thickness
of layer 5, with these layers forming 26% and 13%, respectively, of the total thickness of M.
Similarly, in Vombatus ursinus, these layers make up 18% and 9%, respectively, of the
thickness of M. The findings suggest that the thickness of the layer 4 is nearly half the
thickness of layer 5 in the Vombatiformes in contrast to the phalangerids wherein layer 4 is
less than half the thickness of layer 5. This suggests that M cortex is less differentiated in the
Vombatiformes. In all species, layer 6 can be divided into an upper compact zone and a
lower diffuse zone (Fig. 2.7).
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Fig. 2.7 Coronal sections of the cerebral hemisphere of a, Tarsipes rostratus; b, Burramys
parvus; c, Phascolarctos cinereus; d, Vombatus ursinus; e, Petaurus australis and f,
Onychogalea fraenata, showing the cytoarchitecture of motor cortex (M). Please see list of
abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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2.3.4 Visual Cortex
Frontal sections through the level of the caudal thalamus and the cortex revealed that
there are two visual fields within the occipital lobe: visual cortex (V1) and the putative
adjacent secondary visual area (V2). Both the regions together occupied most of the dorsal
isocortical surface in all the species examined, and most of the tangential extent of the lateral
surface of the cortex is taken up by V1 (Fig. 2.3). The medial border of V1 usually
corresponds to the Cg (λ) sulcus and V2 is found lateral to V1. Area V2 is bounded laterally
by the temporal association cortex (Te). In Petrogale brachyotis, Onychogalea fraenata and
Phascolarctos cinereus, there is an intervening i sulcus between V1 and V2. In Petrogale
brachyotis, V2 occupies the depths of this sulcus.
The thickness of cortical layers 3, 4, and 5 was measured and compared in V1 and V2
of Tarsipes rostratus, Burramys parvus, Phascolarctos cinereus and Onychogalea fraenata.
In Tarsipes rostratus, layers 3, 4 and 5 measured 17%, 33% and 8% of the total cortical
thickness in V1 and 14%, 27% and 9% of the cortical thickness in V2. In Burramys parvus,
layers 3, 4, 5 measured 16%, 32% and 8% of the total cortical thickness in V1 and 12%, 25%
and 9% of the cortical thickness in V2. In Phascolarctos cinereus, layers 3, 4 and 5
measured 16%, 20% and 7% of the V1 cortical thickness and 16%, 22% and 6% of the V2
cortical thickness, respectively. Thus, the primary visual or striate cortex is characterised by
a relatively thicker layer 4, which is densely and homogeneously packed with small granular
cells, thus imparting a granular nature to the visual cortex (Fig. 2.8). Layer 3 in all the
species examined is relatively wider in the visual cortex than in the other sensory areas (i.e.,
somatosensory and auditory). There is also a reduction of cell density in the deep portion of
layer 3 just above its junction with layer 4 (compared to layer 3 of V2), but this layer, in all
the species examined, does not assume the striated appearance that is characteristic of this
region in placental mammals (Haight et al., 1980). Layer 5 is just 6 - 8% of the total
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thickness of the visual cortex and is occupied by sparse large pyramidal cells. Surrounding
the striate region rostrally and laterally is the peristriate area or V2 (sometimes called V2L).
In this area, layer 4 becomes slightly thinner and less densely packed, whereas layers 5 and 6
merge into an almost indistinguishable single layer. Nevertheless, layer 6 is more prominent
than in the V1 cortex and its cells appear to form pronounced horizontal laminae (Fig. 2.8).
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Fig. 2.8 Coronal sections of the cerebral hemisphere of a, Tarsipes rostratus; b,
Phascolarctos cinereus; c, Onychogalea fraenata, showing the cytoarchitecture of visual
cortex (V1 and V2) cortex. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures
identified.
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2.3.5 Auditory and Temporal Association Cortex
In all the species examined in the present study, Au occupies a lateral temporal
convexity of isocortex and is situated between the b and d sulci. The remaining part of the
temporal lobe above and below the auditory cortex has been termed as TeD and TeV. The
auditory cortex in all of them lies within the temporal cortex lateral and ventral to a shallow b
sulcus. Frontal sections through this area, stained for Nissl substance, reveal a characteristic
pattern of lamination (Fig. 2.9). In Cercartetus nanus, Acrobates pygmaeus, Burramys
parvus, Gymnobelideus leadbeateri, Petaurus australis and Pseudochirulus cinereus, the
temporal association cortex is found only dorsal (as TeD) to Au1, so that Au transitions to
become the ectorhinal cortex ventrolaterally. In Hemibelideus lemuroides, Petrogale
brachyotis, Onychogalea fraenata, Phascolarctos cinereus and Vombatus ursinus, the
temporal association cortex flanks the auditory region both dorsally and ventrally (i.e., both
TeD and TeV are present). In these species, Au1 is limited by g and b sulci on the
dorsolateral aspect of the hemisphere.
In all the species involved in the study, Au1 is homotypical and granular considering a
predominant layer 4. Au1 is cytoarchitecturally similar to S1 and is distinguished by the
presence of a prominent layer 4 comprised of densely packed neurons arranged in a broader
area than the neurons in the other layers (Figs. 2.3 and 2.9). In Tarsipes rostratus, layer 4
comprised 37%, in Phascolarctos cinereus 25%, in Burramys parvus 36%, and in Petaurus
australis 23%, of the total Au1 thickness. Temporal association cortex (Te) is homotypical
with a thinner layer 4 compared to Au1. In the Te region of Tarsipes rostratus, layer 4 was
25%, in Phascolarctos cinereus 27%, in Burramys parvus 28% and in Petaurus australis
15%, of the Te thickness. Phascolarctos cinereus was the only species in which layer 4 of Te
was of the same thickness as in Au1. In Hemibelideus lemuroides, Petrogale brachyotis,
Onychogalea fraenata, Phascolarctos cinereus and Vombatus ursinus, the temporal
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association cortex flanks the auditory region both dorsally and ventrally (i.e., both TeD and
TeV are present). The dorsal and the ventral temporal regions are similar in appearance, but
TeV is 3% to 5% thicker than TeD and has slightly denser layers 2, 3 and 4, with a less
densely populated layer 5 and more densely packed upper layer 6 (Fig. 2.9).
Beneath the granular layer is layer 5, which is of similar density to layer 3, but has
large cell bodies. Layer 6 is complex in structure and often includes a component of
individual-cell laminae in its basal-most level assuming a pattern of horizontal laminae. In
both Au and Te regions, the deep layers 5 and 6 are prominent, with the cells in the deeper
zone of layers 5 and 6 assuming a pattern of horizontal laminae (Fig. 2.9).
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Fig. 2.9 Coronal sections of the cerebral hemisphere of a, Tarsipes rostratus; b, Burramys
parvus; c, Phascolarctos cinereus; d, Petaurus australis; e, Onychogalea fraenata, showing
the cytoarchitecture of Au1, TeD, TeV, Ect and PRh. Please see list of abbreviations for the
full names of the structures identified.
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2.3.6 Orbital Cortex
The cytoarchitecture of the orbital cortex in the species included for this study is in
agreement with the descriptions of Ashwell and colleagues (Ashwell et al., 2008) on small
Australian marsupial carnivores (Sminthopsis macroura, Antechinus stuartii and Phascogale
calura). The boundaries are indistinct and in addition to the orbital surface, it includes small
parts of the medial surface too. Studies have been trying to dissociate the functions of its
subregions (Rudebeck and Murray, 2011). The orbital frontal cortex is heterotypical in its
laminar structure. It overlies the medial, basal, and the lateral surfaces of the frontal curve of
the hemisphere and is adjoined by the insular cortex laterally and the cingulate region
medially. On a horizontal or a sagittal section, four cytoarchitectonically distinct areas can be
delineated: the medial orbital area (MO), the ventral orbital area (VO), the ventrolateral
orbital area (VLO), and the lateral orbital area (LO) (Fig. 2.10). The dense arrangement of
the cells in layer2 differentiates MO and VO from LO, wherein the cells in layer 2 are more
loosely packed. The number of cells in layer3 are sparser in all the three areas (Fig. 2.10).
The medial rim of MO is adjacent to a ventral prelimbic cortex (PrL) and the rostral
extremity of Cg (Fig. 2.10).
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Fig. 2.10 Coronal sections of the cerebral hemisphere of a, Burramys parvus; b,
Onychogalea fraenata, showing the cytoarchitecture of orbital cortex. Please see list of
abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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2.3.7 Insular Cortex
In all the diprotodontids, the insular region is located on the lateral wall of the cerebral
hemisphere (Figs. 2.3b and 2.3c), overlying the claustrum, and interposed between the
piriform, orbital, motor, sensory, and higher-order auditory cortices. In the present study, the
transition from iso- to paleocortex around the rhinal fissure includes two cytoarchitecturally
distinct regions in all diprotodontid species (Fig. 2.11). From dorsal to ventral, these are the
granular insular region (GI) and the dysgranular insular regions (DI). These terminologies
refer to a progressive loss of the granular layer 4 in a dorsoventral direction. The granular
insular cortex is a typical 6- layered structure, and layer 4 becomes thinner in the dysgranular
region. The insular cortex transitions around the rhinal fissure into a cyrtoarchitectonically
distinct agranular ectorhinal region tailed by a perirhinal region with a lamination that gets
simpler as it approaches the entorhinal cortex posteriorly and the piriform cortex anteriorly.
If one follows the insular cortex adjacent to the rhinal sulcus in a rostrocaudal direction, the
claustrum underlying the insular region gradually becomes thinner and more disorganised
which appears more darkly stained as it comes to lie under the rhinal sulcus. With the
thinning out of the claustrum, a deeply invaginated rhinal sulcus becomes more obvious. The
insular cortex is replaced by the perirhinal cortex at this sulcus level and no more claustral
cells are seen. The insular cortex lies between the primary and the secondary somatosensory
areas dorsally and the dorsal bank of the rhinal sulcus.
In the diprotodontid species, the transition from iso- to paleocortex around the rhinal
fissure includes cytoarchitecturally distinct regions. The cellular layers divide into thirds,
such that the superficial layers (2-4) and deep layer 6 appear darker than the intervening layer
5, which has cell-sparse gaps on either side of the row of pyramidal cells in layer 5, in which
cells are more sparsely organized. Layer 4 is present as a discrete layer which contains small
granular cells. This trilaminar appearance is not apparent in the more caudal perirhinal
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cortex, where there are no cell-sparse gaps and the cells of layer 5 are more densely packed
(Fig. 2.11).

Fig. 2.11 Coronal sections of the cerebral hemisphere of a, Tarsipes rostratus; b, Petaurus
australis; c, Phascolarctos cinereus; d, Onychogalea fraenata showing the cytoarchitecture
of insular cortex. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures
identified.
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2.3.8 Ectorhinal and Perirhinal Cortex
The transitional cortex that flanks the rf are an ectorhinal (Ect) and a perirhinal region
(PRh) that are characteristically agranular. PRh is a region that gets confined between the
insular cortex rostrally, temporal cortex dorsally and the entorhinal cortex (Fig. 2.3). The
rostral border of PRh can be clearly defined due to the absence of claustral cells below layer
6 of the cortex (Fig. 2.3). In all the species studied, ectorhinal cortex consistently shows
distinct layers 2, 5 and 6 (Fig. 2.9). The trilaminar cellular landscape of the insular cortex, is
no more a feature of the transitional area- the PRh. Pyramidal cells are more densely and
uniformly packed in layer 5 with a hardly visible layer 4that appeared to merge with layer5.
Layer 6 was prominent in the region (Fig. 2.9).

2.3.9 Cingulate Cortex
In all the species of the diprotodontids, the cingulate cortex, caps the rostro medial half
of the cortex and forms one of the largest components of the limbic system (Figs. 2.3b and
2.3c). In diprotodontid species studied here, Cg is comprised of Cg1 and Cg2 which are
cytoarchitecturally distinct regions which are basically agranular in nature (Fig. 2.12). Cg2
merges ventrally with the archicortex (the dorsal tenia tecta, rostrally, and the indusium
griseum and cornu Ammonis, caudally) (Fig. 2.3). Further caudally, the cingulate cortex is
replaced by a series of retrosplenial regions (Fig. 2.3). Cg1merges dorsally with the motor
cortex in rostral sections, and Cg2 merges dorsally with the visual cortex in the more caudal
sections of the brain. The cingulate cortex of acrobatids, tarsepids, some petaurids and the
koala (i.e., Cercartetus nanus, Acrobates pygmaeus, Gymnobelideus leadbeateri,
Phascolarctos cinereus and Tarsipes rostratus) do not have any sulci intervening between
Cg1 and Cg2, nor any limiting sulcus between the cingulate cortex and the adjacent cortical
regions.
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By contrast, the rostral Cg in other petaurids and macropods (e.g., Hemibelideus
lemuroides, Petrogale brachyotis, Onychogale fraenata) and Vombatiformes (Vombatus
ursinus) show an intervening medial frontal (mf) and medial parietal (mp) or o sulcus
between Cg1 and Cg2 and a l sulcus between the cingulate and visual cortex in caudal
sections. A subtle sulcus between the Cg1 and the adjacent motor cortex is also seen in
Burramys parvus, Petaurus australis, Petrogale brachyotis and Vombatus ursinus. In the
caudal sections, a cingulate sulcus (l), exists between Cg2 and the visual cortex of Petaurus
australis, Pseudochirulus cinereus, Hemibelideus lemuroides, Petrogale brachyotis,
Onychogale fraenata and Vombatus ursinus.
In all the above-mentioned species, cytoarchitectonic features of the cingulate regions
are typically agranular with a thick layer 1 and a distinct layer 5. Cytoarchitectonic features
of the cingulate cortex of some of the diprotodontids have been shown with illustrations (Fig.
2.12). The lamination pattern of Cg1 displays an isocortical lamination pattern (i.e.,
heterotypical), with relatively large pyramidal cells in layer 5 and a double layer 6. The
neurons of the superficial part of layer 6 appear smaller than those in the deeper layer. Cg1
has a poorly differentiated cytoarchitecture, but Cg2 shows a rather homogenous lamination
pattern and is pro-isocortical (heterotypical) in appearance. Layer 5 of Cg2 is also more
prominent than in Cg1. In summary, the cells that densely pack the layers of Cg1are poorly
differentiated than the cells that form lamination in Cg2. The archicortical complex becomes
obvious in its most dorsal part. Cg2 and the septal region is intervened by the indusium
griseum (IG) and dorsal tenia tecta. Ventral tenia tecta is absent in all the species examined
in the current study. The dorsal sweep of this isocortical region transits into a medial
presumptive motor area cytoarchitecturally similar to M1 identified more rostrally, and a
more lateral S1, appearing for the first time. The two could be distinguished
cytoarchitecturally by the presence of a layer 4 in S1.
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Fig. 2.12 Coronal sections of the cerebral hemisphere of a, Tarsipes rostratus; b, Burramys
parvus; c, Phascolarctos cinereus; d, Vombatus ursinus; e, Petaurus australis; f,
Onychogalea fraenata, showing the cytoarchitecture of cingulate cortex. Please see list of
abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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2.3.10 Retrosplenial Cortex
In all the species studied, successive caudal sections showed cytoarchitectonic areas
that replaced the cingulate cortex as the retrosplenial cortex. Although the marsupials lack a
corpus callosum and hence a callosal ‘splenium’, the cytoarchitectural similarity of this
region with that of placental mammals and homologous regions in the rodents has allowed
the terms to be retained (Gallagher and Zilles, 2004). This region occupied the medial
isocortical boundary (Fig. 2.13) and is bordered rostrally by the anterior cingulate cortex,
caudoventrally by archicortex and laterally by the somatosensory and visual cortices (Fig.
2.3). The region is comprised of a granular (RSG) and a dysgranular region (RSD). Layer 2
in RSG is predominant, layer 4 is less differentiated and layer 5 is made up of pyramidal cells
which are medium sized in the superficial 5a zone and larger pyramidal cells in the deeper 5b
zone.
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Fig. 2.13 Coronal sections of the cerebral hemisphere of a, Tarsipes rostratus; b,
Phascolarctos cinereus; c, Petaurus australis; d, Onychogalea fraenata, showing the
cytoarchitecture of retrosplenial cortex. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of
the structures identified.
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2.3.11 Hippocampal Region
The hippocampal formation and the parahippocampal region together comprise the
hippocampal region. The number of cortical layers and the overall connectivity
differentiates between the two. The nomenclature used for different parts of the hippocampus
is that used by Witter and colleagues (Amaral and Witter, 1995). Thus, the whole
hippocampus has been divided into the hippocampal formation (the hippocampus proper, the
dentate gyrus, and the subiculum) and the parahippocampal region (presubiculum,
postsubiculum, parasubiculum, entorhinal cortex, and the perirhinal cortical areas). The parts
of the cornu Ammonis have been identified based on cytoarchitectonically distinct features,
but all of them share the characteristic three-layered appearance of the allocortex.
In the diprotodontid marsupials under study (as in rodents), subdivisions within the
archicortex are clearly distinguishable (Fig. 2.3c). In all species, the hippocampal formation
is an elongated structure with its long axis extending in a C-shape from the septal region of
the basal forebrain rostrodorsally, over and behind the diencephalon, into the incipient
temporal lobe caudoventrally (Figs. 2.3c, 2.3d, 2.14, 2.15a and 2.15b). The septotemporal
axis, the long axis of the hippocampal formation and its septal pole takes a dorsal and rostral
position. The subdivisions of the hippocampus, CA1 to 3 and the dentate gyrus are present at
the extreme septal levels. As one traces back towards the temporal pole, the subiculum
appears first. The parahippocampal region refers to those cortical areas that wraps around the
ventral and the caudal portions of the hippocampus. The junction between the borders of the
entorhinal cortex and the perirhinal cortex marks the approximate position of the rhinal
fissure.
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2.3.12 Dentate Gyrus
The trilaminar, C shaped gyrus of the medial cortex or the hippocampal formation is
the dentate gyrus (DG). It forms the most medial area of the hippocampal formation and also
of the cerebral cortex as a whole. Analysis of the laminar structure of the dentate gyrus (DG)
in the diprotodontid species (Figs. 2.14 and 2.15), reveals that they belong to the archicortex
because of their trilaminar morphology. The dentate gyrus of the diprotodontid marsupials
under study is made up of the molecular, the granule, and the hilar or polymorphic layer from
superficial to deep and the first two layers together form the fascia dentata. Examination of
coronal brain sections revealed that the convolution of the DG typically manifests as C or V
shaped structure that caves in towards the hilus and is bounded by the hippocampal fissure
(Figs. 2.3, 2.14 and 2.15). The DG convolutions are seen as a long shallow C in the
Gymnobelideus leadbeateri and Petaurus australis, and a deep C in the Tarsipes rostratus.
DG convolution is seen as V, in the Cercartetus nanus, Acrobates pygmaeus, Pseudochirulus
cinereus and Tarsipes rostratus. In Burramys parvus, Petrogale brachyotis and Onychogalea
fraenata DG appears as V, but with more convolutions or foldings. In Phascolarctos
cinereus, DG appears small and relatively flat (unfolded). Thus, all the species of the
diprotodontids exhibit convolution except the suborder Vombatiformes, which appears to be
an outlier among them with a small minimally folded DG.
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Fig. 2.14 Coronal sections of the hippocampus showing convolutions of the dentate gyrus in
a, Cercartetus nanus; b, Acrobates pygmaeus; c, Burramys parvus; d, Gymnobelideus
leadbeateri; e, Petaurus australis; f, Pseudocheirus cinereus; g, Hemibelideus lemuroides; h,
Onychogalea fraenata; i, Petrogale brachyotis; j, Phascolarctos cinereus. Please see list of
abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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2.3.13 Cornu Ammonis
The hippocampus is typically archicortex made up of just 3 layers, with an outer
molecular layer, a middle pyramidal layer and an inner polymorphic layer (Fig. 2.15a). The
thin layer of fibres adjacent to the polymorphic layer of the hippocampus is known as the
alveus. Based on the nomenclature of Lorente de Nó (1934) the hippocampus is
cytoarchitectonically divided into three distinct parts: CA1, CA2 and CA3. In all of the
species, the hilum of the dentate gyrus is bordered at its ventral end by CA3 and at the dorsal
end by CA2 (Fig. 2.15a). Pyramidal cells are 5-6 cells thick and are of the largest size in
CA3. Since, the pyramidal cells of CA2 extend under the border of the pyramidal cell layer
of CA3, the border between the two fields are not clear cut. At the dorsomedial end of this
border the subiculum is overlapped by CA1. The pyramidal cell arrangement within CA2 is
arranged more compactly (Fig. 2.15a).
The cortical structures that form the parahippocampal region: the subiculum,
presubiculum, postsubiculum and parasubiculum intervene between retrosplenial cortex and
CA1 dorsally and the entorhinal cortex and CA1 dorsally. They are relatively smaller
cortical regions with different cytoarchitectonic features (Fig. 2.15b). The cytoarchitectonic
features of the subiculum are similar to the subfields of the hippocampus, whereas the
cytoarchitectonic features of the pre, post and the parasubiculum are more like that of the
entorhinal cortex. A cell poor band (layer 4) splits the multilaminate of these periallocortical
regions into outer (layers 1 to 3) and inner (5 to 6). The only difference in the laminar
organization of PaS and PrS is, that the organization appears more clearly in the PaS region.
The dorsal portion of the PrS is the postsubiculum and cytoarchitectonically appears like an
extension of the PrS except for the sparser cellular density (Fig. 2.15b)
The histological feature of the subiculum assists in delineating its borders with
CA1(Fig. 2.15a). An abrupt widening of the pyramidal cell layer makes this border distinct
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(Fig. 2.15a). The stratum radiatum disappears at this border and gets replaced by the wider
molecular layer of the subiculum (Fig. 2.15a). The deeper portion of the subicular molecular
layer continues as the radiatum of CA1 and the superficial portion continues as the molecular
layer of CA1 as well as the molecular layer of the presubiculum. Like in the CA1, the
subiculum does not display a stratum oriens. The junction between the subiculum and the
presubiculum cannot be easily identified but is situated in the internal lamina which is
marked by a predominant decrease in the size of the pyramidal cells, just deep to the
proximal tip of the superficial lamina (external/layers 2 and 3) of the presubiculum (Fig.
2.15b).
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Fig. 2.15 a, Coronal section of the hippocampus with illustrations in Gymnobelideus
leadbeateri; b, Coronal section of cerebral hemisphere at the caudal level of the cortex in
Petaurus australis showing cytoarchitecture of the hippocampus and the parahippocampal
regions. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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2.3.14 Entorhinal Cortex
The ventroposterior aspect of the cerebral hemisphere is occupied by the entorhinal
cortex in all the species under current study. When viewed on a coronal section, the
entorhinal region is limited in its dorsolateral extent by the rhinal fissure whose fundus and
dorsal bank is occupied by the perirhinal cortex. The piriform cortex and the amygdaloid
complex are structures related to the entorhinal region rostrally. It borders with the
parasubiculum medially in its ventromedial extent. It presents a distinct cytoarchitectonic
appearance along both the mediolateral and rostrocaudal extent (Fig. 2.16). The lamination
consists of: a-thick layer 1, b-layer 2 wherein the cells are arranged in islands, c-layer 3 made
of pyramidal cells, d-layer 4 lamina dissecans (but not present throughout the entire extent),
e-layer 5 with dark and big pyramids and f-a multiform layer 6. Layers 2 and 3 of the
entorhinal cortex have a horizontal or laminar organization, forming continuous and
somewhat homogenous bands at variable distances from the pia, but with neurons clumped
together to form islands of cells (Fig. 2.16). Distinct histological features of the entorhinal
cortex distinguish the lateral (LEnt) and the medial entorhinal areas (MEnt). Layer 2 is
densely packed and tends to accumulate in clusters as islands of cells in LEnt, and the layer
appears to be separated from the deeper cell layers by a cell free zone (Fig. 2.16). The
absence of clustering and island formation with relatively large cells in layer 2, is a
characteristic feature of the MEnt (Fig. 2.16). Layers 4, 5 and 6 seem to be better
differentiated in the MEnt than in LEnt. The lamina dissecans is an acellular layer composed
of fibres arranged parallel to the pial surface and is much more sharply delineated in MEnt
than in LEnt (Fig. 2.16).
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Fig. 2.16 Coronal section showing the cytoarchitecture of the entorhinal cortex in a,
Burramys parvus; b, Tarsipes rostratus; c, Petrogale brachyotis; d, Phascolarctos cinereus.
Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 2.17 Tangential map of cortical topography in Phascolarctos cinereues. Scale bar
indicates 10 mm. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures
identified.
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Fig. 2.18 Tangential map of cortical topography in Tarsipes rostratus. Scale bar indicates 1
mm. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 2.19 Tangential map of cortical topography in Petaurus australis. Scale bar indicates 10
mm. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 2.20 Tangential map of cortical topography in Macropus fuliginosus. Scale bar indicates
10 mm. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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Table 2.3 Key Features to Cytoarchitectonic Regions of the Diprotodontid Cerebral Cortex
Cytoarchitectural areas

Diagnostic criteria

Somatosensory cortex

Location - Dorsal cortical area caudal to the motor region and
medial to the rf. Occupies a major area of the rostrocaudal extent
of the cerebral hemisphere. S1 and S2 identified.
Cytoarchitecture
• S1 Granular and homotypical
• S1 Layer 4 wider than layer 5
• S1 Barrels in the mystacial region
• S2 characterised by thinner layer 4 compared to S1.

•

Location - Dorsal surface of the frontal pole of the cerebral
hemisphere.
Cytoarchitecture
• Sparsely granular and homotypical.
• Prominent layer 5 and a poorly developed or absent layer 4.
• The adjacent cingulate region is distinguished by the poor
differentiation of the layers in Cg.
Location - the visual cortex (V1) and the putative adjacent
secondary visual area (V2) occupied most of the dorsal isocortical
surface in all the species examined and most of the lateral surface
of the cortex is taken up by V1. The medial border of the V1
usually corresponds to the Cg (λ) sulcus and V2 is found lateral to
V1. Area V2 is bounded laterally by the temporal association
cortex (Te). Surrounding the striate region rostrally and laterally is
the putative peristriate area or V2.

•

Vombatiformes stand out with a predominant
layer 5 and a layer 4 which is nearly half the
thickness of layer 5 as against the phalangerids
wherein layer 4 is less than half the thickness of
layer 5.

•

In Petrogale brachyotis, Onychogalea fraenata
and Phascolarctos cinereus, there is an
intervening sulcus between V1 and V2 and V2
also occupies the depth of this sulcus in
Petrogale brachyotis.

Motor cortex

Visual cortex

Species-specific characteristics

•
•

•

Barrels absent in Vombatiformes and present in
the rest of the diprotodontids examined.
Layer 6 is single in all the diprotodontids unlike
6a and 6b in the rodents
Layer 6 is more homogenous and denser in the
Burramys parvus with a cell free zone separating
the 5th and the 6th layers
Generally, the number of cortical neuron
accumulation is lower in the Phascolarctos
cinereus with a diffuse layer 6.
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Cytoarchitecture –

•
•

Auditory and temporal
association cortex

Granular and homotypical
V1 characterised by predominant layer 3 and 4 compared to
S1, M and Au with a cell- sparse lower zone just above
layer 4.
• Layer 3 does not assume the striated appearance that is
characteristic of the placentals.
• V2, layer 4 becomes thinner and less densely packed and
the layers 5 and 6 merge into an almost indistinguishable
single layer. Nevertheless, layer 6 is more prominent than
in the V1 and the cells form a pronounced horizontal
lamina.
Location -Au occupies the lateral convexity of the isocortex,
between the pa (β) and te (δ) sulci.
Cytoarchitecture
• Granular and homotypical, cytoarchitecturally similar to
S1 and is distinguished by the presence of prominent layer
4 with densely packed cells arranged in a broader area than
in the other layers.
• TeA is identified by a thinner layer 4 compared to Au.
TeD and TeV similar in appearance, but TeV is 3%-5%
thicker than TeD and has slightly denser layers 2, 3 and 4,
with a less densely populated layer 5 and more densely
packed upper layer 6.
• Layer 5 is like layer 3 in terms of cell density but is made
up of larger cell bodies.
• Layer 6 includes a component of individual-cell laminae
aligned as a horizontal lamina in its basal-most position

•

•

In Cercartetus nanus, Acrobates pygmaeus,
Burramys parvus, Gymnobellideus leadbeateri,
Petaurus australis and Pseudochirulus cinereus,
the temporal association cortex is found only
dorsal (as TeD) to Au, so that Au transitions to
become the ectorhinal cortex ventrolaterally.
In Hemibelideus lemuroides, Petrogale
brachyotis, Onychogalea fraenata,
Phascolarctos cinereus and Vombatus ursinus,
the temporal association cortex flanks the
auditory region both dorsally and ventrally (i.e.,
both TeD and TeV are present). In these
species, Au is limited by and
sulcus on
the dorsolateral aspect of the hemisphere.
Cytoarchitectonically similar to Au but shows a
thinner layer 4.
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Orbital cortex

Insular cortex

Cingulate cortex

Location - Around the ventral aspect of the frontal pole of the
cerebral cortex.
Cytoarchitecture
• Homotypical in nature with cytoarchitectonically distinct
MO, VO and LO areas.
• MO and VO- identified by dense layer 2, sparser layer 3,
and looser neuronal packing in LO.
Location – located on the lateral wall of the hemisphere, caps the
claustrum and is confined between the piriform, orbital, motor,
sensory and higher order auditory cortices. Displays granular and
dysgranular subregions.
Ctoarchitecture
• Displays a trilaminar appearance with layers 2-4 and layer
6 that appears darker than the intervening layer 5.
Location - Rostrocaudal extent of the cerebral cortex.
Cytoarchitecture
• Agranular and heterotypical (with an isocortical
lamination pattern).
• Cg1 more densely packed with poorer differentiation
between the layers than Cg2.
• An archicortical complex IG and tenia tecta intervenes
between Cg2 and the septal region. Dorsally Cg1
transitions into a medial presumptive motor area identified
by a predominant layer 5 and a more lateral S1 identified
by its predominant layer 4.

•

Thus, in Vombatiformes, Pseudocheiridae and
Macropodidae, TeA flanks the Au region both
ventrally and dorsally.

•

In all the species of diprotodontids under study,
the cytoarchitectonic features were similar.

•

All the species display a granular and
dysgranular subregions in the insular area.

•

In all the species of diprotodontids under study,
the cytoarchitectonic features were similar. The
cingulate region in some of the diprotodontid
species is marked by the presence of a sulcus
either between Cg1 and Cg2.
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Retro-splenial cortex

Hippocampus

Location – In successive caudal sections, retrosplenial granular
(RSGa, RSGb) and retrosplenial dysgranular (RSD) identified
along the medial isocortical boundary replaces the cingulate
cortex.
Cytoarchitecture
• RSG is characterised by a predominant layer 2, but a poorly
differentiated layer 4 and the layer 5 is subdivided into 5a
with medium sized pyramids and 5b with larger pyramids.
• In RSD, layers 2-3 are wider than those of the RSG, but are
poorly differentiated. Layer 5 is prominent and contains
large neurons.
Location - C-shaped structure, dorsal and caudal in relation to the
diencephalon with its long-axis extending from the septal nuclei of
the basal forebrain rostrodorsally, into the incipient temporal lobe
caudoventrally.
Cytoarchitecture
• The dentate gyrus an archicortex with three layers from
superficial to deep-molecular layer, the granule neuron
layer, and the hilar or polymorphic layer. Fascia dentata is
layer 1 and 2 together.
• Cornu Ammonis - CA3 borders the hilum of the dentate
gyrus at one end, and CA2 at the other. Pyramidal cells are
the largest in CA3- cell layer is 5 to 7 cells thick. CA2 is
made up of compactly arranged pyramidal cells.
CA2/CA3 border is vague, CA1/CA2 border is not sharp
either and at its other end CA1 overlaps the subiculum for
some distance.
• Subiculum- Subiculum, presubiculum, and parasubiculum
are cytoarchitectonically, different. The regions are

•

Cytoarchitectonically distinct 2 subregions, the
granular and the dysgranular were noted in all
the species examined in this study.

•

The DG convolutions are seen as a long shallow
C in the Gymnobelideus leadbeateri and
Petaurus australis, and a deep C in the Tarsipes
rostratus.
DG convolution is seen as V, in the Cercartetus
nanus, Acrobates pygmaeus, Pseudochirulus
cinereus and Tarsipes rostratus. In Burramys
parvus, Petrogale brachyotis, Onychogalea
fraenata and Vombatus ursinus DG appears as
V, but with more convolutions or foldings.
In Phascolarctos cinereus, DG appears small
and relatively flat (unfolded).

•

•
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Entorhinal cortex

confined between CA1 and entorhinal cortex ventrally,
and between CA1 and the retrsosplenial cortex, dorsally.
• The closest part to the allocortex (represented by the
subiculum) is the PrS, which shows a cell poor zone that
splits the laminate into outer (layers 1-3) and inner (5-6).
• The lamination is clearer in the PaS than in the PrS with a
lamina dissecans between the 1-3 and 5-6 layers visible in
both.
• The CA1/subicular border is marked by an abrupt
widening of the pyramidal cell layer. The border of the
subiculum with the presubiculum is positioned in the
internal lamina which is marked by a decrease in the
overall size of the pyramidal cells.
Location –Ventroposterior convexity of the cerebral hemisphere.
Limited by the rhinal fissure as it extends dorsolaterally. Caps the
amygdaloid complex ventrally as it extends ventromedially to
border the parasubiculum medially.
Cytroarchitecture
• The lamination pattern of the EC is clearer than in the PaS
and the PrS. Layer1- thick, layer2-islands of cells, layer3pyramidal cells of medium size, layer4-lamina dissecans
(entire extent of EC may not show), layer 5-pyramidal
cells of bigger size, layer6- a multiform layer.

•

In all the species of the diprotodontids, the
lamina dissecans of EntM is sharply delineated,
but is less clear in EntL. In the EntL, layer 2 is
more clearly demarcated than in the EntM and
the cells are very densely packed and tend to be
clustered in islands. In EntM, the cells in layer
2 do not show a distinct clustering into islands.
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2.4 Discussion
This chapter involves architectonic studies that focuses on the parcellation of the
diprotodontid cortex based on cytoarchitectonic differences. Like in every other mammal,
the diprotodontid cortex displays a larger proportion allocated to neocortex than the
paleocortex or the archicortex. A transition zone intervenes the isocortex and the allocortex
and displays a gradual change in its cellular landscape bringing in two more terms with
distinct cytoarchitectonic features the isocortical-proisocortical zone and an allocorticalperiallocortical structure. The isocortex of the diprotodontids is a typical 6 layered structure
aligned along the cortical surface (Fig. 2.3). It’s the differences in the size, shape, number of
layers, alignment and the cellular landscape that allows parcellation of the cortex into
putative functional areas and allows specific connectivity pattern enabling an area to
orchestrate a certain function with assistance from other areas and cortical structures. The
parcellations done in this chapter will allow correlation of the cytoarchitectonically
parcellated areas to mapped regions on the weighted images acquired by MRI, thus making it
possible to seed trace the connectomes in the following chapters.

2.4.1 Somatosensory cortex
The organisation of the somatosensory cortex has been examined in all the species of
the diprotodontids under study and all of them display a primary somatosensory area (S1) and
a second somatosensory area (S2) located caudolateral to S1 (Fig. 2.3). Homologous areas
have been identified in previous cortical studies of the marsupials (Walsh and Ebner, 1970;
Ashwell et al., 2008; Gurovich et al., 2018) and homologous areas have been identified in the
rodents too (Franklin and Paxinos, 2007). Cytoarchitectonic differences in the
somatosensory region (specially layer 5 and 6), between the diprotodontids and the eutherian
(rat) can be owed to the absence of a corpus callosum in the metatherians. Differences have
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been noted among the diprotodontid species too, especially with Burramys parvus and
Phascolarctos cinereus (see results somatosensory cortex).
The metatherians under study, Acrobates pygmaeus, Onychogalea fraenata, Burramys
parvus, Petrogale brachyotis, Cercartetus nanus, Pseudochirulus cinereus, Hemibelideus
lemuroides and Macropus fuliginosus showed similar cytoarchitectural features of the
somatosensory cortex with aggregations of neurons (Figs. 2.6a, 2.6b and 2.6d) with loosely
packed cells surrounding a densely packed centre in layer 4 of the mystacial S1 cortex (Fig.
2.6e), unlike the barrel fields in mice and rats that are characterised by densely packed cells
surrounding a loosely packed centre (Woolsey et al., 1975). Woolsey and his team used a
comparative approach to identify the occurrence and variations of these barrels among
various species of mammals. They described several trends that emerged from the study in
relation to histological representation of whiskers and vibrissae in the form of barrels. One of
the trends, was the variation in the incidence of barrels among members under the same
species. Not all marsupials and rodents displayed barrels in the mystacial region, and he
attributed this variation to a non-requirement of barrels in those animals that had well
developed visual system, and to those behavioural patterns that do not require whisking to
explore their environment (Woolsey et al. 1975). Some of the species under study revealed
an increased thickness of the mystacial region without any cellular aggregates. Where one
expected a cortical correlate of the mystacial vibrissae either in the form of a mystacial
thickening or cellular aggregations, Vombatiformes stood out due to absence of any of these
(Fig. 2.6c). As in placental mammals, the barrels or cellular aggregations may not be
common to all the species of the diprotodontids (Karlen and Krubitzer, 2007).
Like the diprotodontids under study, similar cytoarchitectonic features of the
somatosensory cortex and cellular aggregates in the mystacial region have also been found in
many other marsupials like the striped possum (Waite et al., 1998), Virginia possum (Beck et
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al., 1996), and the tammar wallaby (Waite et al., 1991). Beck et al., 1996, put forth evidence
for the presence of five somatosensory areas in the opossums (Beck et al., 1996).
Microelectrode maps, cortical architecture and the connectional patterns were related to
confirm the existence of these fields. The parietal cortex of the marsupials has shown two
other fields; one rostral to S1- somatosensory rostral (SR) and the other caudal to S1 somatosensory caudal (SC) which are homologous to similar regions in the rodent and the
primate cortex (Beck et al., 1996; Huffman et al., 1999).
The cytoarchitectonic features of the somatosensory cortex identified two fields S1 and
a caudolateral S2 in the diprotodontids under study. Electrophysiological studies have
identified the same fields and have further identified a topographic arrangement of
representation of different body parts. Somatotopic mapping in the Trichosurus vulpecula
opossum and the wallaby has revealed orientation patterns of the body representations similar
to that in the placental mammals, with lower limb and tail representation located
dorsomedially and the more rostral body parts in more lateral locations of the cerebral
hemisphere (Adey and Kerr., 1954). Larger allocation of the cortical space to a certain body
part reflected the behavioural importance of that structure (Rowe, 1990).

2.4.2 Motor cortex
Cytoarchitectonic regions that are characterised either by a poorly developed or absent
granular area have been associated with motor functions (Shipp, 2005). In all the species of
the diprotodontids under study, the motor cortex occupied the rostral or frontal pole of the
cerebral hemisphere with a homotypical and poorly granular cytoarchitecture (Fig. 2.3).
Homologous agranular cortex just caudal to the frontal region and rostral to S1, in the
location of M1 have also been identified in the eutherians (rodents) too (Franklin and
Paxinos, 2007).
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In the monotremes, there are two motor representations and one of them is overlapping
with S1 (Lende, 1964; Bohringer and Rowe, 1977; Krubitzer et al., 1995; Hassiotis et al.,
2004). Cyto and chemoarchitectonic studies have revealed a similar area in three small
Australian marsupial carnivores (Sminthopsis macroura, Antechinus stuartii and Phascogale
calura) (Ashwell et al., 2008). MRI studies of the bandicoots (Perameles nasuta and
Isoodon obesulus) and the bilby (Macrotis lagotis) have revealed a similar area (Gurovich et
al., 2018).
Electrophysiological experiments on the motor cortex in marsupials demonstrated that
this agranular cytoarchitectonic feature surrounds the orbital sulcus at the rostral pole of the
neocortex. Various evoked response studies in marsupials like the brush tailed possum, rednecked wallaby (Macropus rufogriseus) and the agile wallaby (Macropus agilis) have
correlated with this agranular region (Weed and Langworthy, 1925; Goldby, 1939; Abbie,
1940). These studies also showed a topographic organization in this area but did not include
a representation for the lower body in species that belonged to the Orders Peramelemorphia
and Dasyuromorphia. The region included a representation for the lower body but not the tail
in the diprotodontids.
In the present study, one of the striking architectonic features in the Vombatiformes
was the coextensive prominent layer 4 in the motor region (Fig. 2.7c). Layer 4 was very
prominent when compared to the poorly developed layer 4 in the motor regions of the
Phalangerida. This is indicative of a sensory cortex overlapping the motor cortex and thus a
sensorimotor overlap. Such a sensorimotor amalgam has been demonstrated in various other
marsupials. Cortical stimulation studies in brush tailed possums (Rees and Hore, 1970) and
short tailed opossums (Frost et al., 2000) has demonstrated a sensorimotor amalgamation.
Neuroanatomical studies in the Virginia opossum revealed that projections from VL
(associated with the motor system) and VP (associated with the somatosensory system)
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converge on S1, suggesting a sensorimotor amalgamation (Killackey and Ebner, 1973).
Karlen and Krubitzer, in their review article on the sensory and motor cortices of the
marsupials, highlight Lende’s hypothesis to interpret different degrees of overlap between
motor and somatosensory cortex, and the diprotodontids are known to have a partial overlap
of motor and somatosensory areas that likely represents an evolutionary convergence (See
Karlen and Krubitzer, 2007)

2.4.3 Visual cortex
Cytoarchitectonically distinct areas V1 and V2 have been identified in the
diprotodontids under study (Fig. 2.3). The striate area occupies the caudal pole of the
occipital lobe and is flanked medially and laterally by extrastriate regions. In studies on the
visual cortex of the fat tailed dunnart and the quokka, the morphological appearance of the
pyramidal cell is identical to those observed in the macaque monkeys (Tyler et al., 1998).
Studies on various marsupials have revealed architectonically distinct areas similar to
observations in the placental mammals (Kahn et al., 2000; Rosa et al., 1999; Vidyasagar et
al., 1992). Cyto- and chemoarchitectonic studies have revealed similar areas in carnivorous
marsupials of Australia (Sminthopsis macroura, Antechinus stuartii and Phascogale calura)
(Ashwell et al., 2008). Homologous areas have been identified in the rodents too (Franklin
and Paxinos, 2007). Five medial extrastriate regions (V2M, RM1 to 4) have been identified
in the laboratory mouse by the usage of immunohistochemistry to label neurofilament
proteins (SMI-32 antibody) (van der Gucht et al., 2007). MRI studies of the bandicoots and
the bilby have revealed similar areas (Gurovich et al., 2018).
In the Virginia opossum (Christensen and Hill, 1970a; Rocha-Miranda et al., 1973), the
white eared opossum (Magalhaes-Castro and Saraiva, 1971) and the tammar wallaby
(Vidyasagar et al., 1992), the visual cortex has been defined at the caudal pole of the occipital
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lobe using evoked potential techniques and all of them have a representation of the
contralateral visual field which is visuotopically organised.
In the brush-tailed possum (Crewther et al., 1984), big eared opossum (Rocha-Miranda
et al., 1973; Oliveira et al., 2002) and the tammar wallaby (Ibbotson and Mark, 2003;
Ibbotson et al., 2005) although the response properties of the visual cortex vary, it is identical
to those of the placental mammals (Karlen and Krubitzer, 2007).
In the Virginia opossum (Benevento and Ebner, 1971), brush tailed possum (Crewther
et al., 1984) and the tammar wallaby (Sheng et al., 1990) the connectome patterns of the
visual cortex are identical, densely connected to V2 and adjacent areas ipsilaterally. Their
commissural connections have been found to be patchy with V1 and V2, highlighting a
modular organization of V2 as seen in the (Collins et al., 2001).
Thalamocortical connections of the visual cortex in the marsupials have been identified
to be similar to those in the eutherians (Sanderson et al., 1980; Linden and Rocha-Miranda,
1983). Overall, V1 and V2 are two visual areas that are invariably present in all the
mammals with a similar visuotopic organisation.

2.4.4 Auditory cortex
Nissl-stained sections of the diprotodontid marsupials in the current study revealed
architectonic features that highlighted a layer 4 which is wide, densely packed (Fig. 2.9) and
occupies the temporal cortex (Fig. 2.3). Ashwell and his team identified Au1 between pa and
te sulci in the cortex of the tammar wallaby (Ashwell et al., 2005). Studies have also
revealed that Au1 is tonotopically organised (Gates and Aitkin, 1982) and the thalamocortical
projections from the medial geniculate nucleus are tonotopically organised (Aitkin and Gates,
1983; Neylon and Haight, 1983). This region is also similar to the architectonic appearance
described in eutherian mammals (Luethke et al., 1988; Merzenich et al., 1976).
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2.4.5 Insular region
In the diprotodontid species, the cytoarchitectonic characteristics of the insular region
reveals a progressive loss of granular layer 4 in a dorsoventral direction, delineating the
region into granular and dysgranular regions, which are cytoarchitecturally distinct (Figs. 2.3
and 2.11). Similarly, in primates the insular region also displays distinct cytoarchitectonic
features with small densely packed neurons defining layer 4. A dysgranular area intervenes
before the dorsal and posterior granular region transitions to agranular ventral and anterior
agranular region (Mesulam and Mufson, 1982; Carmichael and Price, 1994; Öngür et al.,
2003; Kurth et al., 2009; Gallay et al., 2011; Bauernfeind et al., 2013). An additional
frontoinsular cortex in the apes and humans show von Economo neurons in the 5th layer
(Allman et al., 2010). Viscerosensory, visceromotor, somatosensory, and interoceptive
functions of the insular region are likely possible due to its interconnections with various
cortical areas like the entorhinal cortex, regions of the parietal and temporal lobes, rostral and
dorsolateral regions of the prefrontal cortex and the anterior cingulate cortex, and its
connections with the subcortical structures like the thalamus, hypothalamus and the amygdala
(Price, 1999; Critchley, 2004).
Studies have associated the three distinct regions with different phases of a function
before its execution, a-granular region receives the interoceptive afferents, b- dysgranular
region is involved in processing the interoceptive afferents, and c- an additional visceral
sensory platform or the output stage, the agranular region, integrates and executes the
autonomic function (Evrard, 2019). Thus, the 4 phases of decision-making process
(attention, evaluation, action and outcome) have been assigned to different components of the
insular cortex (Droutman et al., 2015). Although there is not enough evidence to support any
parcellation of the insular region onto a specific decision-making phase, one thing is clear,
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that there is a difference in the role played by each component. The agranular insula and the
anterior insular cortex are the seats for processing information on social awareness and social
interaction (Dunbar, 1998; Barton, 2006; Lamm and Singer, 2010).
Apart from the above-mentioned functions, fMRI studies have correlated the
cytoarchitecturally different regions of the insular cortex in humans into functionally distinct
regions wherein the thermosensory information, hunger, thirst, pain and touch are all handled
by the posterior insula (Ostrowsky et al., 2002; Craig, 2002, 2010). The agranular insular
cortex and FI complement the posterior insula’s representation of the body state with the
ability to process subjective feelings and social awareness (Singer et al., 2004).
Taken together, the data indicates that the components of the insular cortex are not only
cytoarchitectonically distinct, but each of the components have a specific role to play before
executing a function.

2.4.6 Cingulate cortex
In all species examined, the cingulate cortex is agranular in nature with
cytoarchitectonically distinct regions Cg1 and Cg2 (Figs. 2.3 and 2.12). Similar distinct
regions have been identified in three small Australian marsupial carnivores (Ashwell et al.,
2008) and in the tammar wallaby (Ashwell et al., 2005). Similar parcellations of the
cingulate cortex has been made in three peramelemorphian marsupials (Gurovich et al.,
2018). Although the cingulate cortex has been parcellated in Monodelphis domestica, the
cells are poorly differentiated throughout the region (Wong and Kaas, 2009).
Cytoarchitectonically homologous regions are present in the rodents too, and their
connectome pattern show association with the hippocampus, parietal cortex, motor cortex,
lateral prefrontal cortex, amygdala and the reward centres (Gallagher and Zilles, 2004)
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The cingulate region is involved in motivational aspects of learning tasks (Gabriel et
al., 1980) and contributes to motor functions via numerous efferents to subcortical motor
systems (Dum and Strick, 1990; Neafsey at al., 1990). Being an integral part of the limbic
system, the region is involved in emotion formation, processing, learning and memory thus
influencing motivational outcomes to behaviour (García-Cabezas and Barbas, 2016)

2.4.7 Retrosplenial cortex
Two cytoarchitectonically distinct regions, RSG and RSD have been identified in the
diprotodontids under study (Figs. 2.3 and 2.13). This region is heavily interconnected with
cortical and subcortical regions and functionally engaged by a myriad of cognitive tasks
(Mitchell et al., 2018). Evidence from both animal and human studies supports its role in
spatial cognition (Mitchell et al., 2018). The retrosplenial regions are positioned between
structures that are involved in memory formation (hippocampus, anterior thalamus) and
structures that are involved in long term spatial representation the posterior parietal cortex
(Miller et al., 2014). The RSC not only plays an important role in spatial cognition, but its
positioning seems to capacitate the region to execute functions beyond spatial cognition. It
plays a key role in contextual and episodic memory through its interactions with the
hippocampus (Miller et al., 2014). The cytoarchitectonically distinct regions of the
retrosplenial cortex have different connectome patterns and major functional differences
(Sugar et al., 2011).
The connectome pattern of the RSD in the rat shows that the region has a wellestablished connection with cortical (visual area 17) and subcortical regions (lateral dorsal
thalamic nucleus) that are involved in processing visual information and thus serves as an
interface for integration (Vogt and Miller, 1983; Van Groen and Wyss, 1992). Gene studies
show involvement of RSD in functions that involve visually guided spatial memory and
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navigation, whereas the RSG has a greater involvement in internally directed navigation
(Vann, 2009). Spatial memory tasks that are performed in the light cause an increase in
early gene expression more prominently in the dysgranular region of the retrosplenial cortex
(RSD) than the granular region (RSG) reinforcing the involvement of RSD with structures
that are involved in visual processing (Pothuizen et al., 2009).

2.4.8 Hippocampus
The Hippocampus includes the hippocampal formation plus the para hippocampal
region. These regions are cytoarchitectonically distinct (Figs. 2.18 and 2.19) which enables
identification of the dentate gyrus, hippocampus proper and the subiculum (Fig. 2.19). We
could identify, CA1, CA2 and CA3 (Figs. 2.14 and 2.15). The dentate gyrus of the
diprotodontids under study displayed different phenotypes regarding its shape (Fig. 2.14).
Studies indicate that such DG traits are present in all mammals including monotremes and
marsupials (Hevner, 2016). The DG convolutions are seen as a long shallow C in the
Gymnobelideus leadbeateri and Petaurus australis, and a deep C in the Tarsipes rostratus.
DG convolution is seen as V, in the Cercartetus nanus, Acrobates pygmaeus, Pseudochirulus
cinereus and Tarsipes rostratus. In Burramys parvus, Petrogale brachyotis, Onychogalea
fraenata and Vombatus ursinus DG appears as V, but with more convolutions or foldings. In
Phascolarctos cinereus, DG appears small and relatively flat (unfolded). Thus, all the
species of the diprotodontids exhibit convolution except Phascolarctos cinereus, which
appears to be an outlier among them with a small minimally folded DG. Hevner’s
comparative study correlates DG convolution with neocortical gyrification and states that the
evolutionary changes have not only affected the development and variation of the neocortex
but has brought in changes to the archicortex as well, causing variations in the degree of
convolutions of the dentate gyrus (Hevner, 2016). Thus, DG morphogenesis may be an
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archetype of cortical gyrogenesis (Sun and Hevner 2014). Convolutions of the dentate gyrus
have been noted in marsupials, placentals and monotremes too, suggesting an existence of the
convolutions in the dentate gyrus of the ancestral mammals (Kappers et al., 1967; Welker,
1990; Kempermann, 2012). On the contrary, in the cetaceans (dolphins, porpoises, and
whales) with a highly gyrified cortex, a small, flat, unfolded DG with a hippocampal fissure
that is rudimentary has been noted giving rise to a probable simpler form of the DG in the
ancestor mammals (Jacobs et al., 1979; Hof et al., 2005; Patzke et al., 2013).

2.4.9 Entorhinal cortex
The cytoarchitectonic features of the entorhinal cortex in all the diprotodontids presents
a clear distinction between its medial and lateral aspect with the presence of the lamina
dissecans forming a distinctive feature of its medial extent (Figs. 2.7, 2.15b and 2.16).
Marsupials whose connectivity pattern of the entorhinal cortex has been studied through
neuronal tracers also show indirect clear evidence that the two parts could not only be
different in their connectivity pattern but could also be different architectonically (MartinezMarcos and Halpern, 2006). Earlier studies on Trichosurus (Adey, 1953) and Didelphis
(Meyer, 1981; Scalia and Winans, 1975) have been carried out based on lesion-degeneration
techniques to delineate olfactory bulb recipient structures, including the lateral entorhinal
cortex. The characters of the entorhinal cortex in the diprotodonts are homologous with the
region in the rodents too (Gallagher and Zilles, 2004)
This allocortex is the main interface between the neocortex and the hippocampus,
forming a nodal point for corticohippocampal circuits (Witter et al., 2017). The two divisions
of the entorhinal cortex have shown differences in the connectivity pattern and thus a
functional difference. The medial part of the entorhinal cortex has connections with the
presubiculum, parasubiculum, retrosplenial cortex and the postrhinal cortex, all those areas
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that belong to the spatial processing domain. The lateral part of the entorhinal cortex has
connections with olfactory, insular, medial and orbitofrontal areas and perirhinal cortex, all
regions which are involved in processing of object information, attention and motivation
(Witter et al., 2017). The lateral part of the entorhinal cortex has connections with the
primary olfactory (piriform), insular, medial and orbitofrontal areas and perirhinal cortex.

2.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, although the major lineage of mammals diverged more than a 100 mya
and have undergone independent changes in the neocortex, there is little variation in the
internal organizations of the cortical areas with respect to each other. With the identification
of multiple cortical fields for different sensory modalities, it is clear that a much larger
proportion of the neocortex is occupied by the sensory representatives in the diprotodontids
cortex. Although overall lamination and basic neuronal types are largely conserved, there is a
dramatic variation of cortical and laminar thickness, density and homogenous distribution of
cells in some of the areas.
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CHAPTER 3
Quantitative Analysis of Cortical Structures in
the Diprotodontids
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3.1 Introduction
Diprotodontia (Marsupialia; Australidelphia) is the largest and most diverse of the
metatherian orders, comprising kangaroos, wombats, koalas, possums, and allies (Nowak,
1999). Diprotodontia is made up of three distinctive groups or Suborders (Vombatiformes
including extinct and living wombats and koala; Phalangeriformes including the possums,
cuscuses, pygmy possums, and sugar gliders; and Macropodiformes which includes the living
and extinct kangaroos and wallabies). The group underwent an adaptive radiation in the
Miocene (Long et al., 2002; Archer and Kirsch, 2006; Price, 2008) that allowed them to
occupy a strikingly diverse range of niches from the arboreal folivores and fungivores
(possum, tree kangaroo, koalas), through nectar and pollen feeders (honey possum and
feathertail gliders), terrestrial grazers (kangaroos), terrestrial fungivores (bettongs) to
burrowing root and tuber-eaters like the wombats. Their modes of locomotion and habitat
types are as diverse as their food sources, reflecting the enormous success of the
diprotodontid lineage (Archer and Kirsch, 2006).
In the brain, the expansion of the cerebral cortex among diprotodontids occurred
independently of that among the eutherians, raising the question of whether diprotodontid
isocortical expansion has been made possible by the same ontogenetic mechanisms as among
eutherians, and whether the same connectional relationships between cortical regions, or
between cortical and subcortical structures, have developed during ontogeny and phylogeny.
Superficially, the structure of the marsupial forebrain is similar to that in the eutherians, with
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all key forebrain components and subcortical structures present, and topographically
consistent gyri and sulci demarcating functionally significant areas (Ziehen, 1897; Rowe,
1990; Coleman et al., 1999; Huffman et al., 1999). Nevertheless, despite the superficial
macroscopic similarities between diprotodontid and eutherian cerebral cortex, there are some
developmental and structural differences. Pallial development among diprotodontid
metatherians occurs across a longer time period and with a different nutritional environment
than in eutherians (Renfree et al., 1982; Ashwell, 2015a, b; Ashwell and Shulruf, 2016).
Furthermore, more tangential fibres traverse the deeper isocortical grey layers of developing
macropod cortex than eutherian cortex (Marotte and Sheng, 2000; Hassiotis et al., 2002),
which may affect the mechanical properties of the developing cortex. These observations
raise the question of whether the biomechanical forces that produce isocortical expansion and
gyrification (Garcia et al., 2018; Rash et al., 2019) shape the cerebral cortex in a similar
manner in diprotodontids and eutherians, or whether there are differences in cortical growth
and folding that would be reflected in adult cortical morphology.
The diversity of the diprotodontids also provides an excellent opportunity to study
how a basic cortical plan has been modified for the needs of the mammals living in different
habitats. Macropods (which include living and extinct kangaroos and wallabies) are the most
successful diprotodontid group and have the largest brains, but some smaller diprotodontid
metatherians such as Phalangeriformes are very metabolically active, highly encephalized
and exhibit complex social behaviour (e.g. Leadbeater’s possum, Gymnobelideus leadbeateri;
Hume, 1999;Ashwell, 2008) and/or have striking somatosensory cortex specialisations (e.g.
striped possum, Dactylopsila trivirgata; Huffman et al., 1999).
In the present study, a quantitative analysis has been made of the volumes and areas
of behaviourally significant structures in the iso- and periallocortex (including transitional
areas such insula, cingulate, ectorhinal, and perirhinal cortex; and the deep pallial derivative,
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the claustrum proper; Binks et al., 2019), hippocampal allocortex (hippocampal region:
including cornu Ammonis, dentate gyrus, subiculum in the hippocampal formation; and
presubiculum, parasubiculum and entorhinal cortex in the parahippocampal region) and
olfactory system components (olfactory bulb, lateral olfactory tract, anterior olfactory region,
and piriform cortex) in a range of eutherians and across the diprotodontids. We also analysed
the size of subcortical components of the forebrain (dorsal thalamus, caudatoputamen,
amygdala and septal nuclei) linked with the above cortical structures. Definitions of the
regions analysed are given in Table 3.1. The aim was to determine if those structures in the
diprotodontid brains scale against brain size according to the same spatial relationships seen
among eutherians, or if there is an underlying difference between diprotodontids and
eutherians in the way that diprotodontid forebrain components expand against whole brain
size or other forebrain components.

3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Specimens
This study is mainly based on 58 brains (see Table 3.2) from the Nelson Collection
held at the Australian National Wildlife Collection (ANWC) CSIRO, Australian Capital
Territory, Australia, as well as Macropus fuliginosus (western grey kangaroo) from
Neuroscience Library online and one species of the author’s collection (tammar wallaby
Macropus eugenii; Ashwell et al., 2005). Many of these specimens were used in a recently
published report on cerebellar morphology in eutherians and metatherians (Ashwell, 2020).
The Nelson collection includes brains of 101 species of marsupial (including 58
species of diprotodontids), which had been collected by Emeritus Professor John Nelson of
Monash University. All specimens are adult, but no further information is available
concerning the age of the specimens at death. The collection does not include developmental
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series of diprotodontid brains. The brains have been embedded in paraffin or Cedukol and
serially sectioned mainly at 30 µm, although some specimens were sectioned at 10, 20, 40 or
50 µm. The sections had been stained usually with thionin (but sometimes Gallyas, Weigerthematoxylin or cresyl violet), before being cover-slipped and stored in slide boxes. These
specimens are available for analysis on request to Dr Leo Joseph of the ANWC. Sectioned
brains of 58 diprotodontid species were analysed for this study and are listed in Table 3.2 and
Supplementary Table 3.1. Only a single specimen was available for each species, so each
point in our figures is a single animal. These include 2 species of Acrobatidae, 6 species of
Burramyidae, 27 species of Macropodidae, 12 species of Petauridae, 5 species of
Phalangeridae, 1 species of Phascolarctidae, 4 species of Potoroidae, 1 species of
Tarsipedidae and 2 species of Vombatidae. In addition, serial images of the brains of two
macropods (Macropus eugenii, Macropus fuliginosus) were available from previous
publications (Ashwell et al., 2005) or the Neuroscience Library
(neurosciencelibrary.org/Specimens/diprotodontia/index.html), respectively.
The quantitative comparisons were made with sectioned brains from 50 species of
eutherian mammals. The images of these Nissl-stained frontal sections are available at
Neuroscience Library online (neurosciencelibrary.org/Specimens/index.html). The brains of
the eutherian mammals used in this analysis were mainly from the online Neuroscience
Library collection (NeuroscienceLibrary.org) and were chosen to represent the widest
possible range of mammalian orders or superorders (Afrotheria, Carnivora, Cetartiodactyla,
Chiroptera, Dermoptera, Lipotyphla, Perissodactyla, Primata, Rodentia, Scandentia, and
Xenarthra). Those brains have been used in previous studies by our group and further details
are available in Ashwell and Gurovich (2019) and Ashwell (2020). Only specimens where
sections were available through the entire rostrocaudal extent of the forebrain were used in
the analysis. For some primate species, the olfactory bulb and/or lateral olfactory tract were
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only partial or absent, so these values have been excluded from the analysis. The
NeuroscienceLibrary.org website provides scaled photographs of undehydrated brains which
we have used for calculation of brain size and shrinkage and calibrating sectioned images.

3.2.2 Statement of ethics
The bulk of this study is based on archived museum material (Nelson Collection of
the CSIRO Australian National Wildlife Collection, Canberra, Australia;
neurosciencelibrary.org National Museum of Health and Medicine, Maryland USA) and does
not raise any ethical concerns. Material for the tammar wallaby (Macropus eugenii) was
obtained under ethical approval from the Australian National University and University of
New South Wales.
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Table 3.1 Forebrain volumetric and areal parameters measured in the present study.
Parameter
Iso- and periallocortical grey
matter volume

External surface of iso- and
periallocortex
Pial surface of iso- and
periallocortex
Neostriatum volume

Definition
Volume of layers 1 to 6 of iso- and periallocortex
(includes cingulate, insular, perirhinal, ectorhinal
cortex)
Volume of white matter immediately deep to iso- and
periallocortex (excludes internal capsule, external
medullary lamina of thalamus)
Surface of multi-side convex polygon enclosing iso- and
periallocortex
Extent of pial surface, including sulci and fissures of
iso- and periallocortex
Volume of caudate and putamen (CPu)

Dorsal thalamus (DTh)
volume

Volume of mature derivatives of prosomere 2 (e.g.
excluding reticular thalamic and pregeniculate nuclei)

Olfactory bulb volume

Volume of main and accessory olfactory bulb (MOB +
AOB)
Surface area of bulb that overlies the glomerular layer

Subiso- and periallocortical
white matter volume

Effective glomerular surface
area (EGSA)

Cross-sectional area of lateral Cross-sectional area of lateral olfactory tract at level of
olfactory tract (lo)
transition from anterior olfactory region to piriform
cortex
Volume of anterior olfactory Volume of anterior olfactory region and piriform cortex
nucleus (AO) and piriform
(excluding endopiriform nucleus)
cortex (Pir)

Rationale
To assess volume of grey matter for cingulate, motor,
primary sensory and association cortex and relate this to
brain size.
To assess amount of association, commissural and
projection fibres per unit volume of iso- and
periallocortex
For calculation of iso- and periallocortical gyrification
index
For calculation of iso- and periallocortical gyrification
index
For analysis of neostriatum/cortical scaling as indicator
of grey matter components of first limb of
corticostriatopallidal loop
For analysis of dorsal thalamus/cortical scaling as
indicator of grey matter components of corticothalamic
connections
To assess volume of neural tissue concerned with initial
central processing in olfactory pathway
To assess olfactory sensitivity on basis of surface area at
interface between olfactory nerve layer and olfactory
glomerular layer
To assess size of main pathway carrying olfactory
information from olfactory bulb to piriform cortex for
further processing
To assess the volume of main central laminated
olfactory processing centres
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Volume of hippocampal
allocortical region
Volume of entorhinal cortex
(Ent)

Volume of cornu Ammonis (CA), dentate gyrus (DG),
presubiculum (PrS), parasubiculum (PaS), entorhinal
cortex (Ent)
Volume of entorhinal cortex as identified by presence of
lamina dissecans

Area of cornu Ammonis
(CA) pyramidal neuron sheet
Area of dentate gyrus (DG)
granule cell sheet
Volume of claustrum (Cl)

Tangential area of pyramidal layer of CA.

Volume of septal nuclei (Spt)

Volume of septal nuclei and diagonal band nuclei

Tangential area of granule cell layer of DG
Volume of principal claustrum1 (excludes endopiriform
nucleus)

To assess the volume of the hippocampal region as a
whole because of its role in memory and learning
To assess the volume of the entorhinal cortex because of
its role as the source of the perforant pathway to cornu
Ammonis
To assess the area of CA because of its role as the main
origin of the efferent fibres of the hippocampus
To assess the area of DG because of its role as the origin
of mossy fibres of the hippocampus
To assess the size of the claustrum, a brain region with
reciprocal connections to almost all parts of the cortex2
and to examine its scaling relationship with iso- and
periallocortex
To assess septal nuclei volume because of its role as a
region concerned with behavioural reinforcement and
reward
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Table 3.2 List of species analysed in the present study.
Mammalian group
Metatheria
Diprotodonti
a

Acrobatidae
Burramyidae
Macropodidae

Species
Acrobates pygmaeus
Distoechurus pennatus
Burramys parvus
Aepyprymnus rufescens
Bettongia garmardi
Dendrolagus goodfellowi
Dendrolagus lumholtzi
Dorcopis luctuosa
Hypsiprymnodon moschatus
Lagorchestes conspicillatus
Macropus agilis
Macropus antilopinus
Macropus bernardus
Macropus dorsalis
Macropus eugenii
Macropus Irma
Macropus parma
Macropus parryi
Macropus rufogriseus
Macropus rufus
Onychogalea unguifera
Petrogale brachyotis
Petrogale concinna
Petrogale godmani
Petrogale herberti
Petrogale inornata
Petrogale lateralis
Petrogale penicillata

Common name
feather-tail glider
feather-tailed possum
mountain pygmy possum
rufous bettong
eastern bettong
Goodfellow’s tree kangaroo
Lumholtz’s tree kangaroo
grey dorcopsis
musky rat-kangaroo
spectacled hare-wallaby
agile wallaby
antilopine kangaroo
black wallaroo
black-striped wallaby
tammar wallaby
western brush wallaby
parma wallaby
whiptail wallaby
red-necked wallaby
red kangaroo
northern nailtail wallaby
short-eared rock wallaby
nabarlek
Godman’s rock wallaby
Herbert’s rock wallaby
unadorned rock wallaby
black-footed rock wallaby
brush-tailed rock wallaby
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Petauridae

Petrogale puella (assimilis)
Petrogale purpureicollis
Potorous tridactylus
Thylogale stigmatica
Thylogale thetis
Wallabia bicolor
Cercartetus concinnus
Cercartetus lepidus
Cercartetus nanus
Gymnobelideus leadbeateri
Hemibelideus lemuroides
Petaurus australis
Petaurus norfolcensis

Phalangeridae

Petropseudes dahli
Pseudocheirus canescens
Pseudocheirus cinereus
Pseudocheirus forbesi
Pseudocheirus herbertensis
Pseudocheirus peregrinus
Pseudochirops archeri
Pseudochirops cupreus
Trichosurus arnhemensis
Trichosurus caninus
Phalanger gymnotis
Phalanger maculatus
Phalanger vestitus
Tarsipes rostratus
Phascolarctos cinereus
Lasiorhinus latifrons
Vombatus ursinus

Tarsipedidae
Vombatidae

allied rock wallaby
purple-necked rock wallaby
long-nosed potoroo
red-legged pademelon
red-necked pademelon
swamp wallaby
western pygmy-possum
Tasmanian pygmy-possum
eastern pygmy-possum
Leadbeater’s possum
lemur-like ring-tail possum
yellow-bellied glider
squirrel glider
rock-haunting ring-tail
possum
lowland ring-tail possum
cinereus ring-tail possum
painted ring-tail possum
Herbert river ring-tail possum
common ring-tail possum
green ring-tail possum
coppery ring-tail possum
northern brush-tailed possum
short-eared mountain possum
ground cuscus
common spotted cuscus
Stein’s cuscus
honey possum
koala
southern hairy-nosed wombat
common wombat
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Eutheria

Afrosoricida
Carnivora

Cetartiodactyl
a

Cingulata
Chiroptera
Dermoptera
Eulipotyphla
Hyracoidea
Lagomorpha
Macroscelidea
Pilosa

Tenrec ecaudatus
Canis familiaris (Basenji)
Crocuta crocuta
Cynictis penicillata
Felis catus
Galictis vittate
Mustela erminea
Panthera leo
Phoca vitulina
Ursus maritimus
Vulpes vulpes
Zalophus californianus
Bos taurus indicus
Capra hircus domestica
Equus quagga burchellii
Lama glama
Odocoileus virginianus
Sus scrofa domesticus
Tursiops truncatus
Dasypus novemcinctus
Pteropus giganteus
Cynocephalus volans
Sorex araneus
Erinaceus europaeus
Scalopus aquaticus
Procavia capensis
Oryctolagus cuniculus
Elephantulus myurus
Choloepus didactylus
Myrmecophaga tridactyla
Tamandua tetradactyla

tail-less tenrec
domestic dog (Basenji breed)
spotted hyena
yellow mongoose
domestic cat
greater grison
stoat
lion
harbour seal
polar bear
red fox
Californian sea-lion
zebu
domestic goat
quagga
llama
white-tailed deer
domestic pig
bottle-nosed dolphin
nine-banded armadillo
Indian flying fox
Philippine colugo
common shrew
European hedgehog
eastern mole
rock hyrax
European rabbit
eastern rock elephant shrew
Linnaeus’ two-toed sloth
giant anteater
southern tamandua
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Primata

Rodentia

Scandentia
Sirenia

Alouatta palliata
Aotus trivirgata
Callicebus moloch
Callithrix jacchus
Cebus capucinus
Eulemur mongoz
Homo sapiens
Macaca mulatta
Mandrillus sphinx
Pan troglodytes
Perodicticus potto
Saimiri sciureus
Semnopithecus entellus
Aplodontia rufa
Erithizon dorsatum
Mus musculus
Rattus norvegicus
Tupaia glis
Trichechus manatus
latirostris

mantled howler
three-striped night monkey
dusky titi
common marmoset
white-faced capuchin
mongoose lemur
human
macaque
mandrill
robust chimpanzee
potto
common squirrel monkey
grey langur
mountain beaver
North American porcupine
common mouse
Norwegian rat
common tree-shrew
manatee
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Fig. 3.1 Line diagrams illustrating the boundaries used in defining brain regions in
diprotodontid and eutherian brains. Please refer to Table 3.1 for definitions of brain regions
analysed.
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3.2.3 Photography and scanning of the brains of diprotodontid species
As in previous studies (Ashwell and Gurovich, 2019; Ashwell, 2020), the metatherian
brain sections (see Table 3.2) have either been photographed at 40x magnification with an
Olympus BHS2 microscope equipped with a Q-Imaging camera and linked by USB port to a
MacBook Pro running QCapture Suite Plus or scanned at high resolution (1200 dpi) with an
Epson flatbed scanner (Epson Perfection V370 Photo) (all other specimens). The BHS2
microscope was equipped with an SPlan objective (magnification of 4x) and an FK photo
projection lens (power of 5x). The imaging sensor was a QImaging MicroPublisher 3.3million-pixel, real-time viewing camera. Calibration was achieved by scanning a standard
1.0 mm graduated slide scale (10 µm increments) in two orthogonal directions. For those
species where the cortex was photographed with the Olympus microscope, photomontages
were created of the iso-, periallo-, and allocortex by stitching smaller images together with
Adobe Photoshop CS5.1. These photomontages with appropriate scales were used for
quantitative analysis. The Epson flatbed scanner has a white LED light source, matrix CCD,
12 line with on-chip microlenses. Calibration was achieved by scanning a 297 mm long, 1.0
mm graduated scale in two orthogonal directions.

3.2.4 Analysis of forebrain structures volumes and areas
Cortical and subcortical regions were delineated on montaged photomicrographs and
scanned or downloaded images and brain structures identified for all diprotodontid species
and eutherian brains. Variables measured in the present study are listed in Table 3.1, along
with definitions of the regions measured and the rationale for measuring and analysing them.
Figure 3.1 shows sample outlines for one of the diprotodontid species (Tarsipes rostratus).
Measurements were made on one side of the brain only (usually right hemisphere as seen on
the slide) using Fiji (ImageJ2, Rasband, 2014) and multiplied by two for whole brain values.
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The summed areas or lengths of structures was multiplied by the length of the interval
between sampling sections (Cavalieri’s basic estimator; Rosen and Harry, 1990), in order to
obtain estimates of the total volume of solids, or the area of sheet structures (e.g., cornu
Ammonis or the granule cell layer of the dentate gyrus). Intervals between the sections that
were sampled ranged from 0.11 mm for the smallest brains, up to 2 to 4 mm for the largest
brains, to provide 15 to 34 sections per specimen for analysis (see Ashwell and Gurovich,
2019).
All dimensions of brain structures were transformed to those for formalin-fixed, but
not ethanol-immersed brains. For celloidin or paraffin-embedded brains, linear and
volumetric shrinkage were computed by comparing pre- and post-dehydration brain
measurements as made with Fiji from photographs of brains provided at
NeuroscienceLibrary.org, or as stated in the Nelson Collection records. Mean linear
shrinkage (+ SD) was found to be 0.738 (+ 0.052) for 47 species (see Ashwell and Gurovich,
2019), corresponding to a three-dimensional shrinkage of 0.403. There was no significant
correlation between initial brain size and the extent of linear contraction (r = - 0.111, p =
0.228). Brain volume was either taken from stated values for the collection or calculated
from the measurements of serial sections through the entire brain, with conversion for
shrinkage.
Phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS) approach (Symonds and Blomberg, 2014) was
used with uncertainty in phylogenetic relationships and divergence times among our species
taken into account using the R package sensiPhy (Paterno et al., 2018) and 1000 trees from
the “Phylacine” database (Faurby et al., 2018) pruned to match our set of 108 species (58
species of diprotodontid marsupials and 50 species of eutherian mammals). The ‘keep.tip’
function of the R package ape (Paradis and Schliep, 2019) was used. The ‘physig’ function
of sensiPhy to calculate the maximum likelihood estimate of Pagel’s λ in the residuals of our
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data as a measure of phylogenetic signal was also used, and then used this value of λ to
determine the best-fitting regression. A few of the domesticated species whose brains we
analysed were not present in the “Phylacine” database. For these species, the closest (wild)
relative within the same genus was substituted (i.e., Canis lupus for Canis familiaris Basenji;
Felis sylvestris for Felis catus; Lama guanicoe for Lama glama).
Plots and PGLS regression lines were prepared using R and inserted into Adobe
Illustrator CS5.1. Analysis of the scaling of area against volume was done by initially
transforming both variables to linear proportions (i.e., the square root of two-dimensional
variables was plotted against the cube root of three-dimensional variables). Logarithmic
progressions were used for the analysis of scaling, because there were several orders of
magnitude range in the variables.

3.3 Results
This analysis started with the relationship between iso- and periallocortical volumes
and either whole brain volume, or functionally linked structures such as the claustrum proper,
dorsal thalamus and the caudatoputamen, in order to assess the spatial association between
the cortex and closely allied forebrain regions.

3.3.1 Iso- and periallocortical grey and white matter volumes
Figure 3.2 shows the relationship between the iso- and the periallocortical grey matter
volume and brain volume (both expressed as mm3) for 49 eutherian mammals and 58
diprotodontid metatherian species. Among the eutherian sample, log10 iso and
periallocortical grey matter volume correlated with log10 brain volume with slightly positive
allometry (i.e., gradient above 1.0: gradient of 1.062 and R2 of 0.958; p < 0.0001, df = 47).
Among diprotodontids, log10 iso- and periallocortical grey matter volume correlated with
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log10 brain volume with a similarly positively allometrical gradient of 1.096 and R2 of 0.992
(p < 0.0001, df = 56). Iso- and periallocortical grey matter volumes for diprotodontids at 104
mm3 brain volume are almost identical with those for eutherians.
The relationship between the volume of white matter beneath iso- and periallocortex,
and the iso- and periallocortical grey matter volume was examined to assess the spatial
relationship between isocortical grey matter tissue and the underlying white matter that
provides connections to and from it in our diprotodontid and eutherian brains (Fig. 3.3). The
regression lines were almost identical for the two groups (see the inset table in Fig. 3.3). For
eutherians, the log10 iso- and periallocortical white matter volume correlated with log10 isoand periallocortical grey matter volume with a gradient of + 1.224 and R2 of 0.989 (p <
0.0001, df = 56), whereas among diprotodontids, log10 iso- and periallocortical white matter
volume correlated with log10 iso- and periallocortical grey matter volume with a gradient of +
1.240, R2 of 0.973 (p < 0.0001, df = 56). Intercepts were almost identical (0.046 and 0.044
mm3 white matter at a hypothetical grey matter volume of 1 mm3), suggesting that the scaling
of white with grey matter in isocortical regions is almost identical for the two mammalian
populations. This implies that the white matter, which carries the connections between the
cortical regions and from the cortex to the subcortical regions, is of the same volume for a
given amount of grey matter in diprotodontids and eutherians, consistent with very similar
cortical connections in both groups.
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Fig. 3.2 Graph showing the scaling relationship between iso- and periallocortical grey matter
and whole brain volume in 49 eutherians (triangles) and 58 diprotodontids (filled circles).
Grey and dashed lines show PGLS linear regression for eutherians and diprotodontids,
respectively. The table shows the R2, gradients + standard error, and intercepts + standard
error for the PGLS regression lines.
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Fig. 3.3 Graph showing the scaling relationship between the volumes of iso- and
periallocortical white matter and iso- and periallocortical grey matter in 49 eutherians
(triangles) and 58 diprotodontids (filled circles). Grey and dashed lines show PGLS linear
regression for eutherians and diprotodontids, respectively. The table shows the R2, gradients
+ standard error, and intercepts + standard error for the PGLS regression lines.
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3.3.2. Gyrification of diprotodontid brains compared to eutherians
The degree of cortical folding (gyrification) increases with brain size across eutherian
mammals, but no systematic study of gyrification has ever been made in a large population of
metatherians. Gyrification of the iso- and periallocortex was compared between
diprotodontids and eutherians (Fig. 3.4a) and within the diprotodontids themselves (Fig.
3.4b). The relationship between gyrification of the iso- and the periallocortex of the cerebral
hemisphere and iso- and periallocortical grey matter volume was very different between the
diprotodontids and therians, and also among the diprotodontids. Among eutherians,
gyrification index increased uniformly with iso- and periallocortical grey matter volume,
doubling across a 100-fold increase in that volume, but with a large interspecific range for
any given cortical volume. Some eutherians (see labels in Fig. 3.4a) have very low
gyrification for their isocortical grey matter (e.g., the manatee, Trichechus manatus
latorostris), whereas others have high gyrification for their isocortical grey matter volume
(e.g., the stoat, Mustela erminea). The most gyrified brain we analysed was that of the
quagga (Equus quagga burchelli; GI of 2.99), even higher than human and chimp (GI of 2.47
and 2.29, respectively). GI is known to decline with age in humans (Cao et al., 2017), so
there may be age-related variation in gyrification among other mammals, but no information
is available on maturational ages of our specimens.
By contrast, across the diprotodontid species, there was only a slow increase in the
gyrification index with iso- and periallocortical volume (GI scaled against iso- and
periallocortical grey matter volume with a gradient of 0.008 and R2 of 0.312; Fig. 3.4a), but
there were distinct differences between diprotodontids (Fig. 3.4b). We found a wide range of
gyrification among the macropods (1.011 to 1.079), although somewhat lower than the
eutherians, but much higher than some of the other groups of diprotodontids (koala,
Burramyidae, Phalangeridae). Although the brain of the koala is larger than other
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diprotodontids, its cerebral cortex is poorly gyrified (GI = 1.012), much lower than the
related vombatiformes - common and hairy-nosed wombats (1.026 and 1.064, respectively).
Among the smaller brain diprotodontids, Acrobates pygmaeus and Cercartetus nanus were
the most gyrified (1.023 and 1.030, respectively).
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b.

Fig. 3.4 Graphs showing the relationship between gyrification index and iso- and
periallocortical grey matter volume in a) 49 eutherians (triangles) and 58 diprotodontids
(filled circles), and b) subgroups of diprotodontids. Grey and dashed lines show PGLS linear
regression for eutherians and diprotodontids, respectively. The table shows the R2, gradients
+ standard error, and intercepts + standard error for the PGLS regression lines. The values for
intercepts are log- transformed ordinates.
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3.3.3 Scaling relationship between iso- and periallocortical grey matter volume and
subcortical structures
The iso- and periallocortex has well documented connections with subcortical nonpallial structures such as the dorsal thalamus (DTh) and caudatoputamen (CPu), as well as the
secondary subcortical pallial derivative, the claustrum, so, the scaling relationships between
the isocortex and those deep structures with connectional affinity to the cortex in both
diprotodontids and the eutherian species sample was examined.
Figure 3.5 shows the relationship between CPu volume and iso- and periallocortical
grey matter volume. The scaling relationships were similarly negatively allometric in both
diprotodontids and our eutherian sample (gradients of both below 1.0, at + 0.802 and + 0.760,
respectively). Predicted CPu volume at an iso- and periallocortical volume of 1,000 mm3 was
also very similar (162.2 mm3 for diprotodontids and 164.4 mm3 for our eutherian sample),
suggesting a comparable scaling relationship between CPu and isocortex in both groups of
therians. There were some outliers among the diprotodontids: large CPu for isocortical
volume in Pseudocheirus herbertensis and Petaurus norfolcensis; small CPu for isocortical
volume in Acrobates pygmaeus and Tarsipes rostratus.
Figure 3.6 shows the scaling relationship between dorsal thalamus (DTh) volume and
iso- and periallocortical grey matter volume. This also showed negative allometry (i.e.,
gradient below 1.0: + 0.904 for diprotodontids and + 0.799 for our eutherian sample).
Despite the slightly different gradients, the regression lines intersected in the region of the
cortical volume occupied by most diprotodontid brains, so predicted DTh volume at an isoand periallocortical grey matter volume of 103 mm3 was almost identical in diprotodontids
and eutherians (147.2 and 148.3 mm3). Diprotodontids with small DTh for their isocortical
volume include Tarsipes rostratus, Cercartetus nanus and Pseudocheirus canescens. Those
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diprotodontids with large DTh volume for their isocortical volume include Petaurus
norfolcensis and Lagorchestes conspicillatus.
The claustrum is a pallial structure that has migrated to a subcortical position and has
connections with large areas of isocortex (Crick and Koch, 2005; Binks et al., 2019). Figure
3.7 shows the relationship between claustrum proper (i.e., excluding endopiriform nucleus)
and brain volume in our diprotodontid and eutherian samples. In both diprotodontids and
eutherians, there was a negative allometric relationship between claustral and brain volume
(gradients below 1.0, of + 0.860 and +0.911, respectively). There was also a wide variation
in claustral volume among both the diprotodontids and eutherians, but there is a substantial
difference between the two groups. At a brain volume of 10,000 mm3, the predicted claustral
volume for diprodotontids is only half that for eutherians (15.3 mm3 compared to 31.3 mm3).
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Fig. 3.5 Graph showing the relationship between caudatoputamen (CPu) volume and iso- and
periallocortical grey matter volume in 49 eutherians (diamonds) and 58 diprotodontids
(rectangles). Grey and dashed lines show PGLS linear regression for eutherians and
diprotodontids, respectively. The table shows the R2, gradients + standard error and
intercepts + standard error for the PGLS regression lines.
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Fig. 3.6 Graph showing the relationship between dorsal thalamus (DTh) volume and iso- and
periallocortical grey matter volume in 49 eutherians (triangles) and 58 diprotodontids (filled
circles). Grey and dashed lines show PGLS linear regression for eutherians and
2
diprotodontids, respectively. The table shows the R , gradients + standard error and intercepts
+ standard error for the PGLS regression lines.
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Fig. 3.7 Graph showing the relationship between claustral volume and whole brain volume in
35 eutherians (triangles) and 57 diprotodontids (filled circles). Grey and dashed lines show
PGLS linear regression for eutherians and diprotodontids, respectively. The table shows the
R2, gradients + standard error, and intercepts + standard error for the PGLS regression lines.
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3.3.4 Scaling of archicortical regions in diprotodontids and eutherians
The hippocampal formation is important in the consolidation of short to long-term
declarative memory, in spatial memory and navigation, and in approach/avoidance conflict
processing. The hippocampal formation as a whole has been analysed, and its subsets, scale
against brain and/or hippocampal size to determine whether hippocampal expansion with
brain enlargement among diprotodontids follows the same scaling rules as among eutherians.
Among eutherians, the volume of the whole hippocampal formation (HF) scaled
against brain volume in a negatively allometric fashion, with a gradient of only + 0.650 and
R2 of 0.845 (p < 0.001, df = 48) (Fig. 3.8). On the other hand, among the diprotodontids the
volume of HF scaled almost isometrically with brain volume with a gradient of + 0.941 and
R2 of 0.966 (p < 0.001, df = 56). This led to the inference that there is a rather different
relationship between the diprotodontids and eutherians in the way that the HF is enlarged
with expanding brain size. Diprotodontids have a smaller HF for their brain size compared to
eutherians at low brain volumes (100 to 2,000 mm3), but a larger HF for their brain size at
higher brain volumes (above 10,000 mm3). The smallest HF was found in Acrobates
pygmaeus, whereas two eutherians have large HF for their brain size (Elephantulus myurus
and Dasypus novemcinctus).
The internal structure of the hippocampal formation and the scaling relationships
between those hippocampal components was examined next. The cornu Ammonis (CA) and
dentate gyrus (DG) are laminated structures with output neurons arranged in a single layer, so
our analysis focussed on the scaling of the area of those sheets of neurons against brain
volumes. We converted these parameters to a single spatial dimension by taking the square
root of CA and DG area and the cube root of brain volumes. The square root of the CA area
scaled against the cube root of the hippocampal formation volume with a gradient of + 1.915
and R2 of 0.843 (p <0.0001, df = 48) in the eutherian sample, whereas the square root of CA
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area scaled against the cube root of HF volume with a gradient of + 2.232 and R2 of 0.950 (p
< 0.0001, df = 56) among the diprotodontids (Fig. 3.9). Some diprotodontids like Macropus
rufus had very low CA area for HF volume, but the smallest CA area for HF volume in our
sample was found for two eutherians (the bottle-nosed dolphin – Tursiops truncatus; the
manatee – Trichechus manatus latirostris).
Among eutherians, the square root of the DG area scaled against the cube root of HF
volume with a gradient of + 1.301 and R2 of 0.760 (p < 0.0001, df = 48), and the square root
of DG area scaled against cube root of HF volume with a gradient of + 1.515 and R2 of 0.869
(p < 0.0001, df = 56) for the diprotodontids (Fig. 3.10). This led to the inference that the area
of the DG increases with the rise in the HF volume among the larger brained diprotodontids
more than among eutherians, although a few macropodid diprotodontids like Macropus rufus
and Macropus dorsalis had low DG area for HF volume. Among the eutherians, the smallest
DG for HF volume was found in the bottle-nosed dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) and the largest
was in the quagga (Equus quagga burchellii).
The ratio of CA to DG area was examined in the diprotodontid and eutherian samples
as a measure of the CA area to the size of the source of its mossy fibre input. The CA/DG
ratio (Fig. 3.11) was significantly higher among the diprotodontids compared to our eutherian
sample (2.467 + 0.766 compared to 2.191 + 0.602; p = 0.039, two-tailed t test). The ratio
CA/DG area scaled against HF volume with a gradient of + 0.037 in eutherians and R2 of
0.017 (p = 0.367, df = 48), whereas CA/DG scaled against HF volume with a gradient of +
0.014 and R2 of 0.00 (p = 1.000, df = 56) among the diprotodontids. Despite the slightly but
significantly higher CA/DG ratio among the diprotodontids, both diprotodontids and
eutherians exhibit large variation. There was also little change in the ratio across a 500-fold
range of HF volume. There were some diprotodontids with quite high ratios (Macropus
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dorsalis, Pseudocheirus peregrinus) and some with low ratios (Tarsipes rostratus, Acrobates
pygmaeus).
The entorhinal cortex (Ent) was found to scale similarly in eutherians and
diprotodontids (Fig. 3.12). In eutherians, the entorhinal volume scaled against the
hippocampal formation volume close to isometry, with a gradient of + 1.033 and R2 of 0.924
(p < 0.001, df = 48), whereas in diprotodontids Ent scaled against the hippocampal formation
volume with a gradient of + 1.051 and R2 of 0.932 (p < 0.001, df = 56). There was a small
difference in the intercept for the two populations such that Ent was 32% larger for a given
HF volume in large diprotodontids compared to eutherians. There were some outliers among
the diprotodontids, such as Petaurus norfolcensis, with a large Ent for HF volume and
Phalanger gymnotis and Petrogale penicillata, with small Ent for HF volume.
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Fig. 3.8 Graph showing the scaling relationship between hippocampal formation (HF) volume
and brain volume in 50 eutherians (triangles) and 58 diprotodontids (filled circles). Grey and
dashed lines show PGLS linear regression for eutherians and diprotodontids, respectively. The
table shows the R2, gradients + standard error, and intercepts + standard error for the PGLS
regression lines.
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Fig. 3.9 Graph showing the relationship between √ CA pyramidal layer area and 3√
hippocampal formation volume in 50 eutherians (triangles) and 58 diprotodontids (filled
circles). Grey and dashed lines show PGLS linear regression for eutherians and
diprotodontids, respectively. The table shows the R2, gradients + standard error, and
intercepts + standard error for the PGLS regression lines.
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Fig. 3.10 Graph showing the relationship between √ DG granule cell layer area and 3√
hippocampal formation volume in 50 eutherians (triangles) and 58 diprotodontids (filled
circles). Grey and dashed lines show PGLS linear regression for eutherians and
diprotodontids, respectively. The table shows the R2, gradients + standard error, and
intercepts + standard error for the PGLS regression lines.
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Fig. 3.11 Graph showing the relationship between the ratio CA (pyramidal cell layer
area)/DG (granule cell layer) and HF volume in 50 eutherians (triangle) and 58
diprotodontids (filled circles). Grey and dashed lines show PGLS linear regression for
eutherians and diprotodontids, respectively. The table shows the R2, gradients + standard
error, and intercepts + standard error for the PGLS regression lines.
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Fig. 3.12 Graph showing the relationship between the entorhinal cortex volume and
hippocampal formation volume in 50 eutherians (triangles) and 58 diprotodontids (filled
circles). Grey and dashed lines show PGLS linear regression for eutherians and
diprotodontids, respectively. The table shows the R2, gradients + standard error, and
intercepts + standard error for the PGLS regression lines. The values for intercepts are logtransformed ordinates.
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3.3.5 Scaling of olfactory structures among diprotodontids and eutherians
There was a similar scaling relationship between the primary olfactory structures
(combined accessory and main olfactory bulb; AOB and MOB) and brain volume in both
eutherians and diprotodontids (Fig. 3.13), suggesting that the reliance of diprotodontids on
olfaction is much the same as among the broad range of therians. In eutherians, combined
AOB and MOB volumes scaled against brain volume with a gradient of + 0.610 and R2 of
0.598 (p <0.001, df = 40), while in diprotodontids AOB and MOB scaled against brain
volume with a gradient of + 0.727 and R2 of 0.834 (p < 0.001, df = 53). Combined AOB and
MOB volume was low for brain size in the two wombats (Vombatus ursinus, Lasiorhinus
latifrons) and high for brain volume in Petaurus norfolcensis.
The relationship between the square root of effective glomerular surface area (EGSA)
and the cube root of brain volume was analysed, as a measure of the area across which
olfactory nerve input is made to the MOB and AOB (Fig. 3.14). In eutherians, the square
root of EGSA scaled against cube root of brain volume with a gradient of + 0.710 and R2 of
0.635 (p < 0.0001, df = 40), whereas among diprotodontids, the square root of EGSA scaled
against cube root of brain volume with a gradient of + 0.765 and R2 of 0.750 (p < 0.0001, df
= 54). The almost identical scaling relationship in both diprotodontids and eutherians
suggests that the initial processing of the olfactory inputs at the level of the glomerular layer
is similar in eutherians and diprotodontids. Several diprotodontid outliers were noted with
low EGSA for brain volume (Cercartetus nanus, Pseudocheirus forbesi, Vombatus ursinus
and Lasiorhinus latifrons).
The lateral olfactory tract (lo) is the major centripetal pathway transferring
information from the MOB to central olfactory centres (anterior olfactory region and piriform
cortex; AO and Pir). In eutherians, the square root of lo area scaled against the cube root of
brain volume with a gradient of + 0.567 and R2 of 0.554 (p < 0.0001, df = 44), whereas in
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diprotodontids the square root of lo area scaled against the cube root of brain volume with a
gradient of + 0.532 and R2 of 0.641 (p < 0.0001, df = 56) (Fig. 15). Once again, the scaling
relationship was almost identical for our diprotodontid and eutherian samples, suggesting
similar expansion of olfactory structures with increasing brain size. It was also noted that
some diprotodontids had small lo for brain size (Burramys parvus, Petropseudes dahli,
Macropus parma and Vombatus ursinus), but Distoechurus pennatus had a large lo for its
brain size.
In contrast to the initial and peripheral olfactory centres, where very similar scaling
relationships with brain size were found for diprotodontids and eutherians, it was found that
more central olfactory structures (i.e., combined AO and Pir) scaled very differently for the
diprotodontid and eutherian mammals (Fig. 3.16). Among eutherians, the combined AO and
Pir volume scaled against brain volume with a low gradient of + 0.529 and R2 of 0.513 (p <
0.0001, df = 47), whereas among diprotodontids, AO and Pir volume scaled against brain
volume with a much higher gradient of + 0.855 and R2 of 0.826 (p < 0.0001, df = 56). These
findings suggest that the central processing centres (AO and Pir) have a very different scaling
relationship with the brain volume among diprotodontids as compared to eutherians. AO and
Pir are small for brain volume among the small brain size diprotodontids (e.g., Acrobates
pygmaeus, Cercartetus nanus), but increase rapidly with expanding brain size in the larger
brained macropods.
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Fig. 3.13 Graph showing the relationship between the main and accessory olfactory bulb
volume and brain volume in 42 eutherians (triangles) and 55 diprotodontids (filled circles).
Grey and dashed lines show PGLS linear regression for eutherians and diprotodontids,
respectively. The table shows the R2, gradients + standard error, and intercepts + standard
error for the PGLS regression lines.
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Fig. 3.14 Graph showing the relationship between the √effective glomerular surface area and
3√ brain volume in 42 eutherians (triangles) and 56 diprotodontids (filled circles). Grey and
dashed lines show PGLS linear regression for eutherians and diprotodontids, respectively.
The table shows the R2, gradients + standard error, and intercepts + standard error for the
PGLS regression lines.
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Fig. 3.15 Graph showing the relationship between the √lo area and 3√ brain volume in 46
eutherians (triangles) and 58 diprotodontids (filled circles). Grey and dashed lines show
PGLS linear regression for eutherians and diprotodontids, respectively. The table shows the
R2, gradients + standard error, and intercepts + standard error for the PGLS regression lines.
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Fig. 3.16 Graph showing the relationship between the combined AO and Pir volume, and
brain volume in 49 eutherians (triangles) and 58 diprotodontids (filled circles). Grey and
dashed lines show PGLS linear regression for eutherians and diprotodontids, respectively.
The table shows the R2, gradients + standard error, and intercepts + standard error for the
PGLS regression lines.
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3.3.6 Amygdala and septal nuclei
The scaling relationships of two non-pallial regions, which are key components of the
limbic system, was also examined. The amygdala plays a crucial role in tagging memories
with emotional content, while the septal nuclei engage in reciprocal connections with
olfactory and archicortical structures.
Among eutherians, the amygdalar volume scaled against brain volume with a
negatively allometric gradient of + 0.890 and R2 of 0.932 (p < 0.0001, df = 33), whereas
among diprotodontids the amygdalar volume scaled against brain volume with a gradient of +
0.931 and R2 of 0.880 (p < 0.0001, df = 55) (Fig. 3.17). It was noted that, although the
amygdalar volume among diprotodontids falls close to the therian range, there is a slightly
higher increase in amygdalar volume among diprotodontids with brain expansion, such that
predicted amygdalar volume for diprotodontids at a brain volume of 10,000 mm3 (i.e., among
the macropods and vombatiformes) was 66% higher than that predicted for eutherians.
The scaling relationship between septal nuclear (Spt) volume and brain volume (Fig.
3.18) was reminiscent of that seen for the central olfactory structures, in that we found a
significantly different scaling relationship between eutherians and diprotodontids. In
eutherians, the volume of Spt scaled against the brain volume with a gradient of + 0.654 and
R2 of 0.811 (p < 0.0001, df = 33), whereas among diprotodontids Spt scaled against whole
brain volume with a significantly higher gradient of + 0.906 and R2 of 0.821 (p < 0.0001, df =
55). Although most diprotodontids had comparable Spt volume to eutherians with similar
brain size, several smaller brained diprotodontids had absolutely small Spt (Acrobates
pygmaeus, Cercartetus lepidus and Tarsipes rostratus) and some had a relatively small Spt
for their brain size (Phalanger gymnotis and Vombatus ursinus).
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Fig. 3.17 Graph showing the relationship between the amygdalar volume and whole brain
volume in 35 eutherians (triangles) and 57 diprotodontids (filled circles). Grey and dashed
lines show PGLS linear regression for eutherians and diprotodontids, respectively. The table
shows the R2, gradients + standard error, and intercepts + standard error for the PGLS
regression lines.
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Fig. 3.18 Graph showing the relationship between the septal region volume and brain volume
in 35 eutherians (triangles) and 57 diprotodontids (filled circles). Grey and dashed lines show
PGLS linear regression for eutherians and diprotodontids, respectively. The table shows the
R2, gradients + standard error, and intercepts + standard error for the PGLS regression lines.
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3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Limitations of the present study
The potential limitations of this type of analysis have been discussed in previous
quantitative studies (Ashwell and Gurovich, 2019; Ashwell, 2020). Studies of this kind are
confined to analysis of Nissl-stained sections and are therefore limited to consideration of
those structures, which can be clearly demarcated in such preparations. It is therefore
necessary to focus on scaling relationships of larger brain structures. It is also necessary to
convert all measurements on fixed, dehydrated and embedded tissue back to volume and areal
variables of fixed, but undehydrated brains. It was not possible to identify radial fibres or
other non-neuronal cells in the available material, so we cannot comment on structural
differences involving those cells.
For this study, the cohort of eutherian brains for comparison with diprotodontids is
drawn from those sectioned brain images available online
(neurosciencelibrary.org/Specimens/index.html). That collection is naturally biased towards
the brains of those species readily collected (e.g., rodents, carnivores, primates) and has
relatively few chiropteran, artiodactyl or cetacean brains.

3.4.2 Functional significance of scaling of iso- and periallocortical grey matter
From these findings, it was concluded that, for a given brain volume, there is an
almost identical volume of iso- and periallocortical grey matter amongst diprotodontids and
eutherians. One of the most significant findings of the metatherian cortex is that the cerebral
cortex contains a small percentage of all brain neurons (about 15%), although this is at the
lower limit of the range found in the eutherian cerebral cortex (15 to 25%). Across therians,
this percentage is a constant regardless of the increase in cortex within larger brains (Dos
Santos et al., 2017). The fairly stable percentage of brain neurons in the cortex is explained
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by the coordinated, linear addition of neurons to both the cerebral cortex and cerebellum
across metatherian and eutherian species (Dos Santos et al., 2017).

3.4.3 Functional significance of scaling of cortical white matter and cortical folding
Brain scaling in mammalian evolution is a consequence of concerted and mosaic
changes in the number of neurons, size of neurons, their number of projections, axonal length
and other developmental factors (Herculano-Houzel et al., 2014). Expansion of the cortical
grey matter in evolution has been accompanied by an even faster expansion of the subcortical
white matter volume and by folding of the grey matter surface, events traditionally
considered to occur homogenously across mammalian species (Ventura-Antunes et al., 2013),
although Ventura-Anunes and colleagues showed that there is a much faster increase in white
matter volume with grey matter expansion among rodents compared to primates. A study by
Mota and Herculano-Houzel (2012) concluded that white matter volume scales across
mammalian species with the number of cortical neurons, the fraction of these neurons that are
interconnected through the white matter, the average length of the myelinated fibres in the
white matter, and their average cross-sectional area (Ventura-Antunes et al., 2013).
In this study, it was found that very similar scaling of white matter expansion exists
across both the diprotodontids and our eutherian sample. This suggests that those factors that
drive white matter expansion with grey matter accretion (e.g., average fibre calibre, neuronal
connectivity and number of synapses per neuron) are very similar amongst both
diprotodontids and the broad range of eutherians. This suggests that, on a general scale,
white matter expansion with cortical grey matter enlargement occurs to similar scaling rules
among the two groups, although we recognise that there are ordinal-level differences between
some eutherians (Ventura-Antunes et al., 2013). White matter scaling in the forebrain has
functional implications for propagation time and computational capacity of the isocortex
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(Ventura-Antunes et al., 2013). Our findings are therefore in line with similar functional
capacity of diprotodontid and eutherian isocortex per gram of tissue (Dos Santos et al., 2017),
although some eutherians (e.g., primates) are clearly different (Ventura-Antunes et al., 2013).
Many factors have been proposed to account for cortical gyrification. These include
increasing brain size across mammalian orders (Manger et al., 2012), differences in
gliogenesis in the outer subventricular zone (Rash et al., 2019), tension exerted by association
and projection fibre tracts (Mota and Herculano-Houzel, 2012; Zilles et al., 2013), the
relationship between supra- and infragranular layer growth (Zilles et al., 2013) and isocortical
neuronal density (Ventura-Antunes et al., 2013).
In this study, a very distinct difference was found in GI for a given cortical volume
between diprotodontids and eutherians, in that eutherians have a much higher GI for a given
iso- and periallocortical volume than diprotodontids. Interestingly, GI of individual
diprotodontid species showed a range of gyrencephaly from almost lissencephalic to mildly
gyrencephalic. Macropods have a wide range of GI (1.011 for Onychogalea unguifera to
1.099 for Macropus eugenii), which, although lower than the eutherians, is much higher than
several other diprotodontids. For example, the cerebral cortex of the koala (Phascolarctos
cinereus) has a very low GI (1.012) despite iso- and periallocortical grey matter (Cx) volume
being larger than more gyrified macropods (GI of 1.012 and Cx volume 4556 mm3 for the
koala, versus GI of 1.059 and Cx volume of 4335 mm3 for Macropus parma). The mystacial
region of S1 of the koala appears to have fewer neurons and have none of the barrel-like
specializations seen among macropods, suggesting that the lissencephaly of the koala cortex
is a consequence of low number of cortical neurons (Haight and Nelson, 1987).
A study of the sulcal patterns in the brush-tail possum (Trichosurus vulpecula)
revealed a brain-size related variability of gyrencephaly among metatherians (Haight and
Neylon, 1978). The degree of cortical convolution was related to body size rather than to any
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systematic differences among mammals. Thus, the largest living metatherians, which are all
diprotodontids, such as the kangaroos, large wallabies, and the common wombat all have
prominent patterns of convolution, as do the larger species of eutherian mammals (Johnson,
1977; Haight and Murray, 1981). This is in keeping with the general trend towards greater
gyrification in larger brains among therians (Zilles et al., 1989; Pillay and Manger, 2007;
Zilles et al., 2013).
It has been noted that there are order-specific patterns to the quantifiable aspects of
gyrencephaly, such that particular mammalian orders (e.g., cetaceans, ungulates) show
unique and specific negative allometry of gyrification index with brain mass (Zilles et al.,
1989; Pillay and Manger, 2007; Manger et al., 2012). In this sense, marsupial findings of this
study, demonstrate yet another example of unique GI allometry in a mammalian group.
Higher gyrification is usually associated with thinner cerebral cortex and fewer neurons under
a given square mm of cortical surface (Pillay and Manger, 2007), because a thinner cortex
and/or lower neuronal density makes buckling of the cortex mechanically easier and reduces
the necessary size of the gyral window required for afferents and efferents of a given cortical
area (Prothero and Sundsten, 1984).
Although there has been a report of lower non-neuronal and neuronal numerical
density in the cerebral cortex of a didelphid marsupial (Monodelphis domestica, Seelke et al.,
2014) compared to some eutherians (e.g., rodents and primates), it is clear that this is not the
case in diprotodontid marsupials. Charvet and colleagues (Charvet et al., 2016) showed that
not only does neuronal numerical density vary systematically across the isocortex of three
diprotodontid metatherians (koala, red kangaroo, parma wallaby) just as in primates, but that
neuronal numbers per unit isocortical surface area in diprotodontids overlap with those in
several eutherian species (anteater, sloth, rat, cat). Furthermore, neuronal scaling in the
marsupial cortex follows similar rules to those seen in eutherians (Dos Santos et al., 2017).
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Similarly, there is no consistent difference in isocortical thickness between diprotodontid and
eutherians (Charvet et al., 2016). Therefore, there does not appear to be any basis for arguing
that differences in either neuronal density or isocortical thickness in diprotodontid cortex
could play a role in restricting gyrification.
The difference in gyrification that has been observed for the diprotodontid brains
compared to the eutherian sample in this study could be explained by developmental
differences in connection development and mechanical properties of the developing pallium.
As noted earlier, more tangential fibres traverse the deeper isocortical grey layers of
developing macropod cortex (so-called loose-packed zone - lpz) than in eutherian cortex
(Marotte and Sheng, 2000; Hassiotis et al., 2002), which may affect the deformational
properties of the developing cortex and its ability to fold during development. It could be
suggested that the deep tangential fibres seen traversing isocortical grey layers of the
developing macropod cortex are providing some mechanical tethering that prevents
developmental folding. Provided the axonal tethering were uniform across the tangential
extent of the developing cortex, as appears to be the case from the uniform distribution of
these fibres in developing macropod cortex, then the differential axonal tension proposed as
one cause of developmental folding in eutherian isocortex (tension-based hypothesis; Zilles et
al., 2013) would be neutralized.
Another major hypothesis explaining cortical folding among eutherians (grey matter
hypothesis; Zilles et al., 2013) posits that unipolar intermediate radial glial cells (IRGC)
within the outer subventricular zone play a key role in tangential expansion of the
supragranular layers and cortical folding (Rash et al., 2019), perhaps with assistance from
interaction between cell proliferation, migration and axonal tension in the subplate zone. The
subplate is difficult to find in pouch-young marsupial cortex (Harman et al., 1995), perhaps
because this region is obscured by the lpz (Molnár et al., 1998). The subplate may not play a
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significant role in developing marsupial cortex, because 3H thymidine studies in wallabies
have not been able to find any population of early generated neurons below the cortical plate
and thalamocortical axons grow into the macropod cortical plate without any apparent
waiting period (Harman et al., 1995). To date, no studies in developing diprotodontid cortex
have examined the role of IRGC (Zilles et al., 2013), gliogenesis in the outer subventricular
zone (Rash et al., 2019), differential cortical region connectivity (Mota and HerculanoHouzel, 2012), or the extent of heterogeneity in cortical growth (Garcia et al., 2018), all of
which may play significant roles in eutherian gyrification.

3.4.4 Functional significance of the scaling relationship between iso- and periallocortical
grey matter volume and subcortical structures
The iso- and periallocortex (Cx) has well documented connections with subcortical
non-pallial structures such as the dorsal thalamus (DTh) and caudatoputamen (CPu), as well
as the secondary subcortical pallial derivative, the claustrum (Crick and Koch, 2005). The
topography and neurochemistry of these are comparable in Australian metatherians to rodents
and primates, suggesting a similarity in the structure and function of these regions in all
therians (Ashwell, 2010). A very similar negatively allometric scaling relationship was
found between subcortical structures and Cx volume among both diprotodontids and the
eutherian sample of this study.
The negative allometric scaling of CPu to iso- and periallocortex in both the
diprotodontids and eutherians is probably due to similar connectional affinity to the cortex.
The outliers were large CPu for isocortical volume in Pseudocheirus herbertensis and
Petaurus norfolcensis; small CPu for isocortical volume in Acrobates pygmaeus and Tarsipes
rostratus. Diprotodontids with small DTh for their isocortical volume include Tarsipes
rostratus, Cercartetus nanus and Pseudocheirus canescens. Those diprotodontids with large
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DTh volume for their isocortical volume include Petaurus norfolcensis and Lagorchestes
conspicillatus. A low CPu/Cx and DTh/Cx ratio may actually signify a large Cx for
subcortical structure size, suggesting more cortical processing of information for a given
subcortical link.
Although the scaling relationship between claustrum and brain volume was slightly
negatively allometric among both the diprotodontids and eutherians, there was a wide
variation in claustral volume in both, and with a substantial difference between the two
groups. At a brain volume of 10,000 mm3, the predicted claustral volume for diprodotontids
was only half that for eutherians (15.3 mm3 compared to 31.3 mm3), suggesting that the
possible role of this region in integrating consciousness (Crick and Koch, 2005) may be less
effective among diprotodontids than most eutherians. At this stage there are no experimental
data from behavioural studies that pertain to differences in claustral function between
diprotodontids and eutherians, but this could be a fruitful area for future comparative
behavioural research.

3.4.5 Functional significance of the scaling of archicortical regions in diprotodontids
and eutherians
The diprotodontid hippocampal formation is very similar in structure to that in
eutherians and with very similar developmental processes (Harman, 1997). There also
appears to be prolonged neurogenesis in the diprotodontid DG to at least the 85th day after
birth (Harman, 1997).
In the present study the way that the hippocampal region as a whole has been
analysed, and its subsets or connectional associates (CA, DG, Ent), scale against brain and/or
hippocampal size to determine whether hippocampal expansion with brain enlargement
among diprotodontids follows the same scaling rules as among eutherians. A different
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scaling relationship of hippocampal volume against brain volume has been found amongst the
diprotodontids and eutherians. Very small-brained diprotodontids have quite small
hippocampal formation volume for their brain size, but the hippocampal formation size
increases more steeply with brain size amongst diprotodontids compared to eutherians.
Mnemonic information is processed in the hippocampus through several parallel
routes involving distinct subregions. While declarative memory is a very broadly relevant
cognitive ability, it is not directly related to ecological variables. On the other hand, the role
of the hippocampus in spatial cognition is of direct significance to home range (defined as
that part of an animal’s environmental cognitive map that it habitually updates) and in species
where social behaviour plays an important role, the involvement of the hippocampus in social
information processing is also of ecological significance. Nevertheless, the issue of
correlation between memory performance and hippocampal volume is controversial amongst
eutherians and there are no studies correlating hippocampal volume with memory
performance among marsupials. Recent reviews have also recognised that adult hippocampal
neurogenesis may play a key role in behavioural flexibility among eutherians (Oppenheim,
2019). It would be ideal to analyse and compare the capacity for adult neurogenesis in the
DG of diprotodontids with eutherians, but this is not presently possible.
Having optimal navigational strategies is key for survival in complex ever-changing
environments. For an animal to do so, it requires the encoding of information about its
surroundings into reliable internal representations and the ability to recall spatial memories
(Santos-Pata et al., 2017). The present study showed that the volume of the whole
hippocampal formation (HF) scaled against brain volume in a negatively allometric fashion
amongst eutherians. In the study by Todorov et al. (2019) on the primate hippocampus HF
volume and most of its subcomponents could be reliably predicted by different measures of
group size and home range. As the primate brain enlarges, the neocortex may take on those
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functions shared with the hippocampus (memory, spatial cognition and inhibition) and thus
the hippocampal size relative to the rest of the brain gets smaller (Todorov et al., 2019).
Neocorticalization thereby outpaces the enlargement of the hippocampus as parallel cognitive
systems emerge, leading to an increased neocortex/archicortex ratio and re-allocation of
functions to the neocortex (Herculano-Houzel, 2011). The findings of the present study
suggest that this re-allocation of functions to the enlarged neocortex is less effective among
larger brained diprotodontids compared to eutherians, i.e., diprotodontids have a smaller HF
for their brain size compared to eutherians at low brain volumes, but a larger HF for their
brain size at higher brain volumes.
Two eutherians from our study group have large HF for their brain size (Elephantulus
myurus and Dasypus novemcinctus) and in the case of Elephantulus, this is related to spatial
memory ability (Slomianka et al., 2013). The hippocampus is well known for its roles in
spatial navigation and memory, but it is organised into regions that have different connections
and functional specializations. Notably, CA2 has a role in social cognition, whereas CA1 is
important for spatial cognition and is especially elaborated in migratory ungulates (Watson
and Binks, 2019). In this study, the scaling relationships between CA and DG was examined.
These are laminated structures with output neurons arranged in a single layer, so our analysis
focussed on the scaling of the square root of the area of those sheets against the cube root of
brain volumes. Among eutherians, it has been found that volumes within the CA coevolve
with group size, whereas only the volumes of CA1 and subiculum can be predicted by home
range (Todorov et al., 2019). Interestingly, CA2 has been shown to exhibit a phylogenetic
signal only against certain measures of group size, but not with ecological factors.
Essentially, the hippocampus is a mosaic structure evolving in line with the social pressures,
whereas specific subsections also evolve in line with spatial ability (Todorov et al., 2019).
The dentate gyrus (DG) is a trilaminar, semilunar (C-shaped) gyrus in the medial cortex
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hippocampal formation of mammals, that mediates important functions in learning and
memory along with other areas of the hippocampal formation (Treves et al., 2008). It is a key
link in the “trisynaptic circuit” that relays information from Ent to DG to CA3 (Sloviter and
Lømo, 2012). Evolutionary transformation of the neocortex has been paralleled by an
evolutionary transformation of archicortex, giving rise to a convoluted dentate gyrus (Hevner,
2015).
In the current study, the square root of CA area scaled similarly with cube root of HF
volume in both diprotodontids and eutherians. There was little variance among the
diprotodontids, with the exceptions of Macropus rufus, which had a very low CA area for HF
volume. On the other hand, the smallest CA for HF volume in our sample was found for two
eutherians (the bottle-nosed dolphin – Tursiops truncatus and the manatee – Trichechus
manatus latirostris). The relatively large size of CA among macropods compared to most
eutherians may reflect better spatial cognition and memory among those grazing
diprotodontids. Among both eutherians and diprotodontids, the square root of the DG area
scaled against the cube root of HF volume above isometry, but with slightly larger DG area
among the macropod diprotodontids than eutehrians. This infers that the area of the DG
increases with the rise in the HF volume among the larger brained diprotodontids more than
among eutherians, although a few larger bodied macropodid diprotodontids like Macropus
rufus and Macropus dorsalis had low DG area for HF volume. The low DG and CA size in
Macropus rufus for its HF size may be accounted for by the shifting of neural mass into other
components of the HF, such as the Ent, PaS or PrS. Among the eutherians, the smallest DG
for HF volume was found in the bottle-nosed dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) and the largest
was in the quagga (Equus quagga burchellii). The ratio of CA to DG area was also examined
in the diprotodontid and eutherian samples as a measure of the CA area to the size of the
source of its mossy fibre input. The CA/DG ratio was significantly higher among the
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diprotodontids compared to our eutherian sample, but with large variation in both. There was
also little change in the ratio across a 500-fold range of HF volume. There were some
diprotodontids with quite high ratios (Macropus dorsalis, Pseudocheirus peregrinus) and
some with low ratios (Tarsipes rostratus, Acrobates pygmaeus), but there was no indication
of a clear trend, meaning there is very little change in the internal structure across
diprotodontid brain enlargement.
The entorhinal cortex (Ent) is the primary interface between HF and neocortical
sources of sensory information (Amaral et al., 2014), acting as a nodal point between HF on
the one hand and multimodal association areas of parietal, temporal, and prefrontal Cx on the
other (Amaral et al., 2014). Multimodal sensory and highly processed unimodal inputs
therefore converge at the level of the entorhinal cortex. Cortical connectivity of medial Ent
features interactions with the presubiculum, parasubiculum, retrosplenial cortex and
postrhinal cortex, all areas that are considered to belong to the “spatial processing domain” of
the cortex (Witter et al., 2017). In contrast, lateral Ent is strongly connected with olfactory
areas, insular, medial- and orbitofrontal areas, and perirhinal cortex - areas more likely to be
involved in processing of object information, attention and motivation (Witter et al., 2017).
The Ent was found to scale with slightly positive allometry against brain volume in
both eutherians and diprotodontids, but Ent was 32% larger for a given HF volume in
diprotodontids compared to eutherians. There were some outliers among the diprotodontids,
such as Petaurus norfolcensis, with a large Ent for HF volume and Phalanger gymnotis and
Petrogale penicillata, with small Ent for HF volume. The larger size of Ent among
diprotodontids across a range of brain sizes suggests that this region is somewhat more
behaviourally significant for diprotodontids than eutherians in general. This could provide
for better spatial processing for cognitive mapping of territory, particularly in the larger
brained grazers of genus Macropus or Wallabia that have large home ranges (Macropus
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rufus, Macropus antilopinus, Wallabia bicolor). We also saw large Ent in a tree-kangaroo,
Dendrolagus goodfellowi. In that species the large Ent may facilitate the mapping of the
three-dimensional space occupied by tree-kangaroos.
Reep and colleagues reported an inverse relationship between isocortex and limbic
volumes among eutherian mammals, but with some exceptions (both high isocortex and
limbic volumes in eutherian carnivores and low isocortex and limbic volumes in
microchiroptera; Reep et al., 2007). The present study observation of steeper scaling of HF
volume with brain volume among the diprotodontids, which have lower iso- and
periallocortical grey matter volume than eutherians of the same brain volume, is consistent
with that trend.

3.4.6 Functional significance of the scaling of olfactory structures among diprotodontids
and eutherians
Olfaction plays a key role in a variety of behaviours such as recognition and choice of
food (Ueno, 1994; Bolen and Green, 1997), indicating social rank (Kappeler, 1998),
territorial marking and detection (Mertl-Millhollen, 1986), choice of breeding partners
(Heymann, 1998), identification of conspecifics (Epple et al., 1993) and signalling of
reproductive situation (Smith and Abbott, 1998; Lundström et al., 2010). Analysis of the
olfactory connections among diprotodontids is confined to an early study of the Trichosurus
vulpecula (Adey, 1953), but central olfactory connections of diprotodontids appear to be
similar to both Ameridelphians (Haberly, 1983; Martinez-Marcos and Halpern, 2006) and
rodents (Price, 1973; Haberly and Price, 1978; Schwob and Price, 1984; Martinez et al.,
1987).
Olfaction is thought to have been a dominant sense for Cretaceous mammals,
including the common therian ancestor, judging from the large size of the olfactory bulb
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(MOB and AOB) in cranial endocasts of those mammals. A good example is Vincelestes
neuquenianus, from the Early Cretaceous of South America, which may be considered a stem
therian near crown group Theria (marsupials, placentals and all descendants of their common
ancestor) (Macrini et al., 2007). This specimen has both large MOB and prominent accessory
olfactory bulb (AOB). There is therefore as much as 100 my of divergent evolution between
the diprotodontids and the eutherians which may have led to differences in the scaling
relationships between components of the olfactory system.
In the current study, the scaling of the olfactory structures against brain volume
among both diprotodontids and eutherians were analysed in order to gain an insight into how
key peripheral and central olfactory structures (MOB & AOB, lo, AO & Pir) expand with
brain enlargement in the two groups. The analysis revealed that there was a similar scaling
relationship between the primary olfactory structures (AOB & MOB) and brain volume in
both eutherians and diprotodontids, suggesting that the initial processing of olfactory
information by diprotodontids is much the same as among the broad range of therians. These
findings are consistent with previous reports making volumetric comparisons of metatherian
and eutherian olfactory structures (Meyer, 1981). It also suggests that the peripheral (or more
properly called rostral) parts of the olfactory system are relatively evolutionarily conserved
among therians (Ache and Young, 2005).
The relationship between the square root of effective glomerular surface area (EGSA)
and the cube root of brain volume was also analysed, as a measure of the area across which
olfactory nerve input is made to the OB. The almost identical scaling relationship in both
diprotodontids and eutherians suggests that the initial processing of the olfactory inputs at the
level of the glomerular layer is similar in eutherians and diprotodontids. Several
diprotodontid outliers with low EGSA for brain volume (Cercartetus nanus, Pseudocheirus
forbesi, and two vombatiformes - Vombatus ursinus and Lasiorhinus latifrons) were noted.
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On the other hand, the piriform cortex and amygdala are proportionately larger in
diprotodontid marsupials compared to common laboratory animals (possum and quokka 3.8% and 3.1% respectively, compared to 4.3%, 2.6% and 2.6% for rat, rabbit and cat
respectively; Meyer, 1981). However, it should be noted that the absolute size of all these
components of the olfactory system is not greater in the possum and quokka than in
eutherians of comparable body size (e.g., rabbit and cat). In other words, the higher
proportional size of the bulb, tubercle and piriform/amygdala in the quokka and possum is a
reflection of the smaller absolute size of the other brain structures (cerebellum, midbrain,
striatum and neocortex; Ashwell, 2010). In particular, the larger relative amygdalar size
among diprotodontids seen in our study may more correctly be interpreted as a reflection of
lower volume of other forebrain regions (primarily iso- and periallocortex) in the marsupials.
To date, there are no behavioural studies that relate to amygdalar function among
diprotodontids.
The scaling relationship for the square root of lateral olfactory tract (lo) area against
the cube root of brain volume was almost identical for our diprotodontid and eutherian
samples, suggesting similar expansion of the major olfactory pathway with increasing brain
size in both groups. On the other hand, it was also noted that some diprotodontids had small
lo for brain size (Burramys parvus, Petropseudes dahli, Macropus parma and Vombatus
ursinus), whereas Distoechurus pennatus had a large lo for its brain size.
In contrast to the initial and peripheral olfactory centres, where very similar scaling
relationships with brain size were found for both diprotodontids and eutherians, it was found
that more central olfactory structures (i.e., combined AO and Pir) scaled very differently for
the diprotodontid and eutherian mammals. Among eutherians, the combined AO and Pir
volume scaled against brain volume with a low gradient (+ 0.529), whereas among
diprotodontids, AO and Pir volume scaled against brain volume with a much higher gradient
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closer to isometric (+ 0.855). These findings suggest that the more central olfactory
processing centres (AO and Pir) have a very different scaling relationship with brain volume
among diprotodontids, compared to eutherians. AO and Pir are small for brain volume
among the smaller brained diprotodontids (e.g., Acrobates pygmaeus, Cercartetus nanus), but
increase rapidly with expanding brain size in the larger brained macropods.
The results of the present study suggest that olfactory structures that are responsible
for the initial olfactory processing scale similarly in both diprotodontids and eutherians. By
contrast, the different scaling of more central olfactory structures suggests that higher order
processing of visual information is quite different in diprotodontids and eutherians. These
observations highlight a potential disjunct between peripheral and central olfactory
processing. The number of olfactory receptor genes (ORG) across species is variable and not
all olfactory receptors translate into sensitivity (Jacobs, 2012). Nevertheless, a comparatively
larger central olfactory brain might compensate for the peripheral disadvantage suffered by
some animals with a low ORG population. This allows the animal to benefit from an
increase in cognitive processing that is relatively independent of the number of peripheral
olfactory receptors, a form of additional processing found among primates (Laska, 2000).
This could also account for the relatively conserved structure of the rostral olfactory
components compared to central olfactory structures among therians. The olfactory spatial
(OS) hypothesis offers a novel explanation for the independent scaling of the OB between
mammals: that the scaling reflects directional selection on animals to decode and map the
three-dimensional patterns of odorants for navigation of their home range. The variation of
OB volume independent of the rest of the brain may be not so much selection for variation in
olfactory proficiency, but instead selection for better coupling of those other sensory systems
(auditory, somatosensory, visual) that must compete for a share of thalamocortical
projections and isocortical representation (Jacobs, 2012). If the main function of olfaction is
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navigation, which requires accurate prediction of odorant distributions in four dimensions,
then the variation in the size of the OB between species might be better explained by
variation in an animal’s need for navigational skills (Jacobs, 2012) and expansion of central
olfactory processing might compensate for a limited ORG repertoire.

3.5 Conclusion
The findings in this study show that although there are some similarities in the way
that many brain components (CPu, DTh) scale with each other among diprotodontids and
eutherians, there are also some striking differences. The most striking differences concern
the folding of the cerebral cortex, size of central olfactory centres and some components of
the hippocampal formation. The claustrum is also smaller, and amygdala larger, for a given
brain size among diprotodontids than eutherians.
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CHAPTER 4
Magnetic Resonance Imaging and DTIReconstruction of Connectomes in a Macropodthe Quokka (Setonix brachyurus:diprotodontia)
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4.1 Introduction
The therians have diverged in the Cretaceous period, some 125 million years ago and
the marsupial orders may have diverged as early as 79 to 86 Mya (Luo et al., 2003). After
divergence, the metatheria, like the placentalia, have undergone several unique adaptations
while occupying a large range of habitats (Luo et al., 2003). They comprise a highly diverse
collection of species that have undergone a unique reproductive adaptation through the
evolutionary lines (Tyndale-Biscoe, 2008). Known for their success, diprotodontia
(Marsupialia; Australidelphia), an order of marsupials that includes 10 living families and
over 115 living species (Nowak, 1999), are diverse not only in the niches they occupy, but
also in the modes of locomotion and their habitat (Archer and Kirsch 2006). Thus, they
include arboreal folivores and frugivores (possum, tree kangaroo, koala), nectar and pollen
feeders (honey possum and feathertail gliders), terrestrial grazers (kangaroos) fungi-eaters
(bettongs) and burrowing root and tuber eaters like the wombats (Long et al., 2002; Price
2008; Archer and Kirsch 2006). In response to environmental challenges and the continued
constraints imposed on the evolving systems, the marsupials, like their sister eutherians, have
undergone several morphological, behavioural, and cortical specializations (overall brain
size, neocortical organisation and connectivity) (Karlen and Krubitzer, 2007).
The divergence also led to a number of specializations in life history (Williams,
1989) and skeletal structures (Szalay, 2009) in both marsupials and placentals. It also
brought about transformations in the archetypal features of the mammalian cortex during the
course of evolution, which are of evolutionary significance (Rowe, 1990). Despite
divergence, marsupials share allometric scaling rules with many extant eutherian mammalian
species, emphasizing that they are the closest living relatives of the eutherian mammals (Dos
Santos, 2017). Convergent evolution with the eutherians (e.g., rodents) has been noted in
some of the diprotodontid species (e.g., phalangerids), wherein a barrel-field like region has
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been noted in the mystacial region of the somatosensory cortex (Weller, 1972, 1993). Cortical
field representing the behaviourally important digit 4 of the manus of Dactylopsila trivirgata
has shown cortical specialization (Huffman et al., 1999). The divergence also created
differences among the two mammalian groups in terms of brain expansion, extent of cortical
folding, layout and allocation of the cortex to various functional areas. Herculano-Houzel
and colleagues (2014), in their comparative volumetric study of the mammalian brains,
showed that there has been no homogenous expansion of the cerebral cortex with expanding
brain volume, given that mammalian brains of a similar total volume can have different brain
proportions allocated to the cortex. It has also been noted that the extent of gyrification
varies both among placentals (Ventura-Antunes, 2013) and marsupials (Haight and Murray,
1981) and we recently showed that diprotodontid marsupials have poor gyrification for their
isocortical volume (Jyothilakshmi et al., 2020), suggesting that there are different mechanical
forces during isocortical development in diprotodontids compared to placental mammals.
A comparative neurological analysis at an organizational level is of evolutionary
importance in elucidating the archetypal features of the mammalian cortex and the
transformations that have taken place in the course of evolution (Rowe, 1990). It is also
interesting to correlate anatomical and functional specialization of the brain to behavioural
and ecological adaptations in individual species. Very little is known about the connections
of the cerebral cortex with the subcortical structures, the basal ganglia and the thalamus
within diprotodontid marsupials. Furthermore, ethical and conservational constraints have
prevented conventional tracing studies of the brain of many rare and evolutionarily
significant species. Recent advances in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI) have allowed brain mapping and the analysis of cortical connections to
be undertaken in the brains of even rare mammals preserved in museum collections, and even
those that have become extinct (Berns and Ashwell, 2017). These techniques allow the
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topography of corticostriate and thalamocortical connections to be mapped out in single
specimens of rare species, so that comparisons of functional cortical topography can be made
across different species with absolutely no impact on the wild population. Structural MRI
and DTI, in particular, provide information about connectivity between brain regions, which
may be combined to obtain a picture of entire neural networks, the so-called connectome.
There have been previous MRI studies of Australian native mammals. MRI has been
used to examine forebrain fibre topography in the fat-tailed dunnart (Sminthopsis
crassicaudata) and the monotreme platypus (Ornithorhynchus anatinus; Suárez et al., 2018).
Nerve fibres connecting the hemispheres, arranged in patterns that share similarities to those
found in the placental corpus callosum, were discovered in this monotreme and marsupial.
MRI was also used to study the anatomy of cortical regions, nuclear groups, and major tracts
in the brain of the short-beaked echidna (Tachyglossus aculeatus) and to map the topography
of subcortical white matter (Cherupalli et al., 2017). In a recent study, MRI was used to
study the brains of three peramelemorphians: two bandicoots (Perameles nasuta and Isoodon
obesulus) and the bilby (Macrotis lagotis) to identify corticocortical, subcortical and
commissural pathways and subdivisions in visual system nuclei (Gurovich et al., 2018).
Despite macropod diprotodontids being highly successful and evolutionarily
significant, no macropod diprotodontid brain has been studied using MRI to date. This
chapter deals with MRI study of the quokka (Setonix brachyurus), a species that has
undergone significant demographic decline (Holsworth, 1967) and has been listed as
vulnerable (Sinclair, 2001).
Firstly, structural T1w and T2w MRI microscopy techniques have been utilised to
identify functionally significant cytoarchitectonic areas of the marsupial. Secondly, based on
additional Diffusion Tensor MRI data, the neuron fibres have been traced, major fibre
bundles have been traced to their areas of origin and analyse thalamocortical and
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corticostriatal relationships as well as to demonstrate major pathways in the forebrain. The
connections of each of the anatomical regions have been categorised into associational,
interhemispheric and thalamocortical connections. The fibre topography of the quokka brain
connectome has been correlated to major functional regions identified by electrophysiological
and tracer studies. The findings have been correlated with the behavioural and ecological
adaptations of the quokka.
Retrograde degeneration studies of the quokka wallaby (Setonix brachyurus) indicate
that motor cortex lies in the postorbital area, possibly in a sensorimotor amalgam (Watson,
1971a), but this has never been tested by modern techniques. Cytoarchitectonic studies of the
visual region in the quokka wallaby found it to be similar to that observed in the macaque
monkeys (Tyler et al., 1998).

4.2 Materials and Methods
An adult female quokka was humanely euthanized with intravenous pentobarbitone
sodium (Lethobarb) following diagnosis of advanced renal disease (urolithiasis,
hydronephrosis and hydroureter). Necropsy was performed at Taronga Zoo, Sydney, during
which the brain was removed (see Figure 1) and fixed within 6 hours of death in 10% neutral
buffered formaldehyde (pH 7.0).

4.2.1 MRI sample preparation and image acquisition
High resolution anatomical and Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI) was performed
using a 9.4-T Bruker BioSpec 94/20 Avance III MRI system (Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany)
located at the Biological Resources Imaging Laboratory at the University of New South
Wales. The system was equipped with gradients of 660 mT/m maximum strength and 4570
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Tm/s slew rate (BGA-12S HP, Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany) and a 50 mm Quadrature
Receive/Transmit RF-coil (RAPID Biomedical, Wuerzburg, Germany).
Prior to imaging, the fixed specimen was immersed in 9 g/l NaCl/H2O solution for 48
hr at 4 ºC to completely remove fixative residues. The brain was then transferred into a 70 ml,
40 mm internal diameter plastic tube and submersed in the proton-free Perfluoro-Polyether
Fomblin™ 6Y for susceptibility matching (Benveniste et al., 2000). The imaging container
was then mounted on a sample holder for positioning in the MRI system.

4.2.2 Structural imaging
High resolution anatomical imaging was performed using multiple imaging protocols
that were optimized to the specimen requirements, which included 2D and 3D T1w and T2w
fast spin echo (TurboRARE) and 3D multi gradient echo (MGE) multiple T1w and T2*w
contrasts. Two-dimensional TurboRARE images were acquired in axial orientation with inplane FOV = 15 × 20 mm and matrix size 150 x 200 using 122 slices with 24.4 mm coverage
in anteroposterior (A-P) direction, leading to an overall voxel resolution of 100 x 100 x 200
µm; effective echo times (TEeff) of 8.1 ms and 36 ms; repetition time (TR) 2300 ms, 40
averages, total acquisition time of 3h per specimen.
Three-dimensional TurboRARE and 3D MGE were acquired in coronal orientation
using FOV = 32 × 25 × 50 mm, with 125 µm3 isotropic resolution, respectively. Threedimensional TurboRARE contrast parameters were effective echo time (TEeff) of 30 ms;
repetition time (TR) of 500 ms, three averages with total acquisition time of 1 h 43 min per
specimen. Three-dimensional MGE contrast parameters: 10 gradient echoes with TE1 = 5 ms
and echo spacing ∆TE = 7 ms, effectively covering an echo time range of 5 ms to 70 ms;
repetition time TR = 63ms, FA = 40°, 6 averages with total acquisition time 3h per specimen.
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Diffusion Tensor Imaging datasets were acquired using an in-house modified EPIPGSE DTI with short inter-slice TR in coronal orientation. Datasets were acquired with
nominal diffusion b-values of 4000 s/mm2 and 81 isotropically distributed gradient directions
with 6 b0-reference scans (b = 0 s/mm2) at d = 5 ms and D = 11 ms. Images were read out
using a segmented EPI (n=4) scheme with the following general parameters: in-plane FOV =
50 × 32 mm, matrix size 200 x 128, 94 continuous slices with 25.4 mm coverage in A-P
direction, with isotropic voxel resolution of 250 x 250 x 250 µm; effective echo time TEeff =
22 ms, repetition time TR = 4050 ms; 18 averages.
For distortion correction purposes, additional field maps and EPI acquisitions were
performed with the same parameters, but negative phase encoding direction.

4.2.3 Processing of anatomical imaging datasets and delineation
Anatomical datasets were exported from the scanner as 2D DICOM slices (National
Electrical Manufacturers Association, NEMA PS3 / ISO 12052, http://medical.nema.org/)
and then converted into 3D NIfTI volumes (https://nifti.nimh.nih.gov/nifti-1) using an inhouse developed Python 3.9.1 conversion script for later co-registration with DTI. MGE
datasets were stored in 10 separate 3D NIfTI volumes with consecutively increasing echo
time and T2* weighting. For region delineation and labelling, data were then resliced in axial
orientation and exported as a series of tiff images using ImageJ. Tiff converted images were
then loaded into Adobe Illustrator CS5.1 for structure delineation and labelling.

4.2.4 Processing of diffusion tensor datasets and fibre tracking
DWI DICOM slices from the scanner were converted into 4D NIfTI datasets using an
in-house developed Python 3.9.1 script with each 4D file stacking a series of all acquired
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gradient volumes. The same script was also used to retrieve gradient directions and b-values
from vendor proprietary files and store them in text files. The artifacts correction was
performed using tools provided in FSL 6.0.0 (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl; Smith et al.,
2004). In detail, the susceptibility-induced off-resonance field was estimated using “topup”
(Andersson et al., 2003), that makes use of images acquired with opposing polarities of the
phase-encode blips. To correct for eddy current distortions and image shifts, all 3D volumes
within the 4D dataset were individually co-registered to the averaged b0 reference volume
using the “eddy correct” tool.
The corrected DWI NIfTI dataset was converted to NRRD file format (http://www.namic.org/Wiki/index.php/NAMIC_Wiki:DTI:Nrrd_format) for further processing in the 3D
Slicer 4.10.2 image processing and visualization platform (https://www.slicer.org/; Fedorov
et al., 2012). Prior to fitting of the diffusion tensor, the brain volume images were
segmented from the background to generate a whole brain mask by applying the Otsu
thresholding algorithm (Otsu, 1979; Basser et al., 1994) to the first b0 volume. A single
tensor model was then fitted to the masked data using methods provided in 3D Slicer to
calculate eigenvalues, eigenvectors, FA and coloured FA maps. Main directions in the tensor
maps were encoded in the well-established red-green-blue directional color scheme (Le
Bihan, 2003). These maps are termed as ‘colour FA maps’ for the purpose of this study.
Finally, single fibre deterministic tractography were performed via the Slicer DMRI
extension (http://dmri.slicer.org; Norton et al. 2017). In principle, deterministic tractography
algorithms use the directional information inherent in the diffusion tensor, i.e., most
commonly its major eigenvector (Basser et al., 2000). A fibre bundle starts from one or more
seed regions and propagates according to the specific algorithm settings, until the stopping
criteria are fitted. In details, the stopping criteria we used are here listed as they are labelled
in SlicerDMRI: Maximum Length, Stopping Value (referred to FA), Stopping Track
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Curvature. Moreover, specific ROIs manually segmented in 3D Slicer were selected and
used as seed regions. Primary cortices, hippocampus, dorsal thalamus, medial and lateral
geniculate nucleus, caudate and putamen and accumbens nucleus were seeded. The right
hemisphere was seeded through the rostrocaudal sequence to visualise the commissural
connections on the left hemisphere. The ac was seeded separately.
For detailed correlation of anatomical delineations with scalar maps and fibre tracking
results, the anatomical image volumes were co-registered to the first b0 volume in the DWI
dataset using the affine co-registration algorithm provided in Advanced Normalization Tools
(ANTs) (Avants et al., 2009).

4.3 Results
Macroscopic features of the quokka brain are shown in Fig. 4.1. The brain weighed
12.8 g and the external morphology of the brain was consistent with sulcal terminology used
by Haight and Murray (1981). The two cerebral hemispheres have a roughly triangular
outline when viewed from above, typical of Haight and Murray type 3 brains, and
characteristic for diprotodontid macropods.
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Fig. 4.1 External morphology of the cerebral cortex of Setonix brachyurus. Photograph of
the brain used in this study, abbreviations indicate fissures and sulci indicated by Greek
letters (Rowe, 1990).
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4.3.1 Sectional anatomy of the quokka brain as revealed by MRI T1w
Magnetic resonance imaging was used to study the anatomy of cortical regions,
nuclear groups, and major tracts in the brain of a quokka. The T1w images of the brain (Figs.
4.2 and 4.3) in the frontal plane were used to identify internal features of the brain to assist in
analysis of the fractional anisotropy images and facilitate delineation of seed regions for
pathway tracing. It was observed that the T1w scans of the brain gave the best grey/white
matter differentiation within the brain. The delineations and terminology have been based,
principally on an atlas of the tammar wallaby brain (Ashwell, 2010). The major findings will
be described in a rostrocaudal sequence.
The large olfactory bulbs and the cerebral hemisphere are separated by a circular
fissure (Figs. 4.1a and 4.1b). T1w scans obtained had a good resolution and allowed us to
distinguish the olfactory bulb and its layers and it was also possible to discriminate between
the olfactory nerve, glomerular, external plexiform, and mitral layers of the olfactory bulb
(Fig. 4.2a).
The data reveal fine details in the subcortical parts of the brain and differentiate
isocortical regions on the T1w scans of the quokka. The most rostral end of the forebrain
shows deep cerebral white matter (dcw), with the surrounding grey matter clearly being
demarcated into various cortical areas which have been distinguished mainly by their varied
thickness, MRI signal intensity, intrinsic features visible in the grey matter, cortical profile,
subtle sulci and position of these areas relative to each other. Thus, the rostral end of the
forebrain can be segmented into motor (M), frontal association cortex (FrA), ventrolateral
orbital cortex (VLO), ventral orbital cortex (VO), medial orbital cortex (MO) and the
prelimbic cortex (PrL) (Figs. 4.2a, 4.2b, 4.2c). FrA was conspicuous by the absence of layer
4 and M was conspicuous by the presence of layer 5 (Figs. 4.2a, 4.2c and 4.2d). MO and VO
could be distinguished by a dense layer 2, a sparser layer 3 and LO which has a looser
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packing in layer 2 (Figs. 4.2b, 4.2c). The medial rim of MO is adjacent to a ventral prelimbic
cortex (PrL) and the rostral extremity of Cg (Fig. 4.2b). The thinner cortical region bulging
into the core of the dcw over the centre of the olfactory bulb was taken as LO. VO, MO and
PrL formed the medial boundary of the cortex (Fig. 4.2b).
The differences in myeloarchitecture between cortical layers and between different
cortical areas were subtle and significantly less than between cortex and white matter or other
brain structures. Cortical profiles assisted in delineating the cortical regions. In addition, in
the successive rostro-caudal sections, the telencephalon became more gyrencephalic, with
more sulci appearing, making cortical parcellation easier. The appearance of the medial
frontal sulcus (mf) delineates Cg from M and the a sulcus delineates FrA from the insular
region. In addition, the appearance of the claustrum deep to the insular region confirms this
cortical area. The lateral rhinal fissure separates the isocortex and olfactory allocortical (Pir)
areas and the rhinal medial fissure demarcates Pir from the olfactory tubercle (Figs. 4.2c,
4.2d).
It was possible to distinguish between putative motor, primary sensory (S1, V1), and
the limbic association areas (Cg, RSD, RSG) (Figs. 4.2, 4.3f). Also, variation in the
thickness of the isocortex and patterns of signal intensity, and subtle bands of contrast in the
cortical laminae allowed us to confidently distinguish the Cg, M, S1, insular and Pir cortical
areas. Although the boundaries of the various subparts of the primary somatosensory cortex
were indistinguishable, the widest part of the isocortex bulging laterally was identified as S1,
followed by a thinner S2 in the successive sections (Figs. 4.2d, 4.2e). The widest part of S1,
somatosensory barrel cortex area or the mystacial region was particularly well marked by its
greater width (Fig. 4.2d). The signal intensity differences in the paleocortical or olfactory
areas allowed us to distinguish AO, one of the caudal elements of the olfactory pathway,
from the adjacent piriform cortex, but the differences in the subregions of the piriform cortex
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was not easily distinguishable (Figs. 4.2c, 4.2d). The olfactory tubercle (Tu) showed subtle
bands of contrast similar to the piriform cortex (Figs. 4.2d, 4.2e).
The components of the hippocampus were easily distinguishable. It was possible to
identify the pyramidal and the adjacent non cellular layers of CA and the separate layers of
DG. Layers that formed the internal structure of the DG could be easily distinguished, with a
dark granule cell layer (GrDG) flanked by lighter polymorphic (PoDG) and molecular layers
(MoDG) (Fig. 4.2f). DS, Cg2 and CA1 field could be easily delineated (Fig. 4.3b). The
pyramidal neuron layer formed a dark wide band in CA1. CA1, CA2 and CA3 could not be
easily delineated on the scans. The resolution of the scans was ideal enough to allow us to
differentiate the pyramidal and adjacent white matter layers of CA and layers of DG. The
shape and size of the DG was clear (Figs. 4.3a, 4.3b).
As in the placental mammals, the basal ganglia comprise of dorsal and ventral
striatum and pallidum (Medina and Abellan, 2012). The Cd and the putamen are separated
by the fibres of the internal capsule and Cd is positioned dorsorostromedial to the Pu (Fig.
4.2e). The globus pallidus (GP) forms a fan-shaped structure medial to the Pu and Cd with a
clear demarcation between the GP and EP (Fig. 4.2f).
Within the ventromedial forebrain, subdivisions within the amygdala could be
distinguished due to subtle differences in signal intensity as well as based on the topography
of its various parts (Figs. 4.2f, 4.3a). These include the basomedial anterior nucleus (BMA),
basolateral nucleus (BLA), central amygdaloid nucleus both lateral (CeL) and medial division
(CeM), the anterior amygdaloid area (AA), and the amygdalostriatal region (ASt).
Most of the major thalamic nuclei are well-defined, with prominent fibre landmarks
such as the external medullary lamina, internal medullary lamina and medial lemniscus,
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which can be easily identified. The internal medullary lamina forms an arc of medium
density, separating MD from Po and VL (Figs. 4.3a, 4.3b). Due to differences in density of
myelinated axons, some level of differentiation between the nuclei of the thalamus was
possible (Figs. 4.3a, 4.3b and 4.3c). Some of the nuclei identified were the lateral geniculate
nucleus (LGN), VL (ventrolateral thalamic nucleus), and ventromedial thalamic nucleus
(VM).
Signal intensity differences demarcates the thalamus, hypothalamus and the
intervening fibres of the zona incerta (ZI; Figs. 4.3a, 4.3b).
Successively caudal sections (Figs. 4.3b, 4.3c) display a visual area V1 and V2
replacing S1 and S2. The insular cortex disappears with the underlying subcortical claustrum
and is replaced by a prominent bulge, the auditory area (Au). The thalamocortical afferents
to layer 4 of Au form a dense, darker zone compared to supragranular layers (Fig. 4.3b). The
Au is initially flanked dorsally by a thinner temporal association cortex but in successive
sections Au is flanked both dorsally and ventrally by temporal association cortex (TeD and
TeV; Fig. 4.3c). Ect and PRh regions surround the caudal rf (Figs. 4.3b, 4.3c).
T1w scans allowed us to distinguish and trace some key white matter bundles (e.g.,
lateral olfactory tract - Figs. 4.2c, 4.2d; dorsolateral olfactory tract – Figs. 4.2a, 4.2b; fimbriae
– Fig. 4.2f, Figs. 4.3a, 4.3b; fornix – Fig. 4.2f; anterior commissure – Fig. 4.2e; internal
capsule - Figs. 4.2e, 4.2f and 4.3a; external capsule - Figs. 4.2e, 4.2f, 4.3a; stria terminalis –
Fig. 4.2f, medial lemniscus - Fig 4.3e; external medullary lamina of the thalamus – Fig. 4.3b).
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Fig. 4.2 A series of coronal sections through the brain of Setonix brachyurus using T1w scans
with sulci and other features demarcated, showing delineation of key grey and white matter
structures. Sections from the olfactory bulb to the rostral tip of the thalamus are shown.
Where possible, delineations are confined to the right side of the image so that natural
imaging boundaries are visible on the left-hand side. Please see list of abbreviations for the
full names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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Fig. 4.3 A series of coronal sections through the brains of Setonix brachyurus using T1w
scans with sulci and other features demarcated, showing delineation of key grey and white
matter structures. Sections from the rostral thalamus to the flocculus of the cerebellum are
shown. Where possible, delineations are confined to the right side of the image so that
natural imaging boundaries are visible on the left-hand side. Please see list of abbreviations
for the full names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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4.3.2 DTI of the quokka brain - FA images
The FA images (Figs. 4.4 and 4.5) show preferred diffusion directions such that zones
of longitudinal tracts appear green, transverse tracts appear red and vertically oriented tracts
appear blue. As would be anticipated, the interhemispheric connections or commissural
tracts, e.g., ventral hippocampal commissure, anterior commissure, fasciculus aberrans were
all seen in red (Fig. 4.4f). The longitudinal tracts like the lateral olfactory tract (lo) (Figs.4.
4a to 4.4d); fimbriae (Fig. 4.4f); medial forebrain bundle (Fig. 4.5b); cerebral peduncle fibres
(cp; Fig. 4.6c); pyramidal tract (Fig. 4.6a), were all seen in green. Internal and external
capsule were seen as a mixture of green and blue (Figs. 4.4d to 4.4f, 4.5a, 4.5b). In rostral
sections (Figs. 4.4a to 4.4f, 4.5a, 4.5b), the boundaries of the cingulate areas could often be
clearly seen because of distinct red colour in all the layers. Lateral to the cingulate areas,
there was a dark blue colour in deep and superficial cortical layers. This was used to identify
the boundary between M and S1 cortex. In the rostral sections, S1 and S2 showed a reddish
hue in ascending thalamocortical fibres (Figs. 4.4d to 4.4f, 4.5a, 4.5b), while V1 and V2 were
of similar appearance in caudal sections.
Comparisons between the FAC images of the macropod (quokka), non-macropods
(koala) and the eutherian (laboratory mouse) have been done to identify cross species
commonalities and variations in fibre directions in the cortical areas. The sections were
compared at similar levels through the FAC series. The similarities and differences have been
listed and discussed in chapter 6 with appropriate illustrated figures.
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Fig. 4.4 Serial fractional anisotropy (FAC) images of the quokka brain in transverse plane
(olfactory bulb to anterior commissure). The axes S, A and R refer to the direction- superior,
anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue
vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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Fig. 4.5 Serial fractional anisotropy (FAC) images of the of the quokka brain in transverse
plane (hippocampal commissure to trapezoid body of medulla). The axes S, A and R refer to
the direction- superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal
fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of
the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10mm.
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Fig. 4.6 Fractional anisotropy (FAC) of the quokka brain in sagittal plane. The axes S, A and
R refer to the direction- superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green
longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full
names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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4.3.3 Tractography of the quokka brain
The ventral half of the brain was concentrated with the longitudinal fibre system
(Figs. 4.7a, 4.7b) and the dorsal part of the brain was dominated by the vertical fibre systems
(mainly thalamocortical, but also terminal commissural) and mainly dorsal to the anterior
commissure. The branching of the longitudinal association fibres was complex due to their
association with several anatomical structures. At the most rostral levels, longitudinal
association fibres were directed into the white matter core of the olfactory bulb, and also into
the anterior limb of the anterior commissure.
The association fibres (Figs. 4.7a, 4.7b) consist of both short and long association
fibres. Long association fibre bundles that match the observation with those in other
marsupial studies and eutherians were identified. Homologous with the superior longitudinal
fasciculus of the eutherian (human) brain, a long association bundle runs along the dorsal
aspect of the brain above the insular area and outside the projections of the corona radiata
(Figs. 4.7a, 4.7b). The longitudinal fibres begin from the frontal association cortex as a
segregated bundle and reach the visual region (Figs. 4.7a, 4.7b), possibly connecting the
visual cortex and frontal eye fields. Homologous to the inferior longitudinal fasciculus of the
eutherian brain, a long association bundle extends longitudinally along the lateral wall of the
lateral ventricle outside the fibres of the optic radiation and below the insular region (Figs.
4.7a, 4.7b).
Seeding and tractography of the entire dorsal thalamus (Fig. 4.8) revealed projection
fibre to various cortical areas, which principally connect to the primary sensory (particularly
mystacial S1 - S1My, and V1), motor, and frontal association cortex. Although the density of
fibres projecting to the isocortex was substantial, there were few fibres to M, but many to S1
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and V1 (Fig. 4.8a). A left lateral view shows the fibres sweeping to S1, motor, orbital, visual
and the retrosplenial cortex (Fig. 4.8a).
Projection fibres connecting the rostral thalamus to the cingulate region were also
noted. Of note is that not many thalamocortical fibres of the auditory radiation from the
thalamus were found, even though many fibres of the optic radiation projected from the
lateral geniculate body to V1 (Figs. 4.8a to 4.8d).
It was possible to identify corticostriate connections between the frontal association
and dorsomedial isocortex and the head of the caudate (Fig. 4.9).
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Fig. 4.7 Whole brain tractography of quokka brain in frontal and sagittal planes. The axes S,
A and R refer to the direction- superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres,
green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for
the full names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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Fig. 4.8 Thalamocortical connections to anatomical regions of the cortex in the quokka brain
as identified with seed tracing from the dorsal thalamus. The axes S, A and R refer to the
direction- superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal
fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of
the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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Fig. 4.9 Connections of the head and body of the caudate nucleus of the quokka brain as
identified with seed tracing in the quokka brain. The axes S, A and R refer to the directionsuperior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and
purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures
identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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Fig. 4.10 Seed- tracing from the anterior commissure of the quokka brain, showing the
topographic patterning of commissural fibres. Fibres passing through the rostroventral part
of the anterior commissure connect olfactory allocortical and temporal isocortical regions.
Fibres passing through the dorsal parts of the anterior commissure will traverse the fasciculus
aberrans and connect dorsal, dorsomedial and caudal isocortex. The axes S, A and R refer to
the direction- superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal
fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of
the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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4.3.3.1 Somatosensory cortex connections
The connectivity of S1 to other cortical areas and the subcortical structures was
analysed after seeding S1 (Fig. 4.13a), dorsal thalamus, and the entire hemisphere (to assess
commissural connections). It was found that the somatosensory area had dense ipsilateral
connections - corticocortical, thalamocortical, corticothalamic and also dense contralateral
connections through the anterior commissure (Fig. 4.11). The region displayed dense
ipsilateral corticocortical connections with visual and the auditory cortex (Figs. 4.13b to
4.13d). Interestingly, connections with the medial wall of the cortex were sparse (Figs. 4.11a,
4.11b). Inter-hemispheric connections from this region were found to be homotopic and
occupied the rostroventral region of the anterior commissure (Figs. 4.11d to 4.11f). The
thalamic projections to the somatosensory cortex arose predominantly from the
ventroposterior nucleus (VP) (Figs. 4.8a to 4.8c). Some projections were also seen from the
ventrolateral nucleus (VL) and the ventromedial nucleus (Figs. 4.8a to 4.8c). There were
clusters of projections to the sensorimotor region, specifically to the 4th or granular layer of
S1My, which could be used as an MRI marker for barrels in S1My (Figs. 4.12 b to 4.12f).
Thalamocortical fibres were denser in S1My than other parts of S1 and the fibres appear to
terminate in clusters, although enumeration was not possible (Figs. 4.12b to 4.12f, 4.13e,
4.13f).
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Fig. 4.11 Somatosensory connectivity pattern after seed tracing from the S1 region of the
cortex. Note the fibres from the S1 region to the caudolateral field corresponding to S2,
connections with other anatomical regions which includes orbital, motor, auditory and the
retrosplenial, and connections with cortex immediately rostral to S1, and with cortex located
far rostrally. Also, note the arrangement of clusters of axons in the mystacial region. The
axes S, A and R refer to the direction- superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse
fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of
abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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Fig. 12. 4th layer of S1 seeded in a uniform width to avoid hindrance from fibres of the other
layers in identifying clusters of thalamocortical fibres in the mystacial region of the
somatosensory cortex. Note the reduced spacing between fibres in the mystacial region
reflecting a higher density of fibres and thus accumulation of greater number of cortical
neurons. The axes S, A and R refer to the direction- superior, anterior, and right. Colours
represent direction of diffusion of water molecules and thus the tracts. The fibres which
range in colour from yellowish to orange and red are commissural. Those running vertically
have taken up different hues of blue and those running antero-posteriorly or posteroanteriorly have taken up different hues of green. Please see list of abbreviations for the full
names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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Fig. 4.13 Somatosensory connectivity pattern after seed tracing from the S1 region. Note the
fibres from the region to the caudolateral field corresponding to S2, the medial wall of the
cortex, connectivity relations with the visual areas and commissural fibres to the contralateral
hemisphere. The axes S, A and R refer to the direction- superior, anterior, and right. Red
indicates transverse fibres, green vertical fibres, and purple/blue longitudinal fibres. Please
see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10
mm.
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4.3.3.2 Visual cortex connections
The connectivity pattern of V1 was analysed after seeding the V1 region, dorsal
thalamus and the entire hemisphere (to assess commissural connections). Connections of V1
were found throughout ipsilateral V2 and V1 and V2 of the opposite hemisphere (Fig. 4.14b)
The visual areas connect with the adjacent temporal, retrosplenial and frontal cortex (Figs.
4.14a, 4.14c, 4.14e, 4.14g), but a robust association of V1 with the somatosensory field,
particularly S1My, was the most striking connection (Figs. 4.14b, 4.14d, 4.14f, 4.14h). The
commissural fibres were few but connected the contralateral homotopic V1 and V2L (Figs.
4.14b, 4.14d, 4.14f). The primary source of thalamic input to V1 was from the lateral
geniculate nucleus (DLG) (Figs. 4.14d, 4.14f). A distinct optic tract was also identified with
dorsal thalamic seeding. Some fibres from the inferior optic radiation swept into the
temporal lobe as Meyer’s loop (Figs. 4.14d, 4.14f).
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Fig. 4.14 Visual cortical connections are seen to the adjacent areas, thalamocortical
connections are seen to the visual region, commissural fibres are seen to the contralateral
hemisphere and optic tract seen in in its entirety. The axes S, A and R refer to the directionsuperior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green vertical fibres, and
purple/blue longitudinal fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the
structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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4.3.3.3 Auditory cortex connections
Different components of the auditory pathway were seeded both in isolation and
combination, to analyse the connectivity patterns of Au1 (Fig. 4.15b). The seeding was done
in the Au1 region, dorsal thalamus and the entire hemisphere (to assess the commissural
connections). Although a robust connection with MG was expected, tractography did not
reveal any fibres projecting from this thalamic nucleus to Au1 or vice versa (Figs. 4.15b,
4.15f, 4.15h). However, ipsilateral cortical connections to RSG, TeD and TeV, FrA and V1
were robust (Figs. 4.15e, 4.15g). Dense commissural connections from Au1 to contralateral
homotopic locations were also identified occupying a posteroventral zone within the anterior
commissure (Figs. 4.15c, 4.15f, 4.15h).
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Fig. 4.15 Auditory cortical connections to the adjacent areas and its commissural fibres
connections to the contralateral hemisphere are visualised. Seed in 14b. The axes S, A and R
refer to the direction- superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green
vertical fibres, and purple/blue longitudinal fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full
names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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4.3.3.4 Limbic connections
The results of seeding the hippocampus are shown in Fig. 4.16d. The fornix divided
into a green pre-commissural component anterior to ac, and a dark blue post-commissural
component posterior to, the anterior commissure (Figs. 4.16a, 4.16e, 4.16f). The postcommissural fibres can be traced to the mammillary bodies (Figs. 4.16a, 4.16e, 4.15f). There
are fibres going to the prefrontal, retrosplenial and entorhinal cortex (Figs. 4.16a, 4.16c,
4.16d, 4.16e, 4.16f) and the stria terminalis following the line of the Cd to the amygdala is
also visible (Figs. 4.16a, 4.16e, 4.16f). There are commissural fibres to homotopic regions of
the contralateral hemisphere (primary cortices; Figs. 4.16c, ipsilateral, 4.16d contralateral).
The hippocampal commissure was made up of crimson and yellow fibres wherein the yellow
fibres sweep back towards the temporal Hi and the red coloured fibres were seen to terminate
in the rostral Hi (Figs. 4.16b, 4.16c, 4.16d). The arrangement of the fibres within the
commissure seems to be strictly topographic in arrangement (Figs. 4.16b, 4.16c).
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Fig. 4.16 The hippocampus has been seeded to visualise the limbic system and its
components. The axes S, A and R refer to the direction- superior, anterior, and right. Red
indicates transverse fibres, green vertical fibres, and purple/blue longitudinal fibres. Please
see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10
mm.
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4.3.3.5 Interhemispheric Connections
The right hemisphere was seeded to identify the commissural connections. The
quokka brain lacks a corpus callosum, so the hippocampal and anterior commissures are the
sole telencephalic commissures (Figs. 4.17b to 4.17d, 4.17f).
The anterior commissure (Fig. 4.18) gathers fibres from the entire rostrocaudal extent
of the cerebral hemisphere but shows topographic patterning such that fibres passing through
the rostroventral part of the anterior commissure (basal telencephalic commissure – btc)
connect olfactory allocortical regions (Figs. 4.17c, 4.18c to 4.18f). It was examined to see
whether the relative position of fibres within the anterior commissure recapitulated cortical
area topography. In the mid sagittal section, the anterior commissure revealed crossing over
of color-coded tractographic fibres that reflected a highly topographic interhemispheric map
of connections between well-defined homotopic bilateral domains (i.e., olfactory, frontal,
cingulate/motor, neocortical, and entorhinal cortices) and also revealed the layered
organization of the terminals of the commissural neurons (Figs. 4.18a, 4.18c to 4.18f).
Most of the interhemispheric isocortical connections reach the anterior commissure
via the external capsule, but the magenta-coloured fibres from dorsal, dorsomedial and caudal
isocortex course through the internal capsule as fasciculus aberrans, a structure which sets
diprotodontids apart from other marsupials. Fibres passing through the dorsal parts of the
anterior commissure traversed the fasciculus aberrans and connected dorsal, dorsomedial and
caudal isocortex (Figs. 4.18a, 4.18c to 4.18f). A broad map of connections between similar
regions (homotopic) of each hemisphere (primary cortices) is noted.
Figs. 4.17 and 4.18 show commissural fibres that were colour-coded according to
their final destinations. The greenish to yellow fibres are commissural fibres from the
dorsomedial cortex, while green fibres connect to the orbital and frontal association cortex.
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The numerous orange fibres sweep back towards somatosensory and visual areas and the
more ventral fibres sweep back towards the auditory cortex (Figs. 4.17b to e, 4.18d, e). The
commissural fibres appear to originate mainly from discrete caudal and medial regions of the
cortex, which suggests a preponderance of interhemispheric connections from the visual,
somatosensory, auditory, frontal association and rostromedial motor cortex (Figs. 4.18c to
4.18e). In other words, rostrolateral regions of the telencephalic pallium appeared to have a
limited involvement in commissural connections.
The few purple fibres seen originated from the medial motor area constituted the bulk
of fasciculus aberrans while the green fibres could be traced to the orbital and the olfactory
regions (Figs. 4.18a, 4.18c to 4.18f). Significant extensions from the ac into the olfactory
tract as the intrabulbar limbs (aci) were noted (Figs. 4.18c, 4.18d).
Fiji an open-source image processing package based on Image J has been used, which
allows display, annotation, edition, calibration, measurement and analysis (Fiji software,
2021), to measure the cross-sectional area of the ac (23.1 mm2) and the proportional area of
the ac occupied by fibres from different isocortical regions. The magenta-coloured
commissural fibres traceable to M occupied 2.3 mm2 (9.96%), the green coloured fibres
traceable to the frontal area occupied 5.6 mm2 (24.24%), the yellow and crimson coloured
auditory and visual fibres together occupied 13.5 mm2 (58.44%) and the fibres in the btc
occupied 1.7 mm2 (7.36%). The trajectory of fibre sets within the ac was also noted.
Magenta fibres passing through the dorsal parts of the ac traverse the fasciculus aberrans and
connect dorsal, dorsomedial and caudal isocortex. Some green fibres from the orbital and
frontal association cortex occupied a dorsorostral position within the ac. The orange fibres
that swept back towards the somatosensory, visual and auditory areas occupied a central
position within ac.
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Fig. 4.17 Interhemispheric connections obtained after seeding the right hemisphere of the
quokka brain. Note the fibres escaping from the ipsilateral to the contralateral hemisphere
through the anterior commissure, hippocampus and the basal telencephalon. The axes S, A
and R refer to the direction- superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres,
green vertical fibres, and purple/blue longitudinal fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for
the full names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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Fig. 4.18 Anterior commissure and the topographic arrangement of its fibres. Note the
pattern of distribution of the fibres escaping through the anterior commissure to the
contralateral hemisphere and also note the density and position occupied by the fibres to
distinct anatomical regions of the cortex. The axes S, A and R refer to the direction- superior,
anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green vertical fibres, and purple/blue
longitudinal fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures
identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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4.4 Discussion
The present study is one of a series of comparative studies designed to analyse the
connectivity pattern of the cortex between macropods and non-macropods and to make a
comparison with already published knowledge of the eutherians. Such knowledge is critical
for appreciating the basic functional circuitry these mammals possess and how this circuitry
has been modified to generate species-specific, sensory modulated behaviour. The animal
species examined, quokka (Setonix brachyurus), is a macropod marsupial whose brain mass
to body mass ratio is similar to eutherians (e.g., the domestic cat). There was no delay
between death, post-mortem and tissue fixation, so alteration of the tissue's diffusion
properties by delay was minimized.
In interpreting and discussing the outcome of the deterministic tractography, it was
taken into consideration that the accuracy of the DTI measurements and the reliability of the
tractography results can be compromised by a wide range of artifact sources including data
noise, image distortion, partial-volume averaging, and algorithm parameters setting. One of
the main limitations of using a single tensor model is the inaccuracy in mapping regions with
crossing fibres. Moreover, other possible undesired effects are the dispersion (Anderson,
2001) and the deviation (Lazar et al., 2003) of the tracts, caused by image noise and
influenced by integration step length, respectively. However, despite the known limitations
of the approach that has been adopted, deterministic tractography has proven to reliably
estimate tracts that are consistent with known white matter anatomy in both human (Catani et
al., 2002, 2008; Wakana et al., 2004; Lawes et al., 2008) and animal studies (Dauguet et al.,
2007).
The tractography findings in the forebrain are consistent with the known functional
and connectional data available for this species.
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Despite the evolutionary separation, quokka shares many commonalities in brain
structure and function with the other members of the diprotodontids, marsupials and
eutherians too. Application of DTI to a diprotodontid brain in order to study the pattern of
diffusion and compare it with that seen in placental or eutherian brains, might be the first
time to the best of my knowledge. The most detailed sources of information on the latter are
for rodent brains (Wang et al., 2020). A major structural feature of the quokka cerebral
cortex is the arrangement of cortical neurons in layers identified by pathways connecting
cortical areas, which originate and end in different layers showing different laminar patterns
of connections. For example, the dense fibres leading in and out from the mystacial layer of
the primary somatosensory cortex reveals not only a layered cortex and probable presence of
barrels (Waite et al., 1991, 1998; Lee Weller, 1972), but also reveals the probable
establishment of microcircuits (Figs. 4.12 b to 4.12f and 4.13d). Thus, the quokka
(macropod/diprotodontid) cortex too shows a high degree of areal and laminar differentiation
in all the primary cortical areas (Fig. 4.13d shows a somatosensory barrel area with distinct
laminar arrangement parallel to the pial surface). Furthermore, each barrel in lamina 4
represents the morphological correlate of a functionally related group of neurons, which is
responsible for processing the tactile information that originates from a contralateral whisker
(Woolsey and Vander Loos, 1970; Welker and Woolsey, 1974). Cortical connections depend
on or are predicted by the laminar structure of the cortical areas (Goulas et al., 2019).
The shape of the major white matter pathways in the quokka brain, also gives us a
clue about the development of the cortical networks. It is highly interesting to note that the
cingulate bundle that connect the limbic areas across the lobes are curved (Figs. 4.7a, 4.7b),
in contrast to the superior and the inferior longitudinal fasciculus that connect eulaminate
areas (Figs. 4.7a, 4.7b). The shape of the white matter tracts demonstrates that the
development of the brain in the quokka follows similar rules of development of the brains in
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other mammals. It also predicts that the development of the quokka brain follows the same
principles of “what develops together, wires together”. The features observed are the
unifying principles that reflect variations of evolutionarily conserved neurodevelopmental
mechanisms (Goulas et al., 2019).

4.4.1 Somatosensory connections
There are at least two somatosensory areas S1 and S2 that can be identified in the
quokka brain through MRI weighted images. Although the boundaries of the various
subparts of the primary somatosensory cortex were indistinguishable, the widest part of the
isocortex bulging laterally was identified as S1, followed by a thinner S2 in the successive
sections (Figs. 4.2d, 4.2e). The widest part of S1, the barrel region or the mystacial region
was particularly well marked by its greater width (Fig. 4.2d). The cortical area displayed
connections with the caudolateral field corresponding to S2, connections with the adjacent
regions which includes orbital, motor, auditory and the retrosplenial, and connections with
cortex immediately rostral to S1, and with cortex located far rostrally. Contralateral
connectivity was also broadly distributed and appeared to be denser in the homotopic
locations that had dense ipsilateral connections. The extensive connections build up a
multisensory integration required for a coherent percept, to display biologically meaningful
events and for the facilitation of adaptive behaviours (Stein and Meredith, 1993; Ernst and
Bulthoff, 2004; Stein and Stanford, 2008) (Masse et al., 2016). Its intimacy with S2 imparts
a dexterous behaviour to quokka and could be one of the main cortical stations of intra and
interhemispheric processing for hand sensory information. Studies on cats, primates and
other mammals which use the distal forelimb with some dexterities have shown that the hand
and digits are represented with high spatial resolution and considerable magnification in S2
(Burton, 1986; Manzoni et al., 1989). This dexterous behaviour is attributed to the dense
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associational projections that S2 receives from the hand zone of ipsilateral S1 (Mishkin 1979;
Murray and Mishkin 1984; Garcha and Ettlinger 1980; Manzoni et al., 1984, 1986; Barbaresi
et al., 1989; Manzoni et al., 1989). Similar connectivity patterns have been noted in the
rodents (Feldmeyer, 2012). Somatosensory connectivity pattern in the adult mice has been
mapped by Richards and co-workers (Richards et al., 2014) using a combination of ultra-high
field diffusion MRI fibre tracking and super resolution track density imaging (TDI) to map
the relay locations and connectivity of the somatosensory pathway in paraformaldehyde
fixed, C57Bl/6J mouse brains. Results obtained using anterograde dye tracing from the
brainstem to thalamus and trigeminothalamic TDI connectivity maps were similar. The
dense arborisations that appear as barrel shaped structures in the mystacial region of the
somatosensory cortex are terminations of the whisker pathway that begin as projections from
the VPM barreloids (Woolsey and Van der Loos, 1970). There is a reciprocal connection
between the visual and the somatosensory cortex as well as between the auditory and the
somatosensory cortex, although the dialogue between the visual and the somatosensory
cortex seems to be stronger, suggesting a strong mutual influence (Masse et al., 2016). This
reciprocal connection between the visual cortex and the barrel field could be the anatomical
substrate of the influence of vision on tactile sensing and navigation by the whiskers in
quokka. A study on the reciprocal connections between the somatosensory and visual cortex
in the mouse defined the strength of their reciprocal relationship and also displayed an
asymmetry between the density of the reciprocal fibres (Masse et al., 2016). However, the
study concluded that the mutual influences between the senses are not equivalent in strength
and the influence of the visual cortex on the somatosensory cortex would be the stronger one
(Masse et al., 2016).
The topography of neuronal aggregates, which occur in layer 4 of the somatosensory
cortex, seems to correspond closely to the arrangement of mystacial vibrissae in the
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contralateral face, which is reflected by the arrangement of clusters of thalamocortical axons
in the mystacial region (Fig. 12b to 12f). This arrangement hints at a possible restricted
topography, unlike the scattered topography in the Monodelpphis domestica (gray short-tailed
opossum) and the monotremes, which reflects a proximity to their shared common ancestor
(Dooley et al., 2015). Dooley and colleagues compared the findings with other marsupial and
non-marsupial mammals, the big-eared opossum (Anomal, 2011), Virginia opossum (Beck et
al., 1996) and other small-brained eutherians such as rats, star nosed moles (Catania and
Kaas, 1995), and naked mole rats (Henry and Catania, 2006) which largely have a broad
intrinsic connectivity of S1, but topographically restricted. This finding was not only a
feature of small-brained mammals, but was a feature of bigger brained mammals too,
squirrels (Krubitzer et al., 1986), tree shrews (Weller et al., 1987), cats (Schwark et al., 1992)
and a variety of primates (e.g., Jones et al., 1978; Krubitzer and Kaas, 1990; Fang et al.,
2002) (Dooley et al., 2015). Whisker representation in the cortex of the Tammar wallaby
(Macropus eugenii) corresponding closely to the arrangement of the mystacial vibrissae in
the contralateral face, has been identified with succinic dehydrogenase (SDH) histochemistry
and Nissl staining and has been correlated with electrically evoked cortical responses to
stimulation of the whisker follicles (Waite et al., 1991).

4.4.2 Visual connections
In the quokka, it was possible to identify two visual areas (V1 and V2) in the T1w
weighted images obtained through MRI. Karlen and Krubitzer (2007), in their review article
on the cortical areas of the marsupials, put forth the results of various studies done on the
connectivity patterns of the visual cortex. In all the studies, on various marsupials, the brushtailed possum (Haight et al., 1980; Packer, 1941; Sanderson et al., 1980), the Virginia
opossum (Benvento and Ebner, 1971b; Coleman and Clerici, 1981; Coleman et al., 1977), the
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big-eared opossum (Linden and Rocha-Miranda, 1983), the tammar wallaby (Sheng et al.,
1990; 1991), and the short-tailed opossum (Karlen et al., 2006), all of them reveal the
presence of at least two visual fields V1 and V2 which have a topographic representation
similar to that of the placental mammals. In all of them, the dorsal division of the lateral
geniculate nucleus (DLG) is the primary source of input to V1 with a moderate source of
input from the lateral posterior nucleus (LP). The primary source of input to V2 is from LP
with sparse input from DLG in the Virginia opossum (Coleman and Clerici, 1981; Coleman
et al., 1977) and the brush-tailed possum (Haight et al., 1980). In addition, in the Virginia
opossum, the lateral intermediate nucleus (LI) also projects sparsely to V2 (Karlen and
Krubitzer, 2007). It has been noted, that the cytoarchitectonic appearance, the evoked
response properties, the connectivity pattern and the modular organisation are similar features
of the visual cortex across all mammals (Karlen and Krubitzer, 2007).
The thalamocortical connections of V1 in the quokka are similar to some of the other
marsupials as well as those described in a number of placental mammals. DTI revealed
visual pathway of the quokka brain in its entirety. Optic nerve fibres through the optic
chiasma and the optic tract reach the lateral geniculate nucleus (DLG) of the thalamus, which
is the primary source of input to the V1. The fibres then traverse the retro lenticular portion
of the posterior limb of the internal capsule to form the optic radiation in the visual cortex.
The optic radiation fibres project to the ipsilateral visual cortex in the occipital lobe. Some of
the fibres turn medially and posteriorly to form Meyer’s loop. Connections of V1 are found
throughout ipsilateral V2 and V1 and V2 of the opposite hemisphere (Fig. 4.14). V1
associates with the adjacent temporal, retrosplenial and frontal areas. A robust connection of
the somatosensory field with the primary visual cortex is the highlight of connectivity pattern
of V1, wherein the whiskers claim a visual representation. The visual commissural fibres are
few but connect the contralateral homotopic region. Dialogue of V1 with the motor and the
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visuomotor areas of the frontal lobe, and lateral limbic structures (entorhinal cortex,
amygdala, and hippocampus) is important for motivation, learning and memory, and thus
object recognition. Its dialogue with the medial limbic cortex is necessary for motivation and
attention.
It has been noted that the visual association or corticocortical fibres of the quokka
were extensive. Harman and co-workers in their study on the development of the visual
cortex in the quokka, note an extensive association or corticocortical projections from layers
2 and 3 whose dendritic morphologies are similar to those seen in eutherian animals. They
also stated that theses corticocortical projections increased the proportion of the cortex and its
gyrencephaly (Harman et al., 1995).
The highly laminated DLG in Trichosurus reflects alternating inputs from each eye
(Hayhow, 1967; Sanderson et al. 1978) whereas the DLG in Didelphis is not laminated and
possesses a much less complex arrangement of retinal input (Lent, Cavalcante and RochaMiranda, 1976; Royce, Ward and Harting, 1976). Similarly, in Trichosurus the
lateroposterior complex is divided into medial and lateral divisions, LPM and LPL (Goldby,
1941; Rockel et al. 1972; Haight and Neylon, 1978a) whereas in Didelphis LP is cytoarchitecturally homogeneous (Oswaldo-Cruz and Rocha-Miranda, 1968). This increased
organizational complexity of the visual system in Trichosurus, another Australian
diprotodont marsupial led Harman and co-workers to conclude, that, Australian diprotodont
marsupial, possesses a more highly developed visual system than do the more generalized
American and Australian polyprotodont marsupials often typified by the genus Didelphis
(Haight et al., 1980).
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4.4.3 Auditory cortex
Different components of the auditory pathway were seeded both in isolation and in
combination to analyse the connectivity patterns of the auditory region. Although a robust
connection was expected with MG, tractography did not reveal any fibres projecting from this
thalamic nucleus to the auditory region or vice versa. However, ipsilateral cortical
connections to adjacent areas, i.e., the retrosplenial, TeD and TeV association, FrA and
ipsilateral visual cortex were robust. Dense commissural connections from Au1 to
contralateral homotopic locations have been identified occupying a posteroventral area within
the anterior commissure. The absence of connectivity with the thalamus is of concern and it
has been attributed to the limitations of the methodology that has been adopted for the study
which has been discussed at the beginning of the discussion in para 4.4. Finally, the inputs
from the auditory and the visual area into the prefrontal cortex implies that they may be
integrated and combine to serve a similar function, that of object recognition (Romanski,
2020).

4.4.4 Thalamocortical connections
As in other mammals, the thalamus in the quokka constitutes a set of key connector
hubs for cortical networks. The arrangement or the topography of the thalamic nuclei in the
quokka is consistent with the connectional topography we referred to. Well established
functional connections are seen between a single thalamic nucleus and multiple cortical
regions or multiple functional networks in order to mediate or modulate multiple cortical
networks.
The thalamocortical connectivity pattern of the quokka was concordant to those in the
Virginia opossum (Bodian 1942; Diamond and Utley, 1963; Donoghue and Ebner, 1981a, b;
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Pubols, 1968), the brush-tailed possum (Haight and Neylon, 1978), the northern quoll (Haight
and Neylon, 1981), and the tammar wallaby (Marotte et al., 1997). VP nucleus is the primary
source of input with moderate input from the ventrolateral nucleus (VL), the central lateral
nucleus (CL), and the VM in the Virginia opossum (Donoghue and Ebner, 1981b; Karlen and
Krubitzer, 2007)
Each of the thalamic nuclei in the quokka have characteristic connectivity patterns
that are similar across from rodents to humans (Jones, 2012). The connectivity relations of
the primary sensory and the motor cortices with the thalamic nuclei are relatively simple and
well organised. The LG to V1; MG nucleus to Au; and ventral group of dorsal thalami to the
sensorimotor system. Such characteristic connectivity patterns of specific thalamic nuclei
have been identified by similar studies (Swanson, 2004; Liang et al., 2013). The connectivity
pattern of the thalamus with various cortical areas seems to be consistent with those found in
other animals through various other studies. Since the influence of the thalamus on the
higher-level cortical functioning is reflected by the influence of the thalamic stimulation on
cortical activity and thus the animal behaviour, the cognition levels in the quokka and its
behaviour would be expected to be similar to the animals in its own group or similar to the
behaviour of eutherians.
DSI tractography has been applied to juvenile cat’s brain at a phase, when the degree
of myelination varies across different regions of the brain to reconstruct and reveal the
developing fibre pathways essential to assess its developmental course in the brain. The
study revealed that the thalamocortical pathways matured earlier than both the corticocortical
pathways and the limbic pathways (Dai et al., 2016).

4.4.5 Interhemispheric connections
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Like all brains with a six-layered neocortex, the neocortex of the quokka is
extensively interconnected within and between the hemispheres ensuring axonal connections
between the two hemispheres crucial for bilateral integration of lateralized sensory, motor,
and associative functions. Anterior commissure and the features of interhemispheric
connectivity in the quokka reveal, that these are features that are shared with the eutherians
that likely predate the origin of the corpus callosum. MRI and DTI also revealed a layered
organization of the terminals of the commissural neurons (Fig. 4.17) and a broad map of
connections between homotopic regions (Fig. 4.17) of each hemisphere. The topographic
arrangement of the commissural axons within the anterior commissure reflected cortical areal
topography. Such spatial segregations have been viewed in both marsupials (fat-tailed
dunnarts) and the monotremes (duck-billed platypus) (Suárez et al., 2018). Interhemispheric
circuit mapping using cell-resolution retrograde and anterograde techniques have confirm the
revealed several features shared with callosal circuits of eutherians (Suárez et al., 2018). DTI
of the quokka brain revealed a basic arrangement of two large fibre bundles interconnecting
pallial structures of the two cerebral hemispheres: the hippocampal commissure and the
anterior commissure (ac). The ac consists of two components: a basal telencephalic
commissure (btc) concerned with interhemispheric transfer of olfactory information; and an
isocortical component. The part of the anterior commissure which is more ventral has fibres
gathered from the entire rostrocaudal extent of the cerebral hemisphere and has been
segregated (Fig. 4.10) in a manner such that fibres passing through the rostroventral part of
the anterior commissure connect olfactory allocortical and temporal isocortical regions. It is
seen to carry fibres to or from olfactory bulbs, amygdala regions, and basal ganglia as well as
the cerebral cortex. The same has been found in placentals and other marsupials (Loo, 1931;
Martin, 1967; Heath and Jones, 1971; Karlen and Krubitzer, 2007). The limited expansion of
the ac poses a topographic challenge, since the ac must gather all the commissural axons from
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the complete rostrocaudal extent to establish a functional coordination. It is this challenge
that underlies the spiral arrangement of the fibres within the ac of the quokka brain.
Tractography revealed the spatial topography, destinations and percentage area of ac
occupied by the commissural fibres (Figs. 4.17, 4.18). The greenish to yellow fibres are
commissural fibres from the dorsomedial cortex whereas green fibres arise from the orbital
and frontal association cortex. Both fronto-orbital and olfactory bulb fibres pass through the
btc (Figs. 4.17, 4.18). The orange fibres sweep back towards somatosensory and visual,
whereas the more ventral fibres sweep back towards the auditory cortex. There was no
contribution of commissural fibres from a large part of the rostrolateral cortex. We could
attribute the paucity of commissural fibres from certain cortical areas to several reasons. 1.
The absence of commissural fibres from some of the cortical areas may serve to limit input to
the most important sensory information (Jones and Powell, 1968, 1969; Manzoni et al.,
1989). 2. The reduced commissural connections of some regions may be due to the
increasing modularity of the cortex, both structurally and functionally, as brains increase in
size (Jacobs and Jordan, 1992). Increased modularity would mean increased task
performance through ‘division of labor’. Of course, the downside to decreased connection
density is the inability to exchange information between distant sites (Watts and Strogatz,
1998). 3. Not all the neurons for a given cortical area are callosal or commissural (Manzoni
et al., 1989). 4. Interhemispheric linkages between areas across the hemispheres could be
confined within the representation of the midline territories (Ebner and Myers, 1965; Jones
and Powell, 1968, 1969; Pandya and Vignolo 1969; Manzoni et al., 1989). 5. Association
fibres predominate over commissural in some regions (Swanson et al., 2017). 6. Limitations
of the methodology adopted.
Uneven distribution of callosal connections was first reported in the somatosensory cortex of
cats, raccoons and macaque monkeys (Ebner and Myers, 1965; Jones and Powell, 1968,
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1969; Karol and Pandya, 1971). The cortical barrels representing whiskers in the quokka
have an extensive clustered input from thalamocortical axons. Those whiskers that occupy
the midline region of the face probably have a commissural commitment. In a study of
opossums that was conducted by Cusick and Kaas (1986), it was found that proximal body
representations within S1 were also callosally connected. It has also been noted that
eutherians whose trigeminal territories are well developed and detailed have dense callosal
connections in cortical areas representing midline body regions such as the nose, intraoral
areas, upper and lower lip, but cortex with representations of more lateral body parts have
fewer commissural connections (Manzoni et al., 1989). Studies reveal that, spatially
balanced activity between cortical regions is required to establish their appropriate
connectivity. These connections form postnatally, and unilateral deprivation of sensory or
spontaneous cortical activity during the critical period of brain development severely disrupts
callosal wiring (Suárez et al., 2014).
In a variety of rodents, the cortical representations of mystacial vibrissae and other
associated hairs are acallosal. In contrast, the cortical representation of the whiskers of the
cat (Ebner and Myers 1965; Jones and Powell 1968; Fadiga et al., 1972) and monkey (Jones
and Powell 1969; Killackey et al., 1983) have dense callosal connections and fibres with
vibrissal receptive fields are quite prominent in the corpus callosum of the cat (Innocenti et
al., 1972a, 1974). Dense callosal connections have also been reported throughout the distal
limb zone of S1 in some rabbits (Ledoux et al., 1987) and in the hand zone area of primates
(Killackey et al., 1983; Shanks et al., 1975, 1985).
Studies on cats, primates and other mammals which use the distal forelimb with some
dexterities have shown that the hand and digits are represented with high spatial resolution
and considerable magnification in S2 (Burton, 1986; Manzoni et al., 1989). This dexterous
behaviour is attributed to the dense associational projections that S2 receives from the hand
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zone of ipsilateral S1 (rather than commissural s from S1), and therefore could be one of the
main cortical stations of intra and interhemispheric processing for hand sensory information
(Mishkin 1979; Murray and Mishkin 1984; Garcha and Ettlinger 1980; Manzoni et al., 1984,
1986; Barbaresi et al., 1989; Manzoni et al., 1989).
Commissural fibres to the frontal area occupied 5.6 mm2 (24.24%) and fibres in the
btc formed 1.7 mm2 (7.36%) of ac. Olfactory bulb fibres pass through the btc, which is at the
very ventral part of the ac. Some of the green fibres from the orbital and the frontal
association cortex occupies the dorsorostral position within the ac.
Commissural fibres passing through the dorsal parts of the anterior commissure
traverse the fasciculus aberrans and connect dorsal, dorsomedial and caudal isocortex. To be
more specific these are the functional areas which involve motor, cingulate, visual and the
retrosplenial cortices. It is a structure confined to diprotodontid marsupials that is made of
axons from the dorsal regions of the isocortex which travel in the internal capsule and pierce
the corpus striatum to meet the anterior commissure near the midline (Fig. 4.18; Smith, G.
(1902); Abbie, 1939; Heath and Jones, 1971).
Within the hippocampal commissure (Fig. 4.17) there is a topographical arrangement
of the fibres, and the reddish fibres connect mostly homotopic regions (Fig. 4.17d). Some of
the fibres also sweep towards the retrosplenial cortex. In mammals, the hippocampal
commissure connects mostly homotopic regions of the hippocampus cornu Ammonis
between hemispheres, as well as heterotopic fibres connecting the hippocampus with the
entorhinal cortex (Suárez et al., 2014).
The connectivity pattern of the thalamus with various cortical areas seems to be
concomitant with those found in other animals through various other studies. Since the
influence of the thalamus on the higher-level cortical functioning is reflected by the influence
of the thalamic stimulation on cortical activity and thus the animal behaviour, the cognition
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levels in the quokka and its behaviour would be expected to be similar to the animals in its
own group or similar to that of eutherians.
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CHAPTER 5
Magnetic Resonance Imaging and DTIReconstruction of Connectomes in NonMacropods-Phascolarctos cinereus (Koala)
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5.1 Introduction
Diprotodontia (Marsupialia; Australidelphia), is an order of marsupials that includes
10 living families and over 115 living species (Nowak, 1999). Luo and his team in their
molecular studies estimate that the divergence of the metatherians and the eutherians from
their common ancestors occurred in the Cretaceous period some 125 million years ago, and
the marsupial orders may have diverged as early as 79 to 86 Mya (Luo et al., 2003). These
mammals have been chronicled as a highly successful lineage due to their diversity in most
aspects of their life, be it the niches they occupy, their food sources or their modes of
locomotion (Long et al. 2002; Price 2008; Archer and Kirsch 2006). Their adaptations to
several different habitats and lifestyle have proven that they are no less capable than the
placentals in adaptations and diversity (Tyndale-Biscoe, 2008).
Animal model of the current study, the koala (Phascolarctos cinereus), an Australian
wildlife icon, is a diprotodont (vombatiform) arboreal marsupial, and leads a solitary and
mostly nocturnal life (Karlen and Krubitzer, 2007). The species is also famous for having an
oddly small brain occupying only 61% of (endocranial volume) ECV (Haight and Nelson,
1987; Tyndale-Biscoe, 2005) and poor encephalization (Haight and Nelson 1987; Lee and
Martin 1988, De Miguel and Henneberg 1998), in contrast to the closely related and more
encephalized wombats (Vombatus ursinus Shaw, 1800; Lasiorhinus latifrons Owen, 1845;
Ashwell, 2008). It has been observed that basal metabolic rate (BMR) and brain size follow a
similar power function relationship to body weight, prompting the suggestion that variation in
BMR might correlate with variation in brain size (see review in Striedter, 2005). The small
brain of the koala may allow conservation of energy in response to the poor nutritional
quality of its terpene- and phenol-rich eucalyptus leaf diet (Flannery, 1994; Tyndale-Biscoe,
2005). This might also provide an advantage in environments where nutrient availability is
poor or irregular (Flannery, 1994; Tyndale-Biscoe, 2005).
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MRI studies of the internal anatomy of the koala brain revealed a lissencephalic and
an unflexed brain.
The present study is one of a series of comparative studies designed to analyze the
connectivity pattern of the cerebral cortex within the macropod and non-macropod
diprotodontids and to compare this with already published knowledge of eutherian brains.
Although marsupial lifestyle, morphology and brain organization are as diverse as those
observed in placental mammals, our understanding of the connectivity pattern of the
diprotodont cerebral cortex is more limited than that of placental mammals. Studies on their
cortex are important for understanding larger issues of cortical evolution and development,
cortical organization, sensory abilities and co-evolution of peripheral morphology and their
degree of parallel evolution with placental mammals. In this study, the cortical connectivity
pattern of the koala brain (Phascolarctos cinereus) has been explored and the findings have
been contrasted with the more frequently studied brains of placental mammals. To the best of
my knowledge this is the first comprehensive account of MRI mapping of the brain in a nonmacropod diprotodontid.
The aim with the present study was to identify functionally significant
cytoarchitectonic areas on the basis of T1 and T2 imaging; and use the FAC (Fractional
anisotropic colour) images to identify the fibre directions and demonstrate the major
pathways in the forebrain. Whole brain tractography was used to identify major fibre bundles
and trace them to their areas of origin and to analyse thalamocortical and corticostriatal
relationships. The fibre topography of the koala brain connectome were correlated to major
functional regions identified by electrophysiological and tracer studies from the literature and
related these findings with the behaviour of this species.

5.2 Materials and Methods
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The koala was an adult male aged 12 yrs from a geriatric zoo population who died
from heart failure while under anaesthetic. He was having a routine anaesthetic as part of the
‘aged animal assessment’ programme which is used to monitor the health and welfare of the
older animals. The post-mortem found that he had underlying heart muscle disease (dilated
cardiomyopathy) which ‘decompensated’ during the anaesthetic, pushing him into heart
failure and lung oedema. Necropsy was performed at Taronga Zoo, Sydney, during which
the brain was removed (see Fig. 5.1) and fixed within 6 hours of death in 10% neutral
buffered formaldehyde (pH 7.0).

5.2.1 MRI sample preparation and image acquisition
High resolution anatomical and Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI) was performed
using a 9.4-T Bruker BioSpec 94/20 Avance III MRI system (Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany)
located at the Biological Resources Imaging Laboratory at the University of New South
Wales in Sydney. The system was equipped with gradients of 660 mT/m maximum strength
and 4570 Tm/s slew rate (BGA-12S HP, Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany) and a 50 mm
Quadrature Receive/Transmit RF-coil (RAPID Biomedical, Wuerzburg, Germany).
Prior to imaging, the fixed specimen was immersed in 9 g/l NaCl/H2O solution for 48
h at 4 ºC to completely remove fixative residues. The brain was then transferred into a 70 ml,
40 mm internal diameter plastic tube and submersed in the proton-free Perfluoro-Polyether
Fomblin™ 6Y for susceptibility matching (Benveniste et al., 2000). The imaging container
was then mounted on a sample holder for positioning in the MRI system.

5.2.2 Structural imaging
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High resolution anatomical imaging was performed using multiple imaging protocols
that were optimized to the specimen requirements, which included 2D and 3D T1w and T2w
fast spin echo (TurboRARE) and 3D multi gradient echo (MGE) multiple T1w and T2*w
contrasts. Two-dimensional TurboRARE images were acquired in axial orientation with inplane FOV = 15 × 20 mm and matrix size 150 x 200 using 122 slices with 24.4 mm coverage
in anteroposterior (A-P) direction, leading to an overall voxel resolution of 100 x 100 x 200
µm; effective echo times (TEeff) of 8.1 ms and 36 ms; repetition time (TR) 2300 ms, 40
averages, total acquisition time of 3 h per specimen.
Three-dimensional TurboRARE and 3D MGE were acquired in coronal orientation
using FOV = 32 × 25 × 50 mm, with 125 µm3 isotropic resolution, respectively. Threedimensional TurboRARE contrast parameters were effective echo time (TEeff) of 30 ms;
repetition time (TR) of 500 ms, three averages with total acquisition time of 1 h 43 min per
specimen. Three-dimensional MGE contrast parameters: 10 gradient echoes with TE1 = 5 ms
and echo spacing ∆TE = 7 ms, effectively covering an echo time range of 5 ms to 70 ms;
repetition time TR = 63 ms, FA = 40°, 6 averages with total acquisition time 3 h per
specimen.
Diffusion Tensor Imaging datasets were acquired using an in-house modified EPIPGSE DTI with short inter-slice TR in coronal orientation. Datasets were acquired with
nominal diffusion b-values of 1000 s/mm2, 2500 s/mm2 and 4000 s/mm2 and 81 isotropically
distributed gradient directions with 6 b0-reference scans (b = 0 s/mm2) at δ = 5 ms and Δ = 11
ms. Images were read out using a segmented EPI (n=4) scheme with the following general
parameters: in-plane FOV = 50 × 32 mm, matrix size 200 x 128, 94 continuous slices with
25.4 mm coverage in A-P direction, with isotropic voxel resolution of 250 x 250 x 250 µm;
effective echo time TEeff = 22 ms, repetition time TR = 4050 ms; 18 averages.
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For distortion correction purposes, additional field maps and EPI acquisitions were
performed with the same parameters, but negative phase encoding direction.

5.2.3 Processing of anatomical imaging datasets and delineation
Anatomical datasets were exported from the scanner as 2D DICOM slices (National
Electrical Manufacturers Association, NEMA PS3 / ISO 12052, http://medical.nema.org/)
and then converted into 3D NIfTI volumes (https://nifti.nimh.nih.gov/nifti-1) using an inhouse developed Python 3.9.1 conversion script for later co-registration with DTI. MGE
datasets were stored in 10 separate 3D NIfTI volumes with consecutively increasing echo
time and T2* weighting. For region delineation and labelling, data were then resliced in axial
orientation and exported as a series of tiff images using ImageJ. Tiff converted images were
then loaded into Adobe Illustrator CS5.1 for structure delineation and labelling.

5.2.4 Processing of diffusion tensor datasets and fibre tracking
DWI DICOM slices from the scanner were converted into 4D NIfTI datasets using an
in-house developed Python 3.9.1 script with each 4D file stacking a series of all acquired
gradient volumes. The same script was also used to retrieve gradient directions and b-values
from vendor proprietary files and store them in text files. The artifacts correction was
performed using tools provided in FSL 6.0.0 (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl; Smith et al.,
2004). In detail, the susceptibility-induced off-resonance field was estimated using “top-up”
(Andersson et al., 2003), that makes use of images acquired with opposing polarities of the
phase-encode blips. To correct for eddy current distortions and image shifts, all 3D volumes
within the 4D dataset were individually co-registered to the averaged b0 reference volume
using the “eddy correct” tool.
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The corrected DWI NIfTI dataset was converted to NRRD file format (http://www.namic.org/Wiki/index.php/NAMIC_Wiki:DTI:Nrrd_format) for further processing in the 3D
Slicer 4.10.2 image processing and visualization platform (https://www.slicer.org/; Fedorov
et al., 2012). Prior to fitting of the diffusion tensor, the brain volume images were segmented
from the background to generate a whole brain mask by applying the Otsu thresholding
algorithm (Otsu, 1979; Basser et al., 1994) to the first b0 volume. A single tensor model was
then fitted to the masked data using methods provided in 3D Slicer to calculate eigenvalues,
eigenvectors, FA and coloured FA maps. Main directions in the tensor maps were encoded in
the well-established red-green-blue directional colour scheme (Le Bihan, 2003). We term
these colour maps ‘colour FA maps’ for the purpose of this article.
Finally, single fibre deterministic tractography was performed via the SlicerDMRI
extension (http://dmri.slicer.org; Norton et al. 2017). In principle, deterministic tractography
algorithms use the directional information inherent in the diffusion tensor, i.e., most
commonly its major eigenvector (Basser et al., 2000). A fibre bundle starts from one or more
seed regions and propagates according to the specific algorithm settings, until the stopping
criteria are fitted. In details, the stopping criteria we used are here listed as they are labelled
in SlicerDMRI: Maximum Length, Stopping Value (referred to FA), Stopping Track
Curvature. Moreover, we selected specific ROIs we manually segmented in 3D Slicer to be
used as seed regions. In order to visualise the various tracks the ROIs were stated on the
coronal plane on different cortical regions separately in a rostrocaudal sequence. The areas
that were seeded were the primary somatosensory, primary visual, and primary auditory
cortical areas, the hippocampus, dorsal thalamus (i.e., excluding those regions considered
prethalamus), caudate, putamen and nucleus accumbens. ROIs were seeded on the coronal
plane on the complete hemisphere in a rostrocaudal sequence in order to visualise the
direction of fibres in general and also analyse commissural connections on the contralateral
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hemisphere. ROIs were also seeded on the sagittal plane on the anterior commissure in
halves in order to visualise the position of bundles occupying ac and also allow us to measure
the region of the ac occupied by fibres from particular cortical regions using Image J.
For detailed correlation of anatomical delineations with scalar maps and fiber tracking
results, the anatomical image volumes were co-registered to the first b0 volume in the DWI
dataset using the affine co-registration algorithm provided in Advanced Normalization Tools
(ANTs) (Avants et al., 2009)

5.3 Results
Fig. 5.1 shows the macroscopic features of the koala brain. The brain weighed 17.1 g.
The dorsal profile viewed from above appears ovoid in shape, mainly due to the lateral
expansion of the parieto-frontal cortex. It appears typical of Haight and Murray (1981) type
2 brains characteristic for diprotodontid non-macropods, wherein the brains appear ovoid on
a dorsal view due to the lateral expansion of the parietofrontal cortex with a relatively smaller
olfactory bulb compared to the Type 1 brains characteristic of polyprotodonts. In this
specimen, the right hemisphere is slightly larger than the left. The shallow sulcal pattern is
consistent with the sulcal illustrations made by Johnson (1977) and by Haight and Murray
(1981). A prominent rhinal sulcus and shallow sulcal features that serve as channels for the
surface blood vessels are prominent external features. The parieto-frontal region is delimited
by sulcus alpha which separates the prefrontal lobe from the parieto-frontal region and sulcus
beta which separates the parieto-frontal from the temporal and posterior parietal cortex. It
appears, qualitatively at least that a major, if not sole, cause of the reduction in size of the
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koala’s cerebral mantle is the diminution in the area of the parieto-frontal cortex.

Fig. 5.1 External morphology of the cerebral cortex of Phascolarctos cinereus. Photograph
of the brain used in this study, abbreviations indicate fissures and sulci indicated by Greek
letters (Rowe, 1990).
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5.3.1 Sectional anatomy of the koala brain as revealed by MRI T1w
MRI revealed the anatomy of cortical regions, nuclear groups, and major tracts in the
koala brain. Differentiation between nuclei and tracts was best observed in the T1w scans.
T1w images of the brain (Figs. 5.2, 5.3, 5.4) in the frontal plane were used to identify the
internal features which would also assist in analysis of the fractional anisotropy images and
facilitate delineation of seed regions for pathway tracing. The information in this section will
be presented primarily in comparison with the brain atlas of the tammar wallaby which is the
closest relative for which an atlas is available (Ashwell 2010). It was possible to delineate
various cortical areas by correlating the generated maps based on the cytoarchitectonic
features in chapter 2 with the T1w images of the koala brain. The major findings will be
described in a rostro-caudal sequence.
The most rostral end of the forebrain shows deep cerebral white matter (dcw), with
the surrounding grey matter clearly being demarcated into various cortical regions which
have been distinguished mainly by their varied thickness, MRI signal intensity, intrinsic
features visible in the grey matter, cortical profile, subtle sulci and position of these areas
relative to each other (Figs. 5.2b, 5.2c).
Much of the koala cortex is typically six layered as seen in (Fig. 2.6c; chapter 2;
qualitative analysis) and displays cytoarchitectural landscapes similar to that observed in
other marsupials (quokka, wombat). The differences in myeloarchitecture between cortical
layers and between different cortical areas were subtle and significantly less than between
cortex and white matter or other brain structures (Figs. 5.2b, 5.2c, 5.2d, 5.3a, 5.3b).
A circular fissure separates the olfactory bulb from the rest of the cerebral hemisphere
(Fig. 5.2a). The resolution obtained in the T1 scans was sufficient to discriminate between
the olfactory nerve, glomerular, external plexiform, and mitral layers of the olfactory bulb. In
the frontal and orbital areas, we were able to segment the grey matter into motor (M), frontal
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association (FrA), ventrolateral orbital (VLO), ventral orbital (VO), medial orbital cortex
(MO) and the prelimbic cortex (PrL). The cortical region over the apex of the olfactory bulb
was marked as LO (Figs. 2a, 2b). The cortical region overlying the claustrum was delineated
as the GI area (Fig. 5.2b to 5.2d).
The medial rim of MO is adjacent to a ventral prelimbic cortex (PrL) and the rostral
extremity of Cg (Fig. 5.2c). VO, MO and PrL together formed the medial boundary of the
cortex (Fig. 5.2c).
The Motor region occupied the apex of the hemisphere sandwiched between Cg and
S1. The region was also evident because of layer 5 (Fig. 5.2b, 5.2c, 5.2d, 5.3a, 5.3b). The
adjacent region was marked as S1 (Fig. 5.2b, 5.2c, 5.2d, 5.3a, 5.3b). There is no striking
contrast between regions representing different body parts in the somatosensory cortex. The
lateral surface of the forebrain is marked by a transversely running alpha sulcus which may
be demarcating the frontal association areas from the motor and primary somatosensory
cortex. S1 tapered to a thinner S2 with a still visible layer 4 (Figs. 5.2b, 5.2c, 5.2d, 5.3a,
5.3b).
For delineation of the temporal region, we have identified Au1 on the maximum bulge
of the hemispheres and by its characteristic dense layer 4 (Figs. 5.3c, 5.3d). The insular
cortex disappears with the underlying subcortical claustrum and is replaced by a prominent
bulge, the auditory area (Au1). The thalamocortical afferents to layer 4 of Au form a dense,
darker zone compared to supragranular layers (Figs. 5.3c, 5.3d). The remaining temporal
lobe has been divided into TeD and TeV, above and below Au1 according to the descriptive
terminology of Mayner (1989b). Layers 4 and 6 appeared better in TeV. Ect and PRh
regions surround the caudal rf (Figs. 5.3d, 5.4a).
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In the occipital region most of the tangential extent of the lateral surface of the cortex
is taken up by visual cortex (V1) (Figs. 5.3c, 5.3d, 5.4a). This layer 4 band was apparent in
the RSG too (Figs. 5.3d, 5.4a). In the medial occipital lobe, Cg gave way caudally to an RSG
leading to the subiculum. Layer 3 was the evident feature of RSG (Fig. 5.4b).
The cortical region sandwiched between Tu and rf on the ventral aspect of the
hemisphere was identified as the piriform cortex. The signal intensity differences in this
region were very subtle and insufficient to create differences in the subregions of the piriform
cortex (Figs. 5.2c, 5.2d). The differences in the subregion were better visualised in the
olfactory tubercle (Tu) (Figs. 5.2c, 5.2d).
Resolution was sufficient enough to reveal the components of the hippocampus (Figs.
5.2d, 5.3a, 5.3b). No clear demarcation between CA1, CA2 and CA3 could be seen in the
scans. The shape and size of DG was clearly visible, and the resolution was good enough to
allow us to distinguish readily between the pyramidal and adjacent white matter layers of CA
and between the layers of DG (Figs. 5.3c, 5.3d). The dorsal subiculum (DS) could be
distinguished from both the adjacent cingulate area (Cg2) and CA1 field (Fig. 5.3c).
In the subcortical region, the fan shaped structure has been identified as the globus
pallidus (GP) (Fig. 5.3a). The subcortical grey region caught between the hippocampus and
the internal capsule has been identified as Cd. Its positioned dorsorostromedial to the Pu
(Fig. 5.2c, 5.2d). Thus, the basal ganglia of the koala appears to be no different from what is
seen in the placental animals (Medina and Abellan, 2012).
The subcortical grey matter accumulation in the ventromedial aspect of the
hemisphere just above and adjacent to the piriform and the entorhinal cortex was identified as
amygdala. Subtle differences in signal intensity and their topographic placements allowed us
to delineate the amygdala into its components the basomedial anterior nucleus (BMA),
basolateral nucleus (BLA), central amygdaloid nucleus both lateral (CeL) and medial division
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(CeM), the anterior amygdaloid area (AA), and the amygdalostriatal region (ASt) (Figs. 5.3a,
5.3b).
Due to differences in density of myelinated axons, some level of differentiation
between the nuclei of the thalamus was possible (Figs. 5.3c, 5.3d, 5.4a). Some of the nuclei
we were able to identify were the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (DLG), VL (ventrolateral
thalamic nucleus), and ventromedial thalamic nucleus (VM). The nuclei of the somesthetic
and the visual thalamus are prominent. Po is also prominent and clearly defined wedged
between VP and internal medullary lamina. The dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus is distinct,
but is poorly laminated (Figs. 3c, 3d). The fibre landmarks such as the external medullary
lamina, internal medullary lamina and medial lemniscus were prominent, and could be easily
identified (Figs. 5.3c, 5.3d). The external medullary lamina seems unduly large, and the
internal medullary lamina forms an arc of medium density, separating MD from Po and VL
(Figs. 5.3c, 5.3d).
Our T1 scans gave a good contrast between grey and white matter of the subcortical
regions, allowing us to distinguish and trace some of the key white matter bundles (e.g.,
lateral olfactory tracts (Figs. 5.2a, 5.2b, 5.2c); fimbriae (Fig. 5.3c); ventral hippocampal
commissure (Figs. 5.3a, 5.3b); anterior commissure (Fig. 5.2d); internal capsule (Figs. 5.2d,
5.3a); external capsule (Figs. 5.2d, 5.3a, 5.3b); stria terminalis (Fig. 5.3c); external medullary
lamina of the thalamus (Figs. 5.3c, 5.3d), medial lemniscus (Fig. 5.4a).
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Fig. 5.2 A series of coronal sections through the brain of Phascolarctos cinereus using T1w
scans with sulci and other features demarcated, showing delineation of key grey and white
matter structures. Sections from the olfactory bulb to the anterior commissure are shown.
Where possible, delineations are confined to the right side of the image so that natural
imaging boundaries are visible on the left-hand side. Please see list of abbreviations for the
full names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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Fig. 5.3 A series of coronal sections through the brains of Phascolarctos cinereus using T1w
scans with sulci and other features demarcated, showing delineation of key grey and white
matter structures. Sections from the rostral thalamus to the thalamus at the level of the lateral
geniculate nucleus are shown. Where possible, delineations are confined to the right side of
the image so that natural imaging boundaries are visible on the left-hand side. Please see list
of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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Fig. 5.4 A series of coronal sections through the brain of Phascolarctos cinereus using T1w
scans with sulci and other features demarcated, showing delineation of key grey and white
matter structures. Sections from the caudal thalamus to the flocculus of the cerebellum are
shown. Where possible, delineations are confined to the right side of the image so that
natural imaging boundaries are visible on the left-hand side. Please see list of abbreviations
for the full names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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5.3.2 DTI of the koala brain - FAC image
The FAC (Fractional anisotropic colour) images (Figs. 5.5, 5.6, 5.7) show
longitudinal tracts in green, transverse tracts in red and vertically oriented tracts in blue. The
FAC series allowed delineation of cortical areas with guidance from the DWI (structural
data). The crimson to red coloured zones were the commissural junctions between the
hemispheres, and it was possible to identify a hippocampal commissure, anterior commissure
and the fasciculus aberrans (Fig. 5.5f). The longitudinal diffusion directions appeared green
and I was able to identify the lateral olfactory tract (lo) (Figs. 5.5a to 5.5d); fimbriae (Fig.
5.5f); medial forebrain bundle (Fig. 5.6b); cerebral peduncle (cp) fibres (Fig. 5.7c) and the
pyramidal tract (Fig. 5.7a). Intervening between the subcortical masses of grey matter were
the internal and external capsule seen in a greenish blue hue (Figs. 5.5b to 5.5f, 5.6a, 5.6b).
A distinct, red-coloured region in the medial cortex of the rostral sections was mapped as the
cingulate area (Figs. 5.5a to 5.5f, 5.6a, 5.6b). The dark blue area adjacent to the cingulate
region occupying the apex of the hemisphere is the motor area. In the rostral sections, S1 and
S2 showed a reddish hue in ascending thalamocortical fibres (Figs. 5.5d to 5.5f, 5.6a, 5.6b),
while V1 and V2 were of similar appearance in caudal sections.
The differences and the similarities identified between the eutherian and the
metatherian (diprotodont) FAC images have been listed and discussed in chapter 6.
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Fig. 5.5 Serial FA images of the koala brain in transverse plane (olfactory bulb to anterior
commissure,15mm from a-f). The axes S, A and R refer to the direction of the fibres
superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and
purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures
identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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Fig. 5.6 Serial Fractional anisotropy (FAC) images of the of the koala brain in transverse
plane (hippocampal commissure to trapezoid body of medulla). The axes S, A and R refer to
the direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green
longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full
names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10mm.
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Fig. 5.7 Fractional anisotropy (FAC) of the koala brain slices in sagittal plane (medio-lateral
series 2mm apart). The axes S, A and R refer to the direction of the fibres superior, anterior,
and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical
fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified. Scale
bar indicates 10 mm.
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5.3.3 Tractography of the koala brain
Before considering the interpretation and discussion of the tractography of koala
brain, one should bear in mind that the tracts are a result of a mathematical ‘interpolation’ of
a diffusion model of the brain and the algorithm could pick up wrong crossings, end too early
because of limited data quality, or shoot over the actual connection area because of noise
(Huang, et al., 2004). The limits of the DTI will be discussed in more detail in the discussion
section of this chapter.
In the forebrain, the overall pattern of diffusion direction was visualised, and the
fibres grouped after ROIs were stated on a coronal plane of the hemisphere through the
rostrocaudal sequence. The pattern of diffusion directions were categorised into:
1. Longitudinal diffusion in the telencephalon mainly ventral, but also immediately dorsal, to
the anterior commissure (Fig. 5.8).
2. Vertically oriented diffusion to and from the isocortex dorsal to the anterior commissure
and longitudinal diffusion in the telencephalon mainly ventral, but also immediately dorsal, to
the anterior commissure (Fig. 5. 8).
3. Transversely directed diffusion through the anterior commissure (Fig. 5.8).
Association with several anatomical features, gives the longitudinal diffusion pattern
a complex appearance. They appear to be more concentrated in the ventral half of the brain
(Figs. 5.8a, 5.8b, 5.8c, 5.8d) with the vertically oriented diffusion pattern (mainly
thalamocortical, but also terminal commissural) being more significant in the dorsal part of
the (i.e., mainly dorsal to the anterior commissure).
At rostral levels, these patterns can be visualised in the white matter core of the
anterior commissure, the longitudinal diffusion pathways between olfactory bulb and anterior
olfactory nucleus, and possibly the dorsolateral olfactory tract. At the level of the anterior
commissure and traversing dorsal to it, stria terminalis is a concentration of longitudinal
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diffusion (Fig. 5.8a, 5.8b, 5.8d, 5.8e, 5.8f). Traversing ventral to the commissure, a
presumptive medial forebrain bundle can be visualised (Fig. 5.8a, 5.8b, 5.8d, 5.8e, 5.8f).
Long association fibre bundles interconnecting cortical regions ipsilaterally
homologous with the superior and inferior longitudinal fasciculus of the eutherian brain and
other marsupial studies were observed (Fig. 5.8a, 5.8b). The longitudinal fibers begin from
the frontal association cortex as a segregated bundle and reach the visual region (Figs. 5.8a,
5.8b), possibly connecting the visual cortex and frontal eye fields. A long association bundle
runs along the dorsal aspect of the brain above the insular area and outside the projections of
the corona radiata (Figs. 5.8a, 5.8b) which is homologous with the superior longitudinal
fasciculus of the eutherian (human) brain. Homologous to the inferior longitudinal fasciculus
of the eutherian brain, a long association bundle extends longitudinally along the lateral wall
of the lateral ventricle outside the fibres of the optic radiation and below the insular region
(Figs. 5.8a, 5.8b).
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Fig. 5.8 Whole brain tractography of koala brain in frontal, caudal, right and left sagittal
planes. Seeding has been done on the complete right hemisphere through the rostro caudal
extent to visualise different fibre groups. The contralateral hemisphere shows the
commissural fibres exiting the ac and hc. Figs. c-d and e-f are mirror images. Axis R-right,
S-superior and A-anterior. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and
purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures
identified. Scale bar indicates 10mm.
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The distribution of the thalamocortical connections to the cortical regions was observed after
ROIs were seeded on the coronal plane on the dorsal thalamus. There were projections up to
the orbital and frontal regions and a patchy distribution to the somatosensory region (Figs. 5.
9a, 5.9d). The density of fibre distribution to the visual and the auditory regions were
substantial (Figs. 5.9d, 5.9e, 5.9f). The thalamus is seen to establish connections with the
amygdala and the entorhinal cortex too (Figs. 5.9c, 5.9d, 5.9e,5.9f). There were contralateral
projections, but the regions of distribution could not be traced (Figs. 9c, 9d, 9e, 9f).
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Fig. 5.9 Thalamocortical connections to anatomical regions of the cortex in the koala brain as
identified with seed tracing from the dorsal thalamus. Axis R-right, S-superior and Aanterior. The reddish yellow fibres are commissural, and the greenish fibres are longitudinal
fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified. Scale
bar indicates 10 mm.
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The connectivity pattern of the some of the components of the basal ganglia (caudate
nucleus, putamen and nucleus accumbens) were tracked and analysed after ROIs were placed
on the separate components of the basal ganglia. It was possible to identify corticostriate
connections between the frontal association and dorsomedial isocortex and the head of the
caudate from the tractography details revealing subcortical nuclei to work in tandem with the
cortex via a complex cortico-basal ganglia network to develop and carry out complex
behaviours (Figs. 5.10, 5.11).
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Fig. 5.10 Connections of the head and body of the caudate nucleus of the koala brain as
identified with seed tracing in the koala brain. Axis R-right, S-superior and A-anterior. The
reddish yellow fibres are commissural, and the greenish fibres are longitudinal fibres. Please
see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10
mm.
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Fig. 5.11 Connections from the putamen of the koala brain as identified with seed tracing in
the koala brain. Axis R-right, S-superior and A-anterior. The reddish yellow fibres are
commissural, and the greenish fibres are longitudinal fibres. Please see list of abbreviations
for the full names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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5.3.3.1 Somatosensory cortex connections
The ROIs were placed on the somatosensory (S1) region of the cortex in a
rostrocaudal sequence to visualize its connectivity patterns (Fig. 5.12). Tractography
revealed ipsilateral connections with other parts of S1 as well as cortex rostral to, caudal to
and interdigitating between (Figs. 5.12c to 5.12f). There were dense projections fanning
forwards to the frontal association and the motor cortex (Figs. 5.12a to d). The region also
revealed connections with the cortex devoted to other sensory modalities, such as the visual
and the auditory cortex (Fig. 5.12f). It also shows connections with the entorhinal cortex and
the amygdala (Fig. 5.12f). Interestingly, connections with the medial wall of the cortex were
sparse (Figs. 5.12a to 5.12f). The thalamic projections to the somatosensory cortex arose
predominantly from the ventroposterior nucleus (VP) (Figs. 5.12f and 5.9d). Some
projections were also seen from the ventrolateral nucleus (VL) and the ventromedial nucleus
(Figs. 5.12f and 5.9d). The density of commissural projections was less dense and not far
enough to reflect ipsilateral projections and occupied the rostroventral region of the anterior
commissure.
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Fig. 5.12 Somatosensory connectivity pattern after seed tracing from the S1 region of the
cortex. Note the fibres from the S1 region to the caudolateral field corresponding to S2,
connections with other anatomical regions which includes orbital, motor, auditory and the
retrosplenial, and connections with cortex immediately rostral to S1, and with cortex located
far rostrally. Also, note the even distribution of axons in the mystacial region. Note, the
connectivity relations with the visual areas and commissural fibres to the contralateral
hemisphere. Axis R-right, S-superior and A-anterior. Red indicates transverse fibres, green
longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full
names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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5.3.3.2 Visual cortex connections
To visualise the connectivity pattern of the visual cortex, the ROIs were placed on the
primary visual cortex. Connections of V1 were found throughout ipsilateral V2 and V1 (Fig.
5.13a to 5.13f). The visual areas connect with the adjacent temporal, retrosplenial, frontal,
somatosensory, auditory and the entorhinal cortex (Figs. 5.13a to 5.13f). The primary source
of thalamic input to V1 was from the lateral geniculate nucleus (DLG) (Figs. 5.13b to 5.13e).
Its relationship with the contralateral hemisphere seems to be impoverished by the absence of
commissural connections to the contralateral neocortical regions.
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Fig. 5.13 Visual cortical connections are seen to the adjacent areas, thalamocortical
connections are seen to the visual region and note the sparsity of commissural fibres.
Axis R-right, S-superior and A-anterior. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal
fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of
the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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5.3.3.3 Auditory cortex connections
For the analysis of the auditory connectivity pattern, the ROIs were placed on the
primary auditory cortex (Au1). The region established an ipsilateral connection with RSG,
TeD, TeV, FrA, V1 and V2L (Figs. 5.14a to 5.14f), and its connections with the visual cortex
was robust. Although the tractography pictures reveal a significant percentage of the
commissural fibres headed towards the homotopic regions in the contralateral hemisphere, it
was not possible to trace the full length of these fibres. Thus, the tractography results of
seeding the auditory region, gave an impoverished appearance, like the results of tracing the
other areas. However, the crimson-coloured fibres occupied a central position along with the
visual and the somatosensory fibres like in the quokka. There was a robust connection with
the MG (Figs. 5.14b to 5.14f).
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Fig. 5.14 Auditory cortical connections to the adjacent areas. Note the sparsity of
commissural connections to the contralateral hemisphere. Axis R-right, S-superior and Aanterior. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical
fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified. Scale
bar indicates 10 mm.
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5.3.3.4 Limbic connections
The results of seeding the hippocampus are shown in Fig. 5.15. The fornix divided
into a green pre-commissural component anterior to (Figs. 5.15d to 5.15f, see also 5.8c, 5.8e)
and a dark blue post-commissural component posterior to, the anterior commissure (Figs.
5.8d, 5.8f). Connections to the prefrontal, somatosensory, retrosplenial, visual, auditory,
perirhinal, entorhinal cortex and the amygdala can be noted (Figs. 5.15a to 5.15f). The
greenish yellow commissural fibres are topographically arranged and connect mostly
homotopic regions of the CA and the retrosplenial cortex (Fig. 5.16a).
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Fig.5.15 The hippocampus has been seeded to visualise the limbic system and its
components. Axis R-right, S-superior and A-anterior. Red indicates transverse fibres, green
longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations or the full
names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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5.3.3.5 Interhemispheric connections
Fig. 5.16 shows the commissural connections to the contralateral hemisphere through
the hippocampal and the anterior commissure, which are the sole telencephalic commissures
in this species. To visualise these commissural connections the ROIs were placed on the
entire right hemisphere. ROIs were placed separately on dorsal and ventral segments of the
anterior commissure in order to measure the area of the ac occupied by different commissural
fibre sets. The anterior commissure receives fibres from the entire rostrocaudal extent of the
cortex and the fibres within the anterior commissure are arranged in a topographic manner
such that fibres passing through the rostroventral part of the anterior commissure (basal
telencephalic commissure – btc) connect olfactory allocortical regions (Figs. 5.17).
Relative position of fibres within the anterior commissure recapitulated cortical area
topography. Colour-coded tractographic fibres crossing through each territory of the
midsagittal anterior commissure revealed a highly topographic interhemispheric map of
connections between well-defined homotopic bilateral domains (i.e., olfactory, frontal,
cingulate/motor, neocortical, and entorhinal cortices) (Figs. 5.16, 5.17).
Most of the interhemispheric isocortical connections reach the anterior commissure
via the external capsule, but the blue coloured fibres from dorsal, dorsomedial and caudal
isocortex course through the internal capsule as fasciculus aberrans (fa), a structure which
sets diprotodontids apart from other marsupials (Figs. 5.16b to 5.16d). Fibres passing
through the dorsal parts of the anterior commissure traversed the fasciculus aberrans and
connected dorsal, dorsomedial and caudal isocortex (Figs. 5.16b to 5.16d). A broad map of
connections between similar regions (homotopic) of each hemisphere (primary cortices) is
noted (Figs. 5.16b to 5.16d).
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Colour coded commissural tracts revealed their final destinations (Fig. 5.16). The
greenish to yellow fibres are commissural fibres from the dorsomedial cortex, while green
fibres connect to the orbital and frontal association cortex. The numerous orange fibres
establish contralateral relations with the somatosensory, visual and auditory cortices. The
auditory region receives denser commissural connections in comparison to other sensory
modalities (Figs. 5.16, 5.17). The commissural fibres appear to originate mainly from
discrete caudal and medial regions of the cortex, which suggests a preponderance of
interhemispheric connections from the visual, somatosensory, auditory, frontal association
and rostromedial motor cortex (Figs. 5.16a to 5.16d). In other words, rostrolateral regions of
the telencephalic pallium appeared to have a limited involvement in commissural
connections. The commissural paths to the motor region were sparse, while the green fibres
could be traced to the orbital and the olfactory regions (Figs. 5.16a to 5.16d). Significant
extensions from the ac into the olfactory tract as the intrabulbar limbs (aci) were noted (Figs.
5.16a).
Fiji was used to measure the cross-sectional area of the ac (12.25 mm2) and the
proportional area of the ac occupied by fibres from different isocortical regions. Anterior
commissure was seeded in two halves the ventral and the dorsal half separately in order to
make a very challenging measurement of the fibre density easier and to get a near accurate
measurement. The greenish, yellow-coloured commissural fibres traceable to M occupied
0.90 mm2 (7.3%), the green coloured fibres traceable to the frontal area occupied 2.29 mm2
(18.7%), the yellow- and crimson-coloured fibres to the somatosensory, auditory and visual
fibres together occupied 7.53 mm2 (61.5%) and the fibres in the btc occupied 1.53 mm2
(12.5%). The trajectory of fibre sets within the ac are also noted. Blue fibres passing through
the dorsal parts of the ac traverse the fasciculus aberrans and connect dorsal, dorsomedial and
caudal isocortex. Greenish yellow fibres from the orbital and frontal association cortex
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occupied a dorsorostral position within the ac. The crimson-coloured fibres that swept back
towards the somatosensory, visual and auditory areas occupied a central position within ac.

Fig. 5.16 Interhemispheric connections obtained after seeding the right hemisphere of the
koala brain. Note the fibres escaping from the ipsilateral to the contralateral hemisphere
through the anterior commissure, hippocampus and the basal telencephalon. Axis R-right, Ssuperior and A-anterior. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and
purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures
identified. Scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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Fig. 5.17 Anterior commissure and the topographic arrangement of its fibres. Fig 5.17a and b
are results of seeding the lower half of the anterior commissure, Fig. 5.17c and d, are results
of seeding the upper half of the anterior commissure. Figs. 5.17 e and f show the seeding
results of the complete anterior commissure. This was done in order to remove bias while
measuring the percentage of fibres within ac since the commissural fibres reaching the target
regions were not clear-cut like in the quokka. Axis R-right, S-superior and A-anterior. Red
indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please
see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified. Scale bar indicates 10
mm.
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5.4 Discussion
The koala (Phascolarctos cinereus Goldfus, 1817), an Australian wildlife icon, is a
nocturnal arboreal specialist, significant in evolutionary history and studies, for their poor
encephalization (Haight and Nelson 1987; Lee and Martin 1988; De Miguel & Henneberg
1998; Ashwell, 2008), in contrast to the closely related and higher encephalized wombats
(Vombatus ursinus Shaw, 1800; Lasiorhinus latifrons Owen, 1845) (Taylor et al., 2006).
Leaves of eucalyptus trees of woodlands and forests in the east of Australia form their main
feed (Grand and Barboza, 2001). The koalas are mostly inactive due to a low energy
eucalyptus leaves diet (Krockenberger and Hume, 2007; Melzer et al., 2014; Ryan et al.,
2013), and are active only while in search of mates, water or new eucalypt patches (Ellis et
al., 1995; Gordon et al., 2006; Phillips and Callaghan,2000). This sedentary lifestyle may not
have been particularly disadvantaged by a compromise on the number of neurons or the brain
size affecting the animal’s motor abilities, but it gave a definite advantage when it came to
reproductive success (Haight and Nelson, 1987). While we are left with only speculations as
to why the brain volume is so at variance with that seen in other marsupials, MRI and DTI
analysis of the koala cortex in our study may throw some light on the structural and
connectome peculiarities such as sparse commissural fibres within the brain together with
implications these peculiarities that may have on the koala’s behaviour. Technical limitations
with the DTI in large part are related to the probability that a given voxel contains a
substantial number of fibres with intersecting trajectories (crossing fibres). It’s important to
make the reader aware of the DTI limitations before we take them through the koala cortical
connectome. DTI suffers a fundamental drawback in that the millimetre resolution
characteristic of MRI results in partial volume averaging. As a result, mixing of different
fibre populations occurs within a single resolved image location (voxel), and the diffusion
tensor may provide ambiguous and /or inaccurate description of local fibre orientations.
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Therefore, DTI mapped fibre architecture in the central nervous system may be open to
question, specifically in regions of complex fibre architecture where the trajectories of
different fibres intersect (Schmahmann et al., 2007).
Notwithstanding the limitations of the DTI, the technique has been able to demonstrate
fibre tracts non-invasively. Taylor and his team have subjected the koala’s endocranium to
MRI, in order to analyse the morphology of the brain and to also note other structures that
occupy the remaining space within the cranial cavity (Taylor et al., 2006). Sophisticated
imaging techniques have enabled the study of brains that have been preserved for decades.
Scientists have reconstructed the brain architecture revealing new information about its
intelligence and social life (Berns and Ashwell, 2017). Monotremes (Cherupalli et al., 2017;
Suarez et al., 2018) and diprotodontid brains (Ashwell et al., 2008; Gurovich et al., 2018)
have been analysed using MRI.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that (DTI) has been applied to a
koala brain in an effort to study and analyse its cortical connectome. The pattern of diffusion
will be compared later in chapter 6 with that seen in the more frequently studied brains of
placental or eutherian mammals. The most detailed sources of information on the latter are
for rodent brains (Wang et al., 2020).
Despite its low encephalization, koala shares many commonalities in brain structure
and function with the other members of the diprotodontids, marsupials and eutherians too.
A major structural feature of the koala cerebral cortex is the arrangement of cortical neurons
in layers as visualised on the T1 echo image (Figs. 5.2, 5.3, 5.4). One can identify that the
pathways connecting cortical areas originate and end in different layers showing different
laminar patterns of connections (Fig. 5.8). This intricate network of cortical connections
forms the neural basis for most aspects of flexible behaviour like cognition, emotion,
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attention, memory, decision making, action and consciousness (García-Cabezas and
Zikopoulos, 2019).
DTI has been able to reconstruct the white matter pathways, reveal the connectivity
pattern and also decipher some of the organizational principles linking structure and
connections of the cerebral cortex in the koala. For example, the limbic connections
determine relationship between cortical areas with similarity in laminar elaboration
(hippocampus and the structures which coordinate to form the limbic connections are all
three layered) (Fig. 5.15).
The shape of the major white matter pathways may give us clues about the
development of cortical networks. Like in any other mammal, the limbic connections that
connect cortical areas across lobes are curved. In contrast, the longitudinal tracts connect
eulaminate areas and are straight. The shape of the white matter tracts demonstrates that the
development of the brain in the koala follows similar rules of development of the brains in
other mammals and also follows the same principles of “what develops together, wires
together (Goulas et al., 2019).

5.4.1 Somatosensory connections
The present findings in the koala support recent observations in other marsupials studied with
microelectrode mapping techniques (e.g., In opossums Magalhaes-Castro, B and Saraiva,
1971; Pubols et al., 1976; Pubols, 1977; Beck et al., 1996; In possums Weller, 1993;
Huffman et al., 1999) in which multiple representations of the body surface were described
and suggest that multiple interconnected sensory representations may be a common feature of
cortical organization and function in marsupials. MRI weighted images assist in demarcation
of at least two somatosensory areas S1 and S2, the widest is S1 and S2 is the thinner area
caudolateral to it (Fig. 5.2). Tractography results of S1, also emphasized that the koala
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neocortex is consistent with the notion that all, or most, marsupials have two representations
of the body surface S1 and S2 (Fig. 5.12c-e). The results suggest a connectome that S1
connects with S2, orbital, motor, auditory and retrosplenial areas, connections with cortex
immediately rostral to S1, and with cortex located far rostrally (Figs. 5.12a to 5.12f).
The extensive connections of the somatosensory cortex with other sensory areas
allows integration of inputs from many different senses that facilitates behavioural
adaptations to the environment (Stein and Meredith, 1993; Ernst and Bulthoff, 2004; Stein
and Stanford, 2008; Masse et al., 2016).
The locomotion of koala is highly adapted for an arboreal life in the trees spending a
significant amount of time in the eucalyptus canopies (Ryan et al., 2013) with a primate like
morphology and a marsupial life history. They possess relatively long limbs for their body
mass and have powerful grasping hands and feet (Grand and Barboza, 2001). With an
arboreal specialist like koala, one would expect a dense ipsilateral association connection
with the caudolateral S2 (Figs. 5.12a to 5.12d). This area (S2) is known to receive a dense
associational projection from the hand zone of ipsilateral S1 and could therefore be one of the
main cortical stations of intra and interhemispheric processing for hand sensory information
(Mishkin 1979; Murray and Mishkin 1984; Garcha and Ettlinger 1980; Manzoni et al., 1984,
1986; Barbaresi et al., 1989; Manzoni et al., 1989). Such dense connections mean
manipulative and dexterous behavioural operations likes in primates and other mammals
(Manzoni et al., 1989).
Extensive connections of the somatosensory cortex with the visual area (Figs.
5.12a, 5.12e, 5.12f) in the koala may assist spatial navigation. Spatial representation in the
brain has been largely associated with the hippocampus and the entorhinal cortex and sensory
inputs, particularly vision, heavily modulate spatial representation in the hippocampalentorhinal circuit. Surprisingly, studies have detected spatial cells in the somatosensory
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cortex of the rats that form a spatial map outside the hippocampal formation and support the
hypothesis that location information modulates body representation in the somatosensory
cortex. These newly detected spatial cells within the somatosensory cortex and their
connections with the visual cortex may complement each other and assist spatial navigation
in koala. Long and Zhang, in their studies, show, that these spatial cell types within this
newly discovered somatosensory spatial representation system share similar properties to
their Para hippocampal counterparts in terms of stability and the response to environmental
manipulations (Long and Zhang, 2021).
Although there are limited terminations of connections from the somatosensory cortex
into the entorhinal region, its input into the entorhinal cortex (Fig. 5.12f) seems to assist in
construction of episodic memory formation and consolidation in the hippocampus through
cortico-hippocampal circuits. Studies on the entorhinal cortex of the monkey revealed
various cortical inputs to the entorhinal cortex that present a heterogenous topographical
distribution. While some projections terminated throughout the entorhinal cortex (afferents
from the medial area 13 and the posterior parahippocampal cortex), other cortical regions had
a limited termination, either rostrally (lateral orbitofrontal cortex, agranular insular cortex,
anterior cingulate cortex, perirhinal cortex, unimodal visual association cortex) or caudally
(parietal and retrosplenial cortices) (Mohedano-Moriano et al., 2007).
Its association with the amygdala (Fig. 5.12f), plays an important role of the
somatosensory cortex in emotional processing and fear conditioning manifesting a defensive
behaviour in the animal (Peterson, 2017).
It is interesting to note that there are very few commissural connections from this
region. Manzoni and his colleagues summarise the findings of tracer studies done on the
callosal connections of the somatosensory cortex of tree shrews (Cusick et al., 1985; Welter
et al., 1987), rats (Wise and Jones, 1976; Akers and Killackey, 1978), mice (Yorke and
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Caviness, 1975), squirrels (Gould and Kaas, 1981: Krubitzer et al., 1986), opossums (Cusick
and Kaas, 1986) and rabbits (Ledoux et al., 1987). They highlight that these callosal
connections represent the midline and proximal surfaces of the body and its absence heralds
the need to preserve the “purity” of the most important sensory information reaching S1
(Jones and Powell 1968, 1969), regardless of its origin far or close to the midline (Manzoni et
al.,1989).
The thalamic projections to the somatosensory cortex arose predominantly from the
ventroposterior nucleus (VP) (Figs. 5.12f and 5.9d). Some projections were also seen from
the ventrolateral nucleus (VL) and the ventromedial nucleus (VM) (Figs. 5.12f and 5.9d).
Although there were projections from the above nuclei, it was not possible to identify any
congruence of their projections to the somatosensory and the motor regions in order to
identify any overlap between the two areas. A partial overlap has been identified in the
diprotodont brush tailed possum, wherein, there is a congruence of projections from the
somatosensory and the motor nuclei to the parietofrontal cortex (Haight and Neylon, 1978a,
1979).
5.4.2 Visual connections
In the koala, it was possible to identify two visual areas (V1 and V2) in the T1
weighted images obtained through MRI (Fig. 5.3). The cytoarchitectonic appearance, their
connectivity patterns with the cortical and the subcortical structures, their evoked responses
and topographic organization in both the visual fields are similar in marsupials to those in
eutherian mammals (Karlen and Krubitzer, 2007). It is interesting to note that the
relationship with the contralateral hemisphere is impoverished. The visual cortices did not
appear to be commissurally related at the cortices level. The interhemispheric relationships
of the visual cortex in the koala appear to be similar in Didelphis (Benevento and Ebner,
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1971a) and Trichosurus (Heath and Jones, 1971). The peristriate band is seen to receive a
dense projection from its opposite number while the striate regions are free of
interhemispheric connections.
Karlen and Krubitzer, review some of the studies done on various marsupials which
demonstrate thalamocortical input from various thalamic nuclei to the visual cortices. It is the
dorsal division of the lateral geniculate nucleus (DLG) a primary source of input and lateral
posterior nucleus (LP), a moderate source of input to V1 in the brush-tailed possum (Haight
et al., 1980; Packer, 1941; Sanderson et al., 1980), the Virginia opossum (Benvento and
Ebner, 1971b; Coleman and Clerici, 1981; Coleman et al., 1977), the big-eared opossum
(Linden and Rocha-Miranda, 1983), the tammar wallaby (Sheng et al., 1990; 1991), and the
short-tailed opossum (Karlen et al., 2006), V2 of Virginia opossum (Coleman and Clerici,
1981; Coleman et al., 1977) and the brush-tailed possum (Haight et al., 1980), receive a
dense input from LP and a sparse input from DLG. Lateral intermediate nucleus (LI) also
projects sparsely to V2 in the Virginia opossum (Karlen and Krubitzer, 2007).
Connections of V1 were found throughout ipsilateral V2 and V1 (Figs. 5.13a to 5.13f).
The visual areas established an excellent dialogue with the adjacent temporal, retrosplenial,
frontal, somatosensory, auditory and the entorhinal cortex (Figs. 5.13a to 5.13f).
Additionally, descending cortical projections to other structures, the thalamus, midbrain and
the pons were observed. Its association with the somatosensory cortex seems to be a
requirement for the spatial navigation. Dialogue of V1 with the motor and the visuomotor
areas of the frontal lobe, and lateral limbic structures (entorhinal cortex, amygdala, and
hippocampus) is important for motivation, learning and memory, and thus object recognition.
Its dialogue with the medial limbic cortex is necessary for motivation and attention.
Object and spatial information are closely integrated in vision and memory. The visual and
the entorhinal cortex (hippocampus) integrate to create and store the conjunctive
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representations of experience that can be later retrieved and re-experienced as a conscious
recollection of the original event. Their integration allows an animal to have a cognitive
access to detailed information about an object, its relation to space allowing the animal to
take cues from the posture of the object, its emotional state and behavioural intentions and all
the incidental details that characterise a perceptual moment and thus facilitate to understand,
manipulate and react on the precise structure of physical reality (Connor and Knierim, 2017).

5.4.3 Auditory cortex
The region had a robust ipsilateral connection with RSG, TeD, TeV, FrA, V1 and
V2L (Figs. 5.14a to 5.14f). Interhemispheric projections were sparse, but denser than the
interhemispheric projections between the other primary cortices. A preference to connect the
two auditory cortices was evident in the percentage area that was offered for the commissural
connections from the auditory area in the anterior commissure (Figs. 5.16e, 5.16f and 5.17b).
The reciprocal connections with the auditory thalamus - the medial geniculate nucleus was
robust.

5.4.4 Thalamocortical connections
The thalamus in the koala is a set of key connector hubs for cortical networks. The
topographic alignment of the thalamic nuclei is consistent with the connectional topography.
A single nucleus seems to have functional connections with multiple cortical regions or even
multiple functional networks, which may be potentially related to the function of mediation
or modulation of multiple cortical networks. Various mammals display similar
thalamocortical connections like in the Virginia opossum (Bodian 1942; Diamond and Utley,
1963; Donoghue and Ebner, 1981a, b; Pubols, 1968), the brush-tailed possum (Haight and
Neylon, 1978), the northern quoll (Haight and Neylon, 1981), and the tammar wallaby
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(Marotte et al., 1997). Most projections to the somatosensory cortex in the Virginia opossum
are from the VP nucleus (Diamond and Utley, 1963; Pubols, 1968). The ventrolateral
nucleus (VL), the central lateral nucleus (CL), and the VM nucleus, had moderate projections
(Donoghue and Ebner, 1981b; Karlen and Krubitzer, 2007). Characteristic connectivity
patterns for separate thalamic nuclei have been identified in the koala, which are well
preserved in multiple species from rodents to humans (Jones, 2007). Thalamocortical
connections related to primary sensory and motor cortices are relatively simple and well
organised. The DLG is predominantly connected to V1; medial geniculate (MG) nucleus is
essentially connected to Au1; and ventral group of dorsal thalami is primarily linked to the
sensorimotor system. There are similar studies that have identified characteristic connectivity
patterns for separate thalamic nucleus groups (Swanson, 2004; Liang et al., 2013). We found
that the thalamocortical relationships with various cortical areas were consistent with those
found in other animals through various other studies.

5.4.5 Interhemispheric connections
Although the neocortex of the koala is extensively connected ipsilaterally, an
expected robust commissural connection with the contralateral hemisphere was lacking (Figs.
5.16a to 5.16f). Like in every other marsupial studied to date, the interhemispheric
connections are conveyed through the anterior commissure and spatially segregated
according to cortical areal topography. The diprotodontid additional axonal tract, the
fasciculus aberrans joined the dorsal aspect of the anterior commissure through the internal
capsule while all other isocortical connections reach the anterior commissure via the external
capsule (Figs. 5.16a, 5.16c, 5.16d, 5.16e, 5.16f). Like in the quokka, the spiral arrangement
of the commissural fibres within the anterior commissure was not significant although the
topographic arrangement was still maintained and recapitulated the cortical areal topography.
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Although the area of the anterior commissure was lesser when compared to that of the
quokka for the given brain size, the spiral arrangement of the fibres was not as significant as
expected in the process of establishing a functional coordination to the topographic challenge
posed by commissural axons accumulated from the complete rostrocaudal extent of the
hemisphere (Figs. 5.17a to 5.17f). Based on ex vivo magnetic resonance imaging and
tractography, the connections through the anterior commissure in both fat-tailed dunnarts
(Marsupialia) and duck-billed platypus (Monotremata) are spatially segregated according to
cortical area topography (Suarez et al., 2018).
Tractography also revealed destinations and percentage area of ac occupied by the
commissural fibre (Figs. 5.17a to 5.17f). The greenish to yellow fibres are commissural
fibres from the dorsomedial cortex, while green fibres connect to the orbital and frontal
association cortex. The numerous orange fibres establish contralateral relations with the
somatosensory, visual and auditory cortices. The commissural fibres appear to originate
mainly from discrete caudal and medial regions of the cortex, which suggests a
preponderance of interhemispheric connections from the visual, somatosensory, auditory,
frontal association and rostromedial motor cortex (Figs. 5.16a to 5.16f). In other words,
rostrolateral regions of the telencephalic pallium appeared to have a limited involvement in
commissural connections. The commissural paths to the motor region were sparse. The
commissural fibres to the orbital and olfactory regions were significant (Figs. 5.16a, to 5.16f).
A large percentage of the area in the anterior commissure was occupied by the crimsoncoloured fibres that were mostly targeted to contralateral somatosensory, visual and the
auditory regions. One should note that, the interhemispheric connections are sparse and not
as robust as one would have expected considering robust commissural connections in the
quokka and other marsupials. MRI and tractography on fixed brains of fat-tailed dunnarts
(Sminthopsis crassicaudata: Marsupialia, Dasyuridae) revealed that interhemispheric cortical
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fibres are spatially segregated within the anterior commissure according to the 3D
arrangement of cortical areas, similar to the topographic segregation of callosal axons in
humans and rodents (Suarez et al., 2018).
Although the sparsity of the commissural fibres in the koala cortex could be attributed
mainly to the limitations of DTI. None the less, if these were true features, there could be
several reasons as listed below for such tractography findings:
•

A low encephalization quotient in the koala would mean a smaller brain and a
smaller number of cortical neurons accumulated for a given body mass.

•

For any given cortical area, the number of cortical neurons that have been
assigned a commissural action is lesser than those that have been assigned
with association and other projection connections (Swanson et al., 2017).

•

Koala is known to have a low BMR (basal metabolic rate) (Degabriele and
Dawson, 1979). The cost of wiring the two hemispheres would mean a high
expenditure of energy. Pruning the brain by cutting down on the longer and
slower interhemispheric connections would mean conservation of energy.

•

Brain asymmetries in the koala may have evolved as a consequence of reduced
interhemispheric connectivity. Neuroanatomical asymmetries may have made
way to functional asymmetries as well. Our koala model shows asymmetrical
hemispheres as seen in brain fig and T1 echo figure. The brain also revealed a
variation in ratio of the ac to brain weight when compared with the ac to brain
weight in quokka. In the koala, the brain weighed 17.1 g with an ac measuring
12.2 mm2 and in the quokka, it weighed 12.8 g with an ac measuring 23.1
mm2. If functional and neuroanatomical asymmetries are correlated, then this
theoretical model predicts that the more asymmetric brains should have less
interhemispheric connectivity as evidenced by a smaller ratio of ac size to
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brain volume. Since the available specimen was a single brain, the hypothesis
could call for more similar and further studies on the koala brain. Hopkins
and Rilling tested the theory that hemispheric specialization evolved as a
consequence of reduced interhemispheric connectivity by examining whether
neuroanatomical asymmetries were associated with variation in the ratio of
corpus callosum size to brain volume (CC: VOL) and to neocortical surface
area (CC: NEO) in human and nonhuman primates. Magnetic resonance
images were collected in a sample of 45 primates including 8 New World
monkeys, 10 Old Word monkeys, 4 lesser apes, 17 great apes, and 6 humans.
CC: VOL and CC: NEO were determined and correlated with measures of
brain asymmetry. The results indicate that brain asymmetry significantly
predicted CC: VOL and CC: NEO. Subsequent analyses revealed that species
variation in functional asymmetries in the form of handedness are also
inversely related to CC: NEO (Hopkins and Rilling., 2000)
•

The absence of commissural fibres from some of the cortical areas may serve
to limit input to the most important sensory information (Jones and Powell,
1968, 1969; Manzoni et al., 1989).

•

The reduced commissural connections of some regions may be due to the
increasing modularity of the cortex, both structurally and functionally, as
brains increase in size (Jacobs and Jordan, 1992). Increased modularity would
mean increased task performance through ‘division of labour’. Of course, the
downside to decreased connection density is the inability to exchange
information between distant sites (Watts and Strogatz, 1998).

•

Interhemispheric linkages between areas across the hemispheres could be
confined within the representation of the midline territories (Ebner and Myers,
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1965; Jones and Powell, 1968, 1969; Pandya and Vignolo 1969; Manzoni et
al., 1989)
•

The commissural connections from the hippocampus too, were very sparse
(Fig. 5.11). The hippocampus of the koala compared with those of the quokka
is smaller than would be expected in an animal whose brain weighed 17.1 g.
An exclusive study on Phascolarctos cinereus revealed a small sized hippocampus
together with its efferent pathway (Haight and Nelson, 1987). Studies have
revealed a direct link between species’ home range size and species’
hippocampal size. In desert rodents, the bannertail kangaroo rat has relatively
low spatial memory requirements and has a small hippocampus, whereas
Merriam’s kangaroo rat uses spatial memory to relocate its caches in scattered
locations and has a larger hippocampus. In the primates the size of the
hippocampus is related to the group size or sociality and spatial cognition
(Todorov et al., 2019). Its reducing size in larger brains has been related to
neocorticalization wherein there is a reallocation of some of the functions of the
hippocampus to the neocortex. Hippocampus, a structure with sexual
dimorphism has different roles to play in different species and would only be
logical to relate its size to social, memory and spatial cognition in the koala brain.

•

On allometric grounds, does the anterior commissure and the hippocampus not
scale positively with the size of the brain? Are they allometrically positive
with the number of commissural neurons alone? A study done by Ashwell
which compared the scaling of anterior commissure size with brain size
among the three infraclasses of mammals concluded that scaling of the
anterior commissure area with the brain size is allometrically neutral among
both metatherians and eutherians (Ashwell, 2016).
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The sparsity in the commissural axons could be related to the cytoarchitectonic findings of
the Phascolarctos cinereus in chapter 2 (Fig. 2.6), wherein the number of cortical neurons
accumulated seems lesser with layers which are less dense when compared to the others in
the group. This correlation allows us to speculate the other possible reasons listed above to
have contributed to the findings in this chapter. Although there is a general consensus that
koalas are slow, all of this connectivity pattern suggests that the koala's cognition levels, and
behaviour may not be very different from the animals in its own group or eutherians.
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CHAPTER 6
DTI-derived Reconstructions of the
Connectomes of the Diprotodontids and
Comparison with the DTI-derived
Reconstructions of the Connectomes of the
Eutherian.
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6.1 Introduction
Metatherians inclusive of extant marsupials, a clade of living mammals around 334 species,
are second to extant placentalia (Armati et al., 2006). They occupy a large range of habitats
and have evolved a wide array of unique adaptations (Luo, 2003). Recent molecular studies
have estimated marsupials to have originated 64-84 million years ago (Dos Reis et al., 2012).
Many of the previous studies have also estimated this divergence from the eutherians to have
occurred in similar age ranges (Bininda-Emonds et al., 2007; Meredith et al., 2011).
Although both metatherians and eutherians share the derived character of birth of their young,
they differ with regards to the duration of their gestational and lactational phases (TyndaleBiscoe, 2008). While the CNS develops mostly in utero among the eutherians, in
metatherians many of the major milestones in the CNS are laid during the protracted
development within the pouch and also achieved brain size comparable to the placentals
(Tyndale- Biscoe, 2008). Brain expansion, specifically cortical expansion is a common
feature among all mammals. The cerebral cortex supposedly expands homogeneously in
surface area across species (Hofman, 1985) even if different functional areas expand
heterogeneously within that surface (e.g. Chaplin et al., 2013). The encephalization levels of
Australasian species are comparable to those of eutherian mammals and even those of
prosimian primates (Ashwell, 2008). However, the short gestation period in the metatherians
resulted in extreme immaturity of the neocortex at the time of birth (Krause and Saunders,
1994). Accessibility to these immature young have paved way to innumerable experimental
and observational studies on their central nervous system. It has been observed that the
majority of brain differentiation takes place during the postnatal period and development of
the neocortex is a post-natal phenomenon (Reynolds and Mollgard, 1985; Saunders et al.
1989; Sanderson and Weller 1990). During the postnatal period are laid the cortical and brain
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stem projections to the spinal cord (Cabana and Martin 1984, 1985b; Di Tirro et al., 1983;
Humbertson et al., 1982; Humbertson and Martin 1979; Martin et al., 1980) and diencephalon
(Cabana and Martin, 1986), (Cabana and Martin 1985a). Similarly, development of
subcortical projections to the presumptive somatic sensory-motor areas of the neocortex
(Martin et al., 1988) occur primarily, if not exclusively, during the postnatal period. In
addition, metatherian forebrains differ from placental (or eutherian) forebrains in that
metatheria lack a corpus callosum, and all neo- and paleocortical commissural connections
are made through the anterior commissure (Ebner 1969; Martin 1967; Heath and Jones 1971).
In diprotodontid metatheria, such as the possum (Heath and Jones, 1971) and wallaby
(Ashwell et al.,1996), some dorsal neocortical commissural axons reach the anterior
commissure through the fasciculus aberrans (Elliott Smith, 1902), a unique feature of the
diprotodontid metatherians. In eutherians, neocortical commissural axons commonly traverse
the corpus callosum, but it is noteworthy that within the members of this group, a variable
proportion of the neocortical commissural neurons may project contralaterally via the
external capsule anterior commissure route. In particular, in rodents, only a very small
proportion of the neocortical commissural fibres use the anterior commissure (Horel and
Stelzner, 1981) while in other mammalian groups (carnivores and primates), substantial parts
of the non-olfactory temporal cortex project contralaterally via the anterior commissure
(Jouandet and Gazzangia, 1979; Jouandet, 1982; Jouandet et al., 1984). In the eutherians, a
large proportion of the neocortex, cingulate and the claustrum project exclusively via the
corpus callosum, regions of the temporal/lateral neocortex, such as the rodent
ectorhinal/temporal association areas, also project via the anterior commissure (Fenlon et al.,
2021). In chapter 3, I compared the cerebral cortex of the diprotodontids with the eutherian
brains which revealed that the scaling relationship between iso- and periallocortical grey
matter and brain size, and between subcortical white matter and iso- and periallocortex grey
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matter, are both almost identical. The scaling of iso- and periallocortical volume with dorsal
striatal and dorsal thalamic volume is almost identical among the diprotodontids and
eutherians, but the claustrum is smaller and then amygdala larger, for a given brain size
among diprotodontids than eutherians. The scaling of the hippocampal formation and central
olfactory areas (anterior olfactory region and piriform cortex) were steeper with brain size
among diprotodontids compared to eutherians. The degree of gyrification was much lower
for a given brain size among the diprotodontids (more varied among the macropods) than
compared to the eutherians. The study also noted that although white matter scaling is
identical among all therians, there are significant differences between diprotodontids and
eutherians in the way that cortical folding and expansion of allocortical structures occurs with
brain enlargement.
In this chapter of comparison, I analysed parcellated connectomes to look for
commonalities and differences in the structure and connections of the cerebral cortex among
diprotodontids and rodents. Tractography based on diffusion MRI has been used to obtain
information about brain anatomy and circuitry. The information is inclusive of the
characterizing trajectories of white matter fibre bundles and subdividing (parcellating) grey
matter regions based on tractography.

6.2 Materials and Methods
I have done careful seed-based tractography analyses using 3D slicer in the
diprotodontids and DSI studio in the mouse brain. The diprotodontid brains (quokka and
koala) were obtained from Taronga Zoo Sydney as described previously. The koala was an
adult male from the geriatric zoo population which died of cardiac failure while under
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anaesthesia. The quokka was an adult female suffering from advanced renal disease
(urolithiasis, hydronephrosis and hydroureter) and was euthanized with intravenous
pentobarbitone sodium (Lethobarb) following diagnosis. In both cases necropsy was
performed at Taronga Zoo, Sydney, during which the brain was removed and fixed within 6
hours of death in 10% neutral buffered formaldehyde (pH 7.0). Wild-type adult (90 +/- 2
day) male C57BL/6 mice (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) were chosen for MR
imaging (Wang et al., 2020). Brains were perfused using a trans-cardial perfusion with a
1:10 mixture of ProHance-buffered (Bracco Di- agnostics, Princeton, NJ) formalin.
Specimens were immersed in buffered formalin for 24 h and then moved to a 1:200 solution
of ProHance/saline to reduce T1 relaxation times (to about 110 ms) and shorten the MRI scan
time (Wang et al., 2018). More details of data acquisition, limitations of DTI, and
tractography methods have been described in chapter 4 and 5.

6.2.1 MRI sample preparation and image acquisition of the mouse brain
MR images of the mouse brain were acquired using a 9.4 T 8.9-cm vertical bore
magnet (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, United Kingdom) MRI system (Agilent VnmrJ 4.0
imaging console) with maximum gradient strength of 2000 mT/m on each axis (Wang et al.,
2020). Tractography was obtained by the streamline tracking algorithm implemented in DSI
studio. The connectomes were obtained by seeding specific regions of interest manually
segmented in DSI studio to be used as seed regions. I generated tractography of all the
primary sensory regions, subcortical regions and the hippocampus with the same tracking
parameters.

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Fractional anisotropy
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FAC images were used in a series of frontal sections through the brains of the quokka,
koala and the mouse in a rostrocaudal sequence to discover cross species commonalities and
variations in the fibre directions in the cortical areas and compared the sections at
corresponding levels through the FAC (fractional anisotropic colour) series for a comparative
analysis. The various cortical regions, subcortical regions and the white matter fibre bundles
have been distinguished by their fibre orientation depicted by the three colours. The
longitudinal tracts are in green running along the rostro-caudal axis, tracts crossing the
midline horizontally in red, and the vertically oriented tracts in blue running in a dorsoventral
axis. The longitudinal diffusion in the telencephalon is mainly ventral, but also immediately
dorsal, to the anterior commissure (Figs. 6.15a to 6.15f). The longitudinal diffusion gets
concentrated as medial lemniscus and medial longitudinal fasciculus which appear green
(Figs. 6.5b, 6.5d and 6.5f), as do the longitudinal fibres of the superior cerebellar peduncle
(Figs. 6.5a, 6.5c and 6.5e).
The vertically oriented diffusion is bluish and is associated with the frontal
association cortex, motor cortex, primary somatosensory, primary visual cortex, and
retrosplenial gyrus, presumably representing reciprocal corticothalamic and thalamocortical
connections (Figs. 6.15a, 6.15c, 6.15d and 6.15f).
The vertical fibres concentrate to form the inferior cerebellar peduncle (Figs. 6.6b,
6.6d and 6.6f). The series of red stripes within the cerebellar vermis represent fibres on their
way to the contralateral side (Figs. 6.6a to 6.6f).
The major tracts display colour coding consistent with their direction. In red appears
anterior commissure, fasciculus aberrans, hippocampal commissure, corpus callosum (Figs.
6.3a, 6.3c, 6.3e, 6.7a, 6.7b and 6.7c), posterior commissure (Figs. 6.5a, 6.5c and 6.5e), and
the transverse fibres of the pons (Figs. 6.5b, 6.5d, 6.5f, 6.7a, 6.7b and 6.7c). The cerebral
peduncle (Figs. 6.4a, 6.4c and 6.4e), fornix and cingulum are green (Figs. 6.4b, 6.4d, 6.4f,
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6.8a, 6.8b and 6.8c), optic tract is light blue (Figs. 6.4b, 6.4d, 6.4f, 6.7a, 6.7b and 6.7c) and
the external capsule is light blue to dark blue (Figs. 6.3b, 6.3d and 6.3f) indicating these tracts
are constituted predominantly of vertical fibres.
In the olfactory areas, the anterior part of the anterior commissure is bright green
because the fibres are longitudinal in the rodents (Figs. 6.2e and 6.2f). The piriform cortex is
seen as a reddish green region in the rodent and the koala (Figs. 6.3d and 6.3f) and as a
reddish blue region in the quokka (Fig. 6.3b). The layers of the olfactory tubercle appear
attenuated in comparison to the piriform region and appear more reddish in the quokka,
greenish in the koala and greenish in the rodent (Figs. 6.2b, 6.2d and 6.2f). The medial
forebrain bundle appears green in all species (Figs. 6.2b, 6.2d and 6.2e). The olfactory region
appears greener in the koala compared to quokka and the rodent (Figs. 6.2a to 6.2f).
The most rostral end of the forebrain shows the deep cerebral white matter as well as
the surrounding grey matter, the latter clearly separable in different cortical regions on the
basis of fibre orientation (Figs. 6.1b, 6.1d and 6.1f). The parietal areas are mostly coloured
blue with a predominance of vertical fibres, which stands out from the dark red of the
cingulate cortex (Figs. 6.2a to 6.2f). In the lateral cortex, the auditory areas are shaded red
(Figs. 6.4b, 6.4d, 6.4f, 6.5a, 6.5c and 6.5e). In the rostral sections, the boundaries of the
cingulate areas could be clearly seen due to distinct reddish coloured transverse fibres (Figs.
6.2a to 6.2f and 6.3a to 6.3f). Lateral to the cingulate areas, the area was dominated by dark
blue vertical fibres in all the species, and this was used to identify the boundary between the
cingulate area and the motor on one side and the boundary between the motor and the
somatosensory region on the other (Figs. 6.2a to 6.2f, 6.3a to 6.3f, 6.4a, 6.4c and 6.4e). In the
caudal sections of the cortex, a similar predominance of blue coloured vertical fibres marked
the visual areas in all species (Figs. 6.4b, 6.4d, 6.4f and 6.5a to 6.5f).
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The anatomy of the CA and the dentate gyrus are revealed in most of the sections.
The dentate gyrus appears bluish in all species (Figs. 6.4a, 6.4c and 6.4d). In the rostral parts
of the entorhinal cortex the region is green with predominant longitudinal fibres and can be
distinguished from the amygdaloid and piriform area medially and the perirhinal area dorsolaterally (Figs. 6.5a, 6.5c and 6.5e). The zone across the rhinal fissure displays significant
differences between the metatherian mammals and the eutherian mammal as the cortex
transitions from neocortex to paleocortex. In both quokka and koala, areas dorsal and
adjacent to the rhinal fissure, transition from a predominantly transverse oriented fibre GI
region to a dark blue DI region with predominantly vertical fibres followed by a reddish PRh
with predominant transverse fibres. In the rodent, the area sandwiched between GI and PRh
does not show a difference in the orientation of fibres with the adjacent regions (Figs. 6.4a,
6.4c and 6.4d). Moving caudally, through the rostro caudal axis, the regions around the
rhinal fissure continues to show a fibre orientation difference among the metatherians and the
eutherian.
In both quokka and koala, areas dorsal and adjacent to the rhinal fissure transition
from a predominantly reddish TeV region of predominant transverse fibres to a bluish Ect
region of predominant vertical fibres to PRh with predominant reddish transverse fibres. The
sandwiched Ect region between TeV and PRh does not differ from the adjacent regions in
terms of fibre orientation in the rodent (Figs. 6.4b, 6.4d and 6.4f).
Throughout the rostrocaudal axis, the cortical superficial layers of the cortical areas
display bluish vertically oriented network of fibres in the quokka cortex (Figs. 6.1a to 6.1f,
6.2a to 6.2f, 6.3a to 6.3f, 6.4a to 6.4f, 6.5a, 6.5c and 6.5e). Whereas, in the koala and the
rodent, the superficial layers of the cortical areas are made up of greenish longitudinal
network of fibres (Figs. 6.1a to 6.1f, 6.2a to 6.2f, 6.3a to 6.3f, 6.4a to 6.4f, 6.5a, 6.5c and
6.5e).
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Fig. 6.1 The FAC images of the brains of quokka, koala and the mouse are aligned from
above downwards. These coronal sections were chosen at mid-olfactory bulb level in its
rostrocaudal extent on the left-hand panel and the appearance of white matter on the righthand panel. Wherever possible, delineations have been confined to the right side so that
natural imaging boundaries are visible on the left-hand side. The axes S, A and R refer to the
direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green
longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full
names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 6.2 The FAC images of the brains of quokka, koala and mouse are aligned from above
downwards. These coronal sections have been chosen at the rostral caudate level on the lefthand panel and at the level of mid accumbens on the right-hand panel. Wherever possible,
delineations have been confined to the right side so that natural imaging boundaries are
visible on the left-hand side. The axes S, A and R refer to the direction of the fibres superior,
anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue
vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 6.3 The FAC images of the brains of quokka, koala and mouse are aligned from above
downwards. These coronal sections on the left-hand panel have been chosen at the level of
the anterior commissure and the sections on the right-hand panel have been chosen at the
rostral level of amygdala. Wherever possible, delineations have been confined to the right
side so that natural imaging boundaries are visible on the left-hand side. The axes S, A and R
refer to the direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse
fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of
abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 6.4 The FAC images of the brains of quokka, koala and mouse are aligned from above
downwards. These coronal sections on the left-hand panel have been chosen at the level of
rostral part of thalamus and the sections on the right-hand panel have been chosen at the
rostral level of lateral geniculate nucleus. Wherever possible, delineations have been
confined to the right side so that natural imaging boundaries are visible on the left-hand side.
The axes S, A and R refer to the direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and right. Red
indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please
see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 6.5 The FAC images of the brains of quokka, koala and mouse have been aligned from
above downwards. These coronal sections on the left-hand panel have been chosen at the
mid-level of lateral geniculate nucleus and on the right-hand panel the sections have been
chosen at the level of superior colliculus. Wherever possible, delineations have been confined
to the right side so that natural imaging boundaries are visible on the left-hand side. The axes
S, A and R refer to the direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates
transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of
abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 6.6 The FAC images of the brains of quokka, koala and the mouse have been aligned
from above downwards. These coronal sections on the left-hand panel have been chosen at
the level of the inferior colliculus and the right-hand panel at the level of the caudal part of
the pons. Wherever possible, delineations have been confined to the right side so that natural
imaging boundaries are visible on the left-hand side. The axes S, A and R refer to the
direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green
longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full
names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 6.7 The FAC images of the brains of quokka, koala and the mouse have been aligned
from above downwards. These sagittal sections are at the midline. The axes S, A and R refer
to the direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres,
green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for
the full names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 6.8 The FAC images of the brains of quokka, koala and mouse are aligned form above
downwards. These sagittal sections have been chosen at the mid thalamic level in its
mediolateral axis. The axes S, A and R refer to the direction of the fibres superior, anterior,
and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical
fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 6.9 The FAC images of the brains of quokka, koala and mouse have been aligned form
above downwards. These sagittal sections have been chosen at the level of the lateral end of
the thalamus in the mediolateral axis. The axes S, A and R refer to the direction of the fibres
superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and
purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures
identified.
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Fig. 6.10 The FAC images of the brains of quokka, koala and mouse have been aligned from
above downwards. These sagittal sections have been chosen at the level of the lateral end of
the striatum. The axes S, A and R refer to the direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and
right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical
fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of the structures identified.
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6.3.2 Connectome comparison
Although mouse connectomes have been studied and analysed in detail in this thesis,
this chapter will highlight and discuss only those connectomes which differ among the three
species and can lead to conclusion. Thus, repetition of figures from the previous two
chapters have been avoided and limited the depiction to showing only those with differences.
Readers can refer to the figures in the previous chapters too for better comprehension.
The network architecture of the quokka, koala and the mouse brains were compared
and analysed through their connectomes which have been obtained by tract-tracing MRIderived connectome reconstruction. The aim was to identify common principles and
variations in network features, compare the topological layout, provide insight into general
principles of neural wiring that apply across species, and consider to what extent variations in
the connectivity pattern may form the basis for differences in brain function. A comparison
of the connectomes in the quokka and the koala is of special interest since they are closely
related and their comparisons with the eutherian connectome may be a useful approach to
clarifying the origin, development and modification in the cortical organization following
their divergence and differences would support species-specific behavioural and cognitive
adaptations.
The major focus has been the thalamocortical and the corticostriate connections. The
connectivity patterns of the somatosensory areas of the three species have been grouped in
Fig. 6.11. In both quokka and koala, the somatosensory cortex displayed dense ipsilateral
corticocortical and thalamocortical connections (Figs. 6.11a, 6.11b, 6.11c and 6.11d). There
were dense projections to the orbital, motor and frontal association cortices and the
retrosplenial cortex immediately rostral to S1 (Figs. 6.11a, 6.11b, 6.11c and 6.11d). The
analysis also revealed connections with a caudolateral field corresponding to S2 (Figs. 6.11a,
6.11b, 6.11c and 6.11d) and very sparse connections with the medial wall of the cortex (Figs.
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6.11a and 6.11c). S1 in both quokka and koala revealed a strong association with other
sensory areas (visual and auditory). Projections to the cortex arose from VP, VL and the VM
nuclei (Figs. 6.11a and 6.11c).
The differences between the quokka and koala were evident in the patchy or cluster
like projection to the mystacial region of the somatosensory cortex in the quokka (Fig. 6.11b)
and an even distribution in the koala (Fig. 6.11d). This pattern of distribution could be taken
as an MRI marker for the presence of barrel formation in the mystacial region although it
could call for further tracer and electrophysiological studies. It is of interest to note that S1
in the metatherians is also connected with the entorhinal area and amygdala (Fig. 6.11c). The
difference was also evident in the involvement of the contralateral hemisphere in both quokka
and koala. In the quokka, contralateral projections from S1 crossed the midline through the
rostroventral region of the anterior commissure and connected homotopic regions to execute
its absolute function (Fig. 6.11a). In the koala, the commissural fibres (Fig. 6.11c) occupied
a similar rostroventral position within the anterior commissure but, were not as dense as in
the quokka. They did not reach far enough to connect contralateral homotopic regions (refer
to Figs in chapter 5).
S1 in the mouse (a eutherian) revealed similar connectivity patterns ipsilaterally (Figs.
6.11e and 6.11f). Its projections to the mystacial region were patchy and resembled that of
the quokka (Fig. 6.11f). The commissural connections were dense, crossed the midline
through the corpus callosum and involved all the homotopic regions contralaterally (Fig.
6.11f).
The primary visual area in both diprotodontids, as is the case with the mouse,
connects with similar regions ipsilaterally. Specifically, the primary visual area in both
connects with the frontal, temporal, retrosplenial, auditory entorhinal and the somatosensory
field particularly the mystacial region (Figs. 6.12a, 6.12b, 6.12c and 6.12d). In both of them
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the primary source of thalamic input was from the lateral geniculate nucleus (Figs. 6.12a,
6.12b, 6.12c and 6.12d). Yet again, there was a difference between the two diprotodontids in
their contralateral communication. There appeared to be fewer contralateral connections in
the koala cortex (Figs. 6.12c and 6.12d). In the quokka, the commissural fibres were
distributed homotopically V1 and V2L (Figs. 6.12a and 6.12b).
The visual cortex of the mouse displayed similar ipsilateral connections. But, also
displayed robust connections with the olfactory bulb (Fig. 6.12f), an unexpected observation
not supported by previous findings in the literature. As expected, tractography revealed a
strong connection between the visual and the somatosensory region specially so with the
mystacial layer supporting visuotactile interactions at the initial stage of sensory processing
in the primary cortices (Figs. 6.12e and 6.12f). The reciprocal connections could be
asymmetric and could be quantified with tracer studies. Its association with the ipsilateral
auditory and the frontal association region were robust (Figs. 6.12e and 6.12f). It also
connects with the temporal and the motor areas (Figs. 6.12e and 6.12f). Dense contralateral
connections that crossed the midline through the corpus callosum connected homotopic
visual areas (Fig. 6.12e).
Tractographic results of the auditory region in both the quokka and koala revealed
ipsilateral connections with the prefrontal cortex, RSG, TeD, TeV, FrA and V1(Figs. 6.13a,
6.13b, 6.13c and 6.13d). In the quokka, the connections were robust with the prefrontal
cortex (Fig. 6.13a). Both diprotodontids showed a robust connection with the visual cortex
(Figs. 6.13a and 6.13c). In both of them, dense commissural connections crossed the midline
through the posteroventral region within the anterior commissure to connect the homotopic
areas (Figs. 6.13c, 6.13d and refer figs in chapter 4 and 5). It is important to note, that koala
auditory cortex displays dense commissural fibres crossing the midline to connect the
contralateral homotopic regions (Fig. 6.13d). The tractographic results of the rodent auditory
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cortex displayed connectivity pattern similar to the auditory connectivity pattern of the
diprotodontids, with more robust connections to the prefrontal and the visual region (Figs.
6.13e and 6.13f). There were connections to the olfactory bulb too (Fig. 6.13e). Robust
contralateral connections crossed the midline through the corpus callosum to connect with the
contralateral homotopic regions (Fig. 6.13f).
The present anatomical findings of strong reciprocal inputs between these primary
cortices suggest a mechanism for modulatory influence. Retrograde tracer studies would
clarify whether these connections are feed forward or feed backward in nature. The strength
of the reciprocal connections between the cortices could also be studied by retrograde and
anterograde neuronal tracers.
The ipsilateral connections of the hippocampus in all the three animals were similar,
affiliating mostly homotopic regions of the hippocampus between hemispheres as well as
heterotopic regions such as the rhinal cortex (Figs. 6.14a to 6.14f). The difference was noted
in the commissural connections. The hippocampal commissure in the koala was not as robust
as in the quokka (Figs. 6.14a, 6.14c, 6.15b, 6.15d and refer to figs in chapter 4, 5).
Relative position of fibres within the anterior commissure recapitulated cortical
areal topography in both diprotodontids (Figs. 6.15b, 6.15d, 6.16a, 6.16b, 6.16c, 6.16d and
refer to figs in chapter 4, 5). In both, most of the interhemispheric isocortical connections
reach the anterior commissure via the external capsule, but the fibres from dorsal,
dorsomedial and caudal isocortex course through the internal capsule as the fasciculus
aberrans (fa), a structure which sets diprotodontids apart from other marsupials (Figs. 6.15b
and 6.15d, 6.17b and 6.17d). In both species, the commissural fibres crossed the midline and
occupied similar positions within the anterior commissure (Figs. 6.15b, 6.15d, 6.17a, 6.17b,
6.17c, 6.17d and refer to figs in chapter 4, 5). Fibres passing through the dorsal parts of the
anterior commissure traversed the fasciculus aberrans and connected dorsal, dorsomedial and
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caudal isocortex. In both species, extensions from the ac into the olfactory tract as the
intrabulbar limbs (aci) were noted (Figs. 6.16a to 6.16f, 6.17a and 6.17c). The differences in
the interhemispheric connections between the two diprotodontids were in the density of the
commissural connections and their cortical distribution (Figs. 6.16a to 6.16d and 6.17a to
6.17d). In the quokka, the brain weighed 12.8 g and the area of the anterior commissure
measured 23.1 mm2. Therefore, the area-to-weight ratio was 23.1/12.8 = 1.805mm2 g -1 .
The dense commissural fibres crossing the midline were accommodated in a spiral manner,
reflecting cortical areal topography (Figs. 6.15b, 6.15d, 6.16a, 6.16b, 6.17b, 6.17d, 6.19a,
6.19e and refer to figs in chapter 4). In comparison, the koala brain weighed 17.1 g and the
cross-sectional area of the anterior commissure measured 12.25 mm2. Therefore, the area-toweight ratio was 12.25/17.1 = 0.716mm2g – 1. The relative position of fibres within the
anterior commissure was sufficient to recapitulate cortical areal topography given its small
size for a bigger brain. It seemed that accommodation of the commissural fibres in the koala
was not a challenge owing to the few numbers and hence the spiral appearance of the fibres
within the anterior commissure is not seen (Figs. 6.15d, 6.16c, 6.16d, 6.17d and refer to Figs
in chapter 5). Experiments with neuronal tracer injections are needed to validate these MRI
reconstructions.
The commissural fibres in both diprotodontids originated mainly from the primary
cortices, frontal association and the rostromedial cortex, with a limited involvement from the
rostrolateral regions of the telencephalic pallium (refer to Figs in chapter 4 and chapter 5).
The difference between the two was in the density of distribution to the contralateral areas
(Figs. 6.15b, 6.15d, 6.16a to 6.16d, 6.17a to 6.17d and refer to Figs in chapter 4 and 5). In
the quokka, contralateral S1 and V1 received a big percentage of the commissural fibres
compared to the other contralateral areas (Figs. 6.15b, 6.16a, 6.16b, 6.17a, 6.17b and refer to
figs in chapter 4). In the koala, the contralateral auditory region received a significant
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contribution compared to other areas (Figs. 6.15d, 6.16c, 6.16d, 6.17c, 6.17d and refer to Figs
in chapter 5).
In the rodent, most of the commissural fibres crossed the midline through the corpus
callosum (Figs. 6.15f and 6.16f). The corpus callosum, like the anterior commissure of the
metatherians also carried fibres topographically reflecting their areal topography mostly to
homotopic regions (Figs. 6.15f, 6.16e, 6.19b and 6.19d). The distribution of the commissural
fibres to the contralateral cortical areas were homotopical with an almost uniform distribution
to all the areas (Figs. 6.16e and 6.16f). Figure 6.20 compares the origin of commissural
fibres from various cortical regions in the diprotodontid and the eutherian.
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Fig. 6.11 Tractography images of S1 of quokka, koala and mouse have been aligned from
above downwards, quokka (6.11a and 6.11b), koala (6.11c and 6.11d) and mouse (6.11e and
6.11f). The seeding was done in S1 region through successive rostrocaudal sections. On the
right-hand panel, the coronal sections display S1 connections with the adjacent S2,
thalamocortical connections and its commissural distribution to the contralateral homotopic
regions. On the left-hand panel, the sections are right lateral and display S1 connections with
the adjacent cortical areas, prefrontal, visual and retro splenial. Also, note the pattern of
distribution of the axons in the mystacial region of S1. The axes S, A and R refer to the
direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green
longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full
names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 6.12 Tractography images of V1 of quokka, koala and mouse have been aligned from
above downwards, quokka (6.12a and 6.12b), koala (6.12c and 6.12d) and the mouse (6.12e
and 6.12f). The seeding was done in V1 region through successive rostrocaudal sections. On
the left-hand panel, the coronal sections display V1 connections with the adjacent cortical
areas V2, thalamocortical connections with DLG and its commissural distribution to the
contralateral homotopic regions. On the right-hand panel, the right lateral sections display
V1 connections with the adjacent cortical areas the cingulate, prefrontal and note the
connections with the olfactory bulb in the mouse. The axes S, A and R refer to the direction
of the fibres superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal
fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full names of
the structures identified.
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Fig. 6.13 Tractography images of Au1 of quokka, koala and mouse have been aligned from
above downwards, quokka (6.13a and 6.13b), koala (6.13c and 6.13d) and the mouse (6.13e
and 6.13f). The seeding was done in Au1 region through successive rostrocaudal sections.
On the left-hand panel, the sagittal sections display Au1 connections with the adjacent
cortical regions, On the right-hand panel the coronal sections display Au1 connections with
adjacent cortical regions, thalamocortical connections with the medial geniculate nucleus and
commissural contralateral connections with homotopic regions. The axes S, A and R refer to
the direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green
longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of abbreviations for the full
names of the structures identified.
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Fig. 6.14 Tractography images of limbic components of quokka, koala and mouse have been
aligned from above downwards, quokka (6.14a and 6.14b), koala (6.14c and 6.14d) and the
mouse (6.14e and 6.14f). The hippocampus has been seeded through the rostrocaudal
sections. On the left-hand panel, the coronal sections display limbic components and
hippocampal commissure and connections to various cortical regions. on the right-hand
panel, the right lateral sections display connections with various cortical regions. The axes S,
A and R refer to the direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates
transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see list of
abbreviations for the full names of the structures illustrated.
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Fig. 6.15 Tractography images of interhemispheric connections of quokka, koala and mouse
aligned from above downwards, quokka (6.15a and 6.15b), koala (6.15c and 6.15d) and the
mouse (6.15e and 6.15f). The seeding was done on the right hemisphere (through successive
rostro caudal sections to visualise the commissural fibres and its distribution in the left
hemisphere. The axes S, A and R refer to the direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and
right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical
fibres. Please see abbreviations for the full names of the structures illustrated.
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Fig. 6.16 Tractography images of commissural distribution in the brain of quokka, koala and
mouse have been aligned from above downwards quokka (6.16a and 6.16b), koala (6.16c and
6.16d) and the mouse (6.16e and 6.16f). Seeding has been done on the right hemisphere.
The axial sections display commissural distributions to various cortical regions through
anterior commissure in quokka and koala and through anterior commissure and corpus
callosum in the mouse. The sections are viewed from above on the left-hand panel and the
same sections are viewed from below on the right-hand panel. The axes S, A and R refer to
the direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green
longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see abbreviations for the full
names of the structures illustrated.
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Fig. 6.17 Tractography images of commissural distribution through the anterior commissure
of quokka, koala and mouse have been aligned from above downwards, quokka (6.17a and
6.17b), koala (6.17c and 6.17d) and the mouse (6.17e and 6.17f). The seeding was done in
the anterior commissure through successive sections. On the left-hand panel, the axial
sections display three main divisions of the commissural axons from the anterior commissure.
On the right-hand panel, the left lateral sections display the positions of the fibres that occupy
the anterior commissure and also the manner in which they exit through the anterior
commissure. The axes S, A and R refer to the direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and
right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical
fibres. Please see abbreviations for the full names of the structures illustrated.
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Fig. 6.18 On the left-hand panel, the pictures display commissural connections and
segregation of fibres in ac of the diprotodontid and cc of the eutherian and the same are
depicted by line diagrams (Aboitiz & Montiel, 2003) on the right-hand panel. The axes S, A
and R refer to the direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse
fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see the abbreviations
for the full names of the structures illustrated.
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Fig. 6.19 Figures on the left-hand panel display topography of commissural fibres within ac
of the diprotodontid. Fig. 6.19c is a line diagram showing origin of commissural fibres from
various cortical areas and their positions within ac (Ashwell, 2016). Fig. 6.19c shows a
magnified picture of commissural fibres that exit through ac and a line diagram of the same.
Fig. 6.19b displays callosal fibres and the same has been mapped by a line diagram in Fig.
6.19d (Friedrich et al., 2020). The axes S, A and R refer to the direction of the fibres
superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green longitudinal fibres, and
purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see abbreviations for the full names of the structures
illustrated.
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Fig. 6.20 Figures on the left-hand panel are coronal sections of the mouse brain through
rostro caudal sequence from the level of olfactory bulb to caudal thalamus which display
neocortical origins of commissural fibres from various cortical regions that cross midline
through the corpus callosum. Figures on the right-hand panel are coronal sections of the
quokka brain through a rostrocaudal sequence from the level of olfactory bulb to caudal
thalamus which display neocortical origins of commissural fibres from various cortical
regions that cross the midline through anterior commissure. The axes S, A and R refer to the
direction of the fibres superior, anterior, and right. Red indicates transverse fibres, green
longitudinal fibres, and purple/blue vertical fibres. Please see abbreviations for the full
names of the structures illustrated.
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6.4 Discussion
Marsupial mammals diverged from the eutherian mammals nearly 160 million years
ago (Yu et al. 2012; Weisbecker and Beck 2015). Molecular dating estimates marsupial
divergence to have occurred in the Late Cretaceous (around 77 My; Yu et al. 2012) and
accelerated in the early Paleocene to early Eocene among the Australian lineages. Since then,
marsupials have had considerable success and diversified, radiating into over 70 genera and
240 species (Grzimek, 1990). The diprotodontia are the most diverse marsupial order which
includes 10 living families and over 115 living species (Ashwell, 2010). Both quokka
(macropod) and koala (non-macropod,) are living members of diprotodontia.
Rodents are a major order of eutherian mammals, highly diverse in distribution and
lifestyle. They are the most widely used animal models for studies of brain organization,
function, development and evolution (Krubitzer et al., 2011).
This chapter aims to discover common plans of organization while also accounting for
diversity among the three species. A key objective of these comparative studies of the brain
architecture was to get an insight into the neurobiological basis for the emergence of a
complex brain structure and function, to get an insight into the topological layout of the
nervous system across the three species, with the purpose of identifying common principles
and variations in their network features and to provide an insight into the general principles
of neural wiring that apply across species and know how the ancestral organization shared by
these mammals is modified for their adaptations and survival. The connectomes obtained
through MRI- DTI derived reconstructions are also expected to reveal cortical organization,
their modifications following divergence and to what extent variations in connectivity
between species may form the basis for differences in brain function. Given their diversity
and range of specializations, several important comparisons are possible between
diprotodontids and eutherians. They can illuminate the basic brain organization and the types
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of modifications that have been made to the nervous system that relate to a particular lifestyle
and subserve unique behaviours. The reconstructions could also reveal how the ancestral
organisation shared by these mammals is modified for their adaptations and survival.

6.4.1 Limitations of the study
While this study considers in detail the comparative neuroanatomy of the eutherian
and the metatherian mammals, it is also important to understand the limitations of the
techniques used to reconstruct the network of the brain. Although the limitations have been
discussed in the previous chapters, these should always be kept in mind when discussing
findings.
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique
used to reconstruct the brain network. The signal contrast in DTI is generated by differences
in the Brownian motion of the water molecules in brain tissue as it aligns along anisotropic
structures such as axons (Tae et al., 2018). In interpreting the outcomes of a deterministic
tractography obtained using 3D slicer (in metatherians) and DSI studio (in eutherian), a wide
range of artifact sources like data noise, image distortion, partial-volume averaging,
algorithm parameters setting and the inaccuracy in mapping regions with crossing fibres were
considered. However, deterministic tractography has proven to reliably estimate tracts that
are consistent with known white matter anatomy in both human (Catani et al., 2002, 2008;
Wakana et al., 2004; Lawes et al., 2008) and animal studies (Dauguet et al., 2007). DTI is
also a reliable tool in investigating white matter structure and its microstructural changes thus
making it possible to detect pathological details and use it in diagnosing various clinical
conditions (Tae et al., 2018).
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6.4.2 Structural brain differences between metatheria and eutheria
Discussions for the major connections of the cortical fields have been done in the
previous chapters (Chapter 4 and 5). This chapter will identify and analyse how they
compare with connections of the homologous fields between the macropods and the nonmacropods and metatherians with eutherians.
The fundamental order of events that occur during neurogenesis is similar in the
eutherian and metatherian mammals, but for metatheria, later events are slowed relative to
earlier events (Darlington et al., 1999). Furthermore, in metatheria, the timing of
developmental events is more variable than in eutherians (Darlington et al., 1999). The delay
in the developmental events in metatherian is associated with their considerably longer time
to weaning compared with eutherians. Irrespective of the timing, one of the important
milestones is the evolution of a six layered cortex in these mammals. Despite the
evolutionary separation, extant therians share many commonalities in brain structure and
function. The major structural feature of the cortex is the arrangement of cortical neurons in
layers identified by pathways connecting cortical areas, which originate and end in different
layers showing different laminar patterns of connections (Figs. 6.11a - 6.11f). For example,
the dense fibres leading in and out from the mystacial layer of the primary somatosensory
cortex (Figs. 6.11b, 6.11d and 6.11f).

6.4.3 Somatosensory connections
The FAC (Fractional anisotropic colour) images revealed at least two somatosensory
areas, S1 and S2, in all three mammals. The findings were similar to those described in other
mammalian species, reinforcing the existence of a common plan of organization and
connectivity pattern for S1 in the cortical areas. Both metatheria and eutheria demonstrated
extensive ipsilateral connections of the somatosensory cortex to the adjacent cortical,
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subcortical regions (Figs. 6.11a - 6.11f). In all, the regions with which they established
connections ipsilaterally were similar. All of them connected with a caudolateral field
corresponding to S2, adjacent regions which include orbital, motor, auditory and the
retrosplenial cortex caudal to S1 and with cortex located far rostrally (Figs. 6.11a - 6.11f).
Projections from the somatosensory cortex to the visual area was significant in all of them,
which formed an anatomical substrate for the influence of vision on tactile sensing and
navigation by the whiskers. Newly discovered spatial cells in the somatosensory cortex and
their connections with the visual cortex may enhance capabilities of an animal in spatial
navigation (Long and Zhang, 2021).
Connections between amygdala and the somatosensory cortex were noticed in the
koala (Fig. 6.11c) which may assist in emotional processing and fear conditioning instilling a
defensive behaviour in the arboreal and nocturnal expert. Such connections were not picked
up in the cortex of the quokka and the rodent, although this conditioned fear response is
established very easily and this characteristic seems to be preserved through evolution in all
vertebrate groups (Le Doux, 1992; Portavella et al., 2004a). A review of the amygdalar
looping circuits by Peterson, 2017, states that “the amygdala projects directly or indirectly to
sensory cortices, as well as modulatory, memory, motor, autonomic, stress, emotional,
decision and executive brain regions. Many of these areas of the brain have reciprocal
projections back to the amygdala as well as connections between each other; therefore, small
modifications in the excitation of one brain region can influence a cascade of adaptations
throughout the brain” (Peterson, 2017).
The tractography pictures of the quokka and the rodent revealed cluster-like patchy
distribution of the axon terminals in the mystacial region of the somatosensory cortex. (Figs.
6.11b and 6.11f). The axon distribution in the koala was even and did not suggest any
aggregations that might have corresponded to barrels (Fig. 6.11d). Barrels are composed of
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clustered thalamocortical afferents relaying sensory information from one whisker,
surrounded by cell dense walls or “barrels” in layer 4 of the cortex (Woolsey and Van der
Loos, 1970). A typical barrel in mouse cortex is oval-shaped with cell-dense sides that
surround a relatively cell-sparse hollow that contains neuropil, connecting thalamocortical
afferents and dendrites of layer 4 neurons (Woolsey and Van der Loos, 1970). The barrels in
the marsupials are ‘solid’, lacking the prominent hollow characteristic of rodent barrels
(Weller, 1993). The somatosensory cortex of many rodents, lagomorphs, and marsupials
reveals a spatial arrangement of barrel modules in the somatosensory cortex which
recapitulates the arrangement of whiskers on the face (Li and Crair, 2011). Thus, whisking, a
form of active tactile sensing has been observed in rodents and a passive whisking has been
observed in the marsupials such as the gray short-tailed opossum (Monodelphis domestica)
(Grant et al., 2013). Grant and his team found that opossums have fewer whiskers than rats,
however the vibrissal musculature is similar and is involved in tactile sensing in both (Grant
et al., 2013). The pattern of innervation of the whisker follicles is similar in marsupial and
placental mammals (Patrizi and Munger, 1966; Lee and Woolsey, 1975; Welker and Van der
Loos, 1986) and presents the possibility that the common ancestors of these therian mammals
were likely nocturnal (Gerkema et al., 2013) and may have used vibrissae sensing in
exploration, navigation and object identification, given their nocturnal lifestyle.
The commissural connections from the somatosensory cortex were generally sparse
from most of the cortical areas in the koala in comparison to the commissural projections
from homologous regions in the quokka and the rodent. They connected homotopic regions
in all of them. In the metatheria, the commissural connections occupied similar positions in
the anterior commissure as they crossed the midline. The fibres crossed the midline through
the corpus callosum in the rodent. The present study found sparsity of commissural
connections, but, before concluding definitely, the limitations of DTI could be responsible for
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the sparsity. If sparsity is the confirmed finding, then the koala cortex prefers to preserve the
purity of the most important information reaching S1 (Jones and Powell 1968, 1969). Known
for its low basal metabolic rate, the cost of wiring the two hemispheres would mean a high
expenditure of energy. Various hypotheses have been mentioned in chapter 5 on MRI
findings in the koala (Degabriele and Dawson, 1979).

6.4.4 Visual connections
Rodent tractography reveals both visual and auditory cortices having connections with
the olfactory bulb (Figs. 6.12f and 6.13f). This is a highly unexpected finding. There is no
evidence from the histological tracing studies of projections from the visual cortex to the
olfactory bulb. It might be due to the vagaries of the DTI. It should be established for the
presence of such connections by other studies before concluding.
In all the three species, the visual cortex established connections with adjacent
temporal, retrosplenial, frontal and somatosensory areas. There was a robust connection with
the somatosensory field and the auditory area in all the three species (Figs. 6.12a - 6.12f).
The visual region also established ipsilateral connections with the motor and visuomotor
areas of the frontal lobe, lateral limbic structures (the entorhinal cortex, amygdala and
hippocampus) and the medial limbic cortex (Figs. 6.12a - 6.12f). The visual cortex connected
with the lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus in all three species (Figs. 6.12a - 6.12f). If
in the fullness of time, the projections from the visual cortex to the olfactory bulb are
confirmed, then we can hypothesize for their existence.
Although olfactory structures appear similar on the FAC images, tractography revealed that
an important feature in rodent olfaction is the multisensory support provided by higher
senses, such as hearing and vision. If eventually the projections from the visual cortex to the
olfactory bulb are confirmed, then one would need to posit a functional connection between
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the two. A study conducted by Olofsson and colleagues (Olofsson et al., 2019) revealed that
rats trained on a tone-odour association task, but not untrained rats, showed elevated
electrophysiological responses in both auditory and olfactory cortices, as well as increased
functional connectivity between these regions, during task engagement. Olfactory sensations
are often accompanied by simultaneous visual sensations and studies have also revealed that
there is an enhancement of the olfactory performance with a simultaneous presence of
congruent colour or shape-related visual cues and facilitated visual object perception when
congruent smells are simultaneously present (Kuang et al., 2014). Studies conducted by
Kuang and his team documented that the olfactory cues did influence the perception of
ambiguous visual motion signals due to cross-modal interactions of a possible functional
linkage between the olfactory system and the visual dorsal pathway (Kuang et al., 2014). The
team is also of the opinion that, in vision-olfaction interactions, vision undoubtedly prevails
over olfaction in a normal circumstance and it’s the vision that modulates olfactory
perception; olfaction could hardly influence visual perception, unless the reliability of visual
information is compromised (e.g., during binocular rivalry). A study by Seigneuric and his
team on humans, explored the effects of olfaction on visual behaviours and suggested that
odours acted as cues enhancing the accessibility of relevant information available in memory
and that odours also played the role of informative or warning cues that would automatically
attract attention on the most probable related source in the environment (Seigneuric et al.,
2010). Thus, olfactory sensation is not a part of multimodal integration of the visual
sensations in the diprotodontids.
In all three species, the difference showed up in the commissural fibres from the
visual cortex that crossed the midline. Although they connected to the homotopic regions in
all of them, the fibres were sparse in the koala, whereas they were dense in quokka and the
rodent. The commissural fibres from the visual cortex crossed the midline through the
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anterior commissure in the metatherians and the corpus callosum in the eutherian. Studies
reveal that there is a role of the anterior commissure in connecting the visual cortices in the
eutherians too. Humans who have had their corpus callosum surgically severed have still
retained interhemispheric transfer of olfactory, auditory, and visual information but not the
somatosensory and the language information which are largely conveyed through the corpus
callosum (Fenlon et al., 2021).

6.4.5 Auditory connections
Tractographic results of the auditory area in the rodent reveals a few projections to the
olfactory bulb and thus, the only difference among the three species with regards to their
connectivity pattern was the connections of the auditory cortex with the olfactory bulb in the
rodents (Fig. 6.13e). Though the projections to the bulb are not as dense as those projected
from the visual area, they might still reveal a convergence of smells and sounds in the
olfactory processing stream, but such a direct pathway has not been reported in the literature.
Apart from the role played by the olfactory tubercle in reward circuitry (for review,
see Ikemoto, 2007), it is known for its vast interconnections (Haberly and Price,
1977; Schwob and Price, 1984; Johnson et al., 2000), and it’s involvement in cross-modal
sensory convergence (Wesson and Wilson, 2010). Single units in the olfactory tubercle not
only show selective odour responses, but also demonstrate apparent convergence of olfactory
and auditory inputs with single units displaying responses to both odours and tones. Wesson
and Wilson’s study clearly demonstrates that binding of information from both the olfactory
and the auditory channels happens within the olfactory tubercle. They are also of the opinion
that this sensory convergence in the olfactory tubercle is susceptible to cross-modal
influences which may be altered based on cognitive task demands and levels of arousal
(Wesson and Wilson, 2010). Another study demonstrates that the rats increase their sniffing
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frequency, a behaviour normally implicated in olfactory behaviour, during novel tone
investigation (Harrison, 1979) and during a simple auditory discrimination task (Wesson et
al., 2009). Thus, there seems to be no influence of odours on tones, and noises don’t seem to
alter how a diprotodontid perceives odours.

6.4.6 Limbic connections
The hippocampal commissural fibres were fewer in the koala when compared to those
of the quokka and the rodent (Figs. 6.14c and 6.14d). This finding could be due to the
general sparsity of commissural fibres in the koala.

6.4.7 Interhemispheric connections
In order to study the commissural distribution to the contralateral regions, seeding
was made into a) specific cortical areas or b) right hemisphere through its rostrocaudal extent,
to visualise the paths used by the commissural axons to cross the midline. The anterior
commissure of the quokka, koala, mouse and the corpus callosum of the mouse were seeded
individually. The six layered neocortices of the mammals studied (quokka, koala and mouse)
showed extensive interconnections within and between the hemispheres (Figs. 6.15a - 6.15f,
6.16a - 6.16f). The interhemispheric connections in the metatherians (quokka, koala) carried
through the anterior commissure and the hippocampal commissure (Figs. 6.15b, 6.15d).
In the diprotodontids, the commissural fibres crossed the midline through the anterior
commissure which served the paleo- and neocortical regions (Figs. 6.15a - 6.15d, 6.16a 6.16d, 6.17a - 6.17d, 6.18a, 6.18b, 6.20b, 6.20d, 6.20f and 6.20h). In the diprotodontids,
commissural axons arising from the dorsal cortical areas reached the anterior commissure via
the internal capsule as fasciculus aberrans, while the visual and the lateral somatosensory
connections pass through the external capsule to reach the anterior commissure (Figs. 6.15b,
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6.15d, 6.16a, 6.16b, 6.17b, 6.17d, 6.18a, 6.18b, 6.19a, 6.20b, 6.20d, 6.20f and 6.20h).
Studies on koalas and kangaroos have revealed a fasciculus aberrans, wherein the
commissural axons from the dorsal cortex projects through the dorsal region of the
commissure (Smith, 1897, 1902; Abbie, 1939; Ashwell et al., 1996a).
The olfactory structures projected through the ventral region of the commissure,
especially anteriorly in the basal telencephalic commissure (Figs. 6.15a - 6.15d, 6.16a to
6.16d, 6.17a - 6.17d, 6.18a, 6.18b, 6.19a, 6.19c, 6.19e, 6.20b, 6.20d, 6.20f and 6.20h). In
both the diprotodontids, the topographic localisation of the commissural axons from specific
cortical areas were similar. Similar segregations and topography have been identified in the
ac of tammar wallaby (Ashwell et al., 1996a). Studies using MRI and tractography have
identified similar segregations and topography within the ac according to cortical areal
topography (Suárez et al., 2018).
It was also examined to see if the relative position of the fibres within the anterior
commissure recapitulated cortical areal topography by mapping the positions occupied by the
fibres from different cortical areas within the anterior commissure (Fig. 6.19c and 6.19e).
Colour-coded tractographic reconstructions of the fibres crossing through each territory of the
midsagittal anterior commissure revealed a highly topographic interhemispheric map of
connections between the sensory isocortex, olfactory, frontal and cingulate/motor areas (Fig.
6.19e).
In the mouse, the connections between the hemisphere crossed the midline through
the corpus callosum (Figs. 6.15f and 6.16e), anterior commissure (Figs. 6.17e and 6.17f) as
well as the hippocampal commissure (Figs. 6.14e and 6.14f). The mouse anterior
commissure and the corpus callosum measures 0.14 mm2 and 1.10 mm2 respectively
(Ashwell, 2016), and the corpus callosum is nearly ten times the size of its AC (Figs. 6.15f
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and 6.16e). The anterior commissure in the rodents is significantly smaller compared to the
diprotodontids.
Fiji (Fiji software, 2021) was used to measure and analyse the cross-sectional area of
the anterior commissure and the proportional area occupied by fibres from different
isocortical regions. In the quokka, the brain weighed 12.8 g and the anterior commissure
measured 23.1 mm2. The magenta-coloured commissural fibres traceable to M occupied 2.3
mm2 (9.96%), the green coloured fibres traceable to the frontal area occupied 5.6 mm2
(24.24%), the yellow and crimson coloured auditory and visual fibres together occupied 13.5
mm2 (58.44%) and the olfactory fibres in the btc occupied 1.7 mm2 (7.36%).
In the koala, the brain weighed 17.1 g and the anterior commissure measured 12.25
mm2. The greenish, yellow-coloured commissural fibres traceable to M occupied 0.90 mm2
(7.34%), the green-coloured fibres traceable to the frontal area occupied 2.29 mm2 (18.66%),
the yellow- and crimson-coloured fibres to the somatosensory, auditory and visual fibres
together occupied 7.53 mm2 (61.5%) and the fibres in the btc occupied 1.53 mm2 (12.5%).
In both diprotodontids, trajectories of fibre set within the ac were noted (Figs. 6.15b, 6.15d,
6.16a - 6.16d and 6.17a - 6.17d). Blue fibres passing through the dorsal parts of the ac
traverse the fasciculus aberrans and connect dorsal, dorsomedial and caudal isocortex (Figs.
6.15b, 6.15d, 6.17b and 6.17d). Greenish-yellow fibres from the orbital and frontal
association cortex occupied a dorsorostral position within the ac. The crimson-coloured
fibres that swept back towards the somatosensory, visual and auditory areas occupied a
central position within ac. Although the arrangement of the fibres within the anterior
commissure reflected cortical areal topography in both the diprotodontids, in the quokka, the
arrangement looked spiral and crowded as they exit from the anterior commissure (Figs.
6.15b, 6.16b, 6.17a and 6.17b). This spiral appearance was not present in the anterior
commissure of the koala (Figs. 6.15d, 6.16d, 6.17c and 6.17d).
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In the mouse, the anterior commissure appeared significantly small compared to the
diprotodontids and measured only 0.14 mm2 in area (Ashwell, 2016). The commissural cells
of the mouse’s ac seem to originate in the anterior olfactory nucleus, the olfactory tubercle,
the piriform cortex, the nucleus of the lateral olfactory tract, amygdala nuclei, perirhinal
cortex and the entorhinal cortex (Figs. 6.17e and 6.17f). The fibres of the ac seem to travel to
and from the midline along three branching limbs, the anterior limb, greenish fibres to the
olfactory bulbs which forms the bulk of the fibres crossing the midline through the AC (Fig.
6.17f), the posterior limb, reddish yellow fibres reached the caudal end of the hemisphere to
involve other olfactory areas (piriform cortex) (Figs. 6.17e and 6.17f) and also connected the
perirhinal cortex (Figs. 6.17e and 6.17f) and the commissural component of the stria
terminalis (Figs. 6.17e and 6.17f).
Very few fibres also reach the hypothalamus (not seen in the figure, but the
tractography reveals a few fibres to the hypothalamus too) from the anterior commissure.
Significant number of greenish yellow fibres travel to reach the striatum and the nucleus
accumbens as well as the entorhinal cortex (Figs. 6.17e and 6.17f). Similar findings have
been noted in other studies on the rodent ac (Jouandet and Hartenstein, 1983). The
interhemispheric olfactory and paleocortical origins of the anterior commissure are similar in
both diprotodontids and the rodent (Figs. 6.16a - 6.16f and 6.17a - 6.17f). The neocortical
commissural origins are similar in diprotodontids and the rodent (Figs. 6.20a - 6.20h). The
difference is in the path these commissural axons take to reach structures and also the
structures through which these axons cross the midline to the contralateral hemisphere. As
mentioned above, in the diprotodontids, commissural axons arising from the dorsal cortical
areas reach the anterior commissure via the internal capsule, while the visual and the lateral
somatosensory connections pass through the external capsule to reach the anterior
commissure (Figs. 6.16a - 6.16d, 6.20d, 6.20e and 6.20f). Although the neocortical origins of
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the commissural axons are similar in both diprotodontids and the rodent (Figs. 6.20a - 6.20h),
the structures through which they cross over to the contralateral hemispheres are different. In
the diprotodontids, they cross the midline through the anterior commissure and hippocampal
commissure, while in the rodent, they crossed the midline through the corpus callosum (Figs.
6.20a - 6.20h), anterior commissure and the hippocampal commissure.
The connections through the anterior commissure in the metatherians were spatially
segregated according to cortical areal topography with axons from rostral cortical areas
crossing anteriorly, caudal areas crossing posteriorly, dorsal areas crossing dorsally, and
ventral areas crossing ventrally with a considerable overlap between projections from these
different areas (Figs. 6.15a - 6.15d, 6.16a - 6.16d, 6.17a - 6.17d, 6.18a, 6.18b, 6.19a, 6.19c
and 6.19e). Similar segregations were found in the anterior commissure of the fat-tailed
dunnart (Suárez et al., 2018). Spatial segregation of the commissural fibres was found in the
corpus callosum and the anterior commissure of the rodent brain too (Figs. 6.15e, 6.15f,
6.16e, 6.16f, 6.17e, 6.17f, 6.18c, 6.18d, 6.19b and 6.19d). The corpus callosum of the rodent
carried fibres topographically arranged (Figs. 6.19b and 6.19d) and connects mostly the
homotopic regions and few heterotopic regions (Figs. 6.15f, 6.16f). There is a topographic
representation of the different cortical areas along the corpus callosum, in which anterior
cortical areas are connected through the anterior corpus callosum and the more posterior
areas are connected through more posterior regions (Figs. 6.18c, 6,18d, 6.19b and 6.19d).
The spatial segregation of interhemispheric axons across the anterior commissure in the
marsupials resembled the arrangement of fibres across the corpus callosum in the rodent
(Figs. 6.15b, 6.15d, 6.15f, 6.18a - 6.18d and 6.19a to 6.19e).
A comparative analysis of commissural systems in this study reveals findings that are
consistent with many studies that have been done on commissural systems of the
metatherians and the eutherians (Smith, 1897, 1902; Abbie, 1939; Ashwell et al., 1996a;
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Suárez et al., 2014, 2018). Lack of a corpus callosum and the presence of the fasciculus
aberrans in the diprotodontids have been proven time and again (Suárez et al., 2018), but
comparison of the connectivity patterns of metatherians with eutherians are very few and
there has been no comparative study done on the connectivity pattern between the
diprotodontids and the eutherians. Tractography has revealed many results that are similar to
findings in various other studies (refer to previous chapters for a detailed listing) which have
made use of tracers or electrophysiological methods. The connectomes of the mammals
studied here display a telencephalic pallium that has undergone considerable increase in size
and number of connections, acquiring further complexity with the evolution of the sixlayered isocortex. The results also display a diversification of the telencephalic commissures
in these animals, including new axonal routes in diprotodont marsupials and a corpus
callosum in eutherian (placental) mammals. A comparative analysis of commissural systems
in vertebrates reveal that throughout vertebrates, the developmental plan of the forebrain
commissures is shared and conserved with a similar position relative to each other within the
brain and with similar patterns of connectivity (Suárez et al., 2014).
The fewer interhemispheric axons distributed to the contralateral hemisphere in the
koala (Figs. 6.16c, 6.16d, 6.17c and 6.17d)) could be either due to limitations of DTI or a
solution to conserve energy by reducing the long-range connectivity axons. The uneven
distribution of the fibres to the cortical areas could be attributed to the functional differences
between different types of cortical areas.
Although the koala brain (non-macropod) weighed (17.1- 12.8)/12.8 = 33.6% more
than the quokka brain (macropod), the area of the anterior commissure was (23.1-12.25)/23.1
= 47% less than that of the quokka brain, and the area to weight ratio was (1.805 0.716)/1.805 = 60.3% smaller than that of the quokka brain. The square root of ac area/ cube
root of brain volume is a constant for metatheria (Ashwell, 2016) and the koala could be an
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outlier, to this. The overall density of the commissural fibres crossing the midline through
the anterior commissure was also less than that in the quokka. There was no overcrowding of
the commissural fibres at the anterior commissure and hence did not seem to require a spiral
arrangement in order to accommodate fibres within the ac. The spatial segregation of
interhemispheric axons across the anterior commissure in the diprotodontids resembled the
arrangement of fibres across callosal tract in the rodent (Fig. 6.19a - 6.19e).
To conclude, all three species, through evolution and development, have retained a
number of features that are conserved throughout vertebrates. Findings suggest that the
relative positions and internal organizations of the cortical areas are similar. In all of them,
the somatosensory cortex included at least one primary somatosensory area (S1) and one
secondary area (S2) (see chapter 2). They all had a second visual area (V2) in addition to the
primary visual cortex (V1) (see chapter 2). Primary auditory cortex was identified in all of
them (see chapter 2). The cortex of the medial wall between the two hemispheres contained
two or more subdivisions of the retrosplenial cortex and two to three subdivisions of the
cingulate cortex (see chapter 2). The frontal cortex had at least medial and lateral divisions
(see chapter 2). All of them included perirhinal and entorhinal cortex (see chapter 2).
Although similarities exist in the organization of the neocortex, there could be differences in
the amount of cortex devoted to a particular system which may be related to their lifestyle.
Although we did not do a quantitative study of the cortical areas, the area of cortex dedicated
to motor function seemed smaller in metatherians compared to the cortical area dedicated to
motor functions in the rodent, probably because cortical motor functions were carried out
solely by the primary somatosensory cortex in the metatherians. The newly evolving motor
cortices in the rodents or eutherians may have initiated the formation of corpus callosum in
the placental mammals in order to integrate these cortices (Mihrshahi, 2006). A study
compared the skilled performances of rats and opossums both of which are mammals of
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comparable size and behavioural characteristics. Food handling by rats involved a more
complex and large variety of movements compared to their marsupial counterparts (Ivanco et
al., 1996). An evolutionarily important feature that has been conserved in all the three
species, is the commissural connections required for interhemispheric communications which
reflects the requirement for interhemispheric coordination for normal behaviour (Mihrshahi,
2006). The new axonal routes in the diprotodontids and the corpus callosum in the rodent are
new commissural routes which are probably a result of the origin of developmental
differences (Suarez et al., 2020) of the 6-layered isocortex in mammals (Suarez et al., 2014).
It is likely that there is a preference for a system that performs efficiently and economically.
The commissural routes, both ac and cc probably developed in order to fulfil the necessity to
integrate two topographic hemi representations of the sensory surfaces across the midline.
They were also required for a bimanual coordination especially when the cortex had begun to
exert a significant control in motor behaviour via the corticospinal tract (Aboitiz and Montiel,
2003). The positioning of the corpus callosum in the brain allowed axons to travel a much
shorter distance between the hemispheres, than if they were to cross ventrally through the
anterior commissures (Aboitiz and Montiel, 2003; Suárez et al., 2014, 2018). It is likely a
strategy to minimise the transmission time for fibres connecting primary and secondary
sensory areas (Aboitiz and Montiel, 2003; Suárez et al., 2014, 2018).
Differences in the connectivity patterns between these three mammals may be due to
differences in lifestyle and the niches they occupy. The findings indicate that the
diprotodontids like the eutherians have undergone significant radiation and have diversified
greatly. Their lifestyles call for survival through modifications in structure and function
which may manifest as differences we see in their connectivity pattern and the similarities
noted can be attributed to their phylogeny.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusion
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The expectation that studying diprotodont brains may provide a window to
understand evolution and survival after their divergence from the eutherians was a huge
temptation for me to pick up these mammals to understand how diversity and adaptation
invoked anatomical and functional specializations in their cortex. As the neonates of the
marsupials are born at a very primitive phase of ontogeny, one wonders whether the
milestones of the neural development in the marsupials have made the brain any different
from eutherian brains. The aim was to analyse the brain particularly cortical connections in
individual species in diprotodontids and combining qualitative and qualitative methods in
brain histology and MRI/DTI in representatives of major families. Such approach can help to
identify those anatomical and functional specializations in the brain that can be correlated
with the behavioural or ecological adaptations of individual species. I planned to perform a
comparative neurological analysis of diprotodontid metatherians with the eutherian (mouse)
at an organizational level that may be of an evolutionary importance in elucidating the
archetypal features of the mammalian cortex and the transformations that have taken place in
the course of evolution.

In the qualitative study, the analysis took advantage of the collection of sections of
the brains of 58 diprotodontid species collected by Prof. John Nelson that is held at the
Australian National Wildlife Collection, CSIRO, Canberra and Prof. Ken Ashwell’s
collection at UNSW. The Nissl-stained collections allowed comparisons across
representatives of all diprotodontid groups in preparations that had been processed with
almost identical methods. Cortical maps were generated in 17 of them based on their distinct
cytoarchitectural features. For four representative species, the maps were then translated onto
a flat surface to create tangential maps, which showed topographic relationship between
adjacent areas, their actual size, volumes and other parameters. The features of the
somatosensory cortex visualised in the diprotodontids suggests that these fields arose very
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early in mammalian evolution and have been retained in all lineages. The phalangerids and
macropods show a convergent evolution with some eutherians (rodents) in the area of
trigeminal pathway specialization, with a barrel-field-like formation in the mystacial layer of
the primary somatosensory region. This feature was not seen in the Vombatiformes. Partial
sensorimotor overlapping, a characteristic finding among the diprotodontids was noted very
clearly in the Vombatiformes with a coextensive prominent layer 4. The visual fields also
seem conserved, both V1 and V2 have been identified in all the diprotodontids homologous
to the regions identified in eutherians, suggesting that both fields were present in the common
ancestor. Au1 has been identified in all the diprotodontids studied here and has been
compared with the studies done on eutherians and monotremes and indicates that it was
present in the common ancestor. The distinct cytoarchitectonic features of the insular region
allowed parcellation of the area into granular and dysgranular regions homologous to those in
the eutherians. The cingulate region was parcellated into two distinct regions (Cg1 and Cg2).
In the successive sections the region was parcellated into retrosplenial granular and
dysgranular regions.
The tangential maps revealed internal organization of the areas with respect to each
other, differences in the amount of cortex allocated to putative functional areas, differences in
the relative size of the cornua Ammonis and other subdivisions of the hippocampal
formation. The results suggest that the relative positions and internal organizations of the
cortical areas are similar in all diprotodontids irrespective of the brain size, compelling the
idea that it is the molecular gradients, created by the regional gene expression patterns, that
are common for all therians which determine cortical locations and internal organisation of
the primary sensory areas for all mammals and these areas are specified and maintained in
early development by the same. Comparative studies of the sensory neocortex in the
diprotodontids indicate that despite differences in lifestyle, size and phylogeny, all species in
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the group share a common plan of cortical organization. The types of adaptations the
diprotodontids have made to cortical fields are remarkably similar to those described in
eutherian mammals and maybe a consequence of adaptations to similar environments in
mainland Australia. The similarities in the cortical field organization between the
diprotodontids and the eutherians indicate that there are large constraints imposed on
evolving nervous systems that result in recurrent solutions to similar environmental
challenges.
In the quantitative chapter, I plotted graphs, and applied phylogenetic generalized
least squares linear regression in order to quantitatively analyse the isocortex, hippocampal
formation and olfactory structures in the diprotodontids. The graphs revealed a scaling
relationship that was almost identical with regards to iso- and periallocortical grey matter and
brain size and also between subcortical white matter and iso- and periallocortical grey matter.
Eutherians have a greater gyrification index compared to diprotodontids and differences in GI
were also apparent within the diprotodontids. The macropods showed a diverse range of
gyrification compared to other diprotodontids. There was a different relationship amongst
the therians with respect to hippocampal formation, central olfactory areas (anterior olfactory
region and piriform cortex) and brain size. All of them scaled with a higher gradient against
brain size among diprotodontids compared to eutherians. The scaling of iso- and
periallocortical volume with dorsal striatal and dorsal thalamic volume is almost identical
among the diprotodontids and eutherians, but the claustrum is smaller, and amygdala larger,
for a given brain size among diprotodontids than eutherians. The results of the quantitative
chapter revealed, that, although there were striking similarities among diprotodontids and the
eutherians with respect to their cytoarchitectonic features, not all was identical between the
two in terms of quantitative analysis. There were significant differences between
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diprotodontids and eutherians in the way that cortical folding and expansion of allocortical
structures occurs with brain enlargement.
The present study not only revealed similarities and differences in cortical/brain
cytoarchitectonic composition across species, and their internal organization and allometric
relationships, but also revealed the similarities and differences in their connectome pattern
and reinforced the idea that the cortical modifications that have happened as a solution to
challenges “thrown at them” during adaptations after divergence from the eutherians.
Tractography was applied to a range of areas including all primary cortical areas, allocortical
areas like the hippocampus, right hemisphere, anterior commissure, subcortical structures like
the caudate and putamen, amygdala and the dorsal thalamus in the quokka, koala and the
mouse. The connectomes of the primary sensory cortices allowed the evaluation of their
relationship with other cortical areas, and how they involved other areas for multimodal
integration and execution of functions. Despite the evolutionary separation of the
diprotodontids and eutherians, the major structural feature of the cortex, mainly a similar
arrangement of cortical neurons in layers that was evident in all of them (quokka, koala and
the mouse). The similarity in the shape of the major pathways, for example the curved
cingulate bundle that connects the limbic areas across the lobes and the longitudinal fibre
bundles that grouped in the ventral and the dorsal aspects of the brains hinted that they all
followed the same rules of development of the brain. These observations simply unified
“many principles” that reflect variations of conserved neurodevelopmental mechanisms.
The weighted images revealed at least two somatosensory areas in both diprotodontids
and eutherians. The connectivity pattern of the primary cortices revealed involvement of the
adjacent and distant cortical regions giving rise to multimodal integration and also exerting a
mutual influence to execute their function. Differences in the density of these reciprocal
fibres suggested that there seemed to be differences in the strength of their reciprocal
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relationship. The cluster-like patchy distribution of axons in the mystacial region of the
quokka and the mouse revealed a convergent evolution between these therians. The density
of commissural distribution to the contralateral hemispheres was significantly lower in the
koala, although the areas that received the commissural fibres from a particular region was
almost identical among the diprotodontids and the eutherian mouse. The thalamocortical
connections were similar between the therians. The commissural connections between the
limbic components were identical between the therians.
Although the koala brain weighed more than the quokka brain, the area of
commissural fibres crossing the midline was much lesser than in the quokka. The density of
commissural fibres was also less in the koala compared to the quokka and the distribution to
the contralateral regions were also sparse. Whether the number of cortical neurons that have
been assigned a commissural function is fewer, or the koala has reduced long-range
connectivity in order to cut down on metabolic expenditure, is something this study could not
address.
The various findings from each category of this study made it possible to link and
attribute them to the ecological adaptations and behaviour of these animals. For example, the
barrels reveal cortical features required for tactile sensations like eutherians and imparts a
similar behaviour in both species. After surveying these connectomes, one can infer that,
across species, there is a strong drive to cut down on expensive principles of wiring the brain
and favour functionally important topological attributes that benefit efficient communication
and global integration. The subtle variations in the connectome organization support species
specific adaptations in behaviour and cognitive functioning. This study has had its
limitations due to accuracy of the DTI measurements and the reliability of the tractography
results, which can be compromised by a wide range of artifact sources including data noise,
image distortion, partial-volume averaging, and algorithm parameters setting. The
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interpretations that have been put forth in this study on adaptive changes in the
cytoarchitecture, allometric changes of the cortical areas and the subcortical structures, and
the connectome patterns that might help explain biological underpinnings of variations in
brain structure and function. This would necessitate further histological validation studies
across a wider range of species.
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